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^SHINGTON. — The U.S„ Israel
Egypt yesterday officially open*

as:
’!ep> ^ - the Camp David peace treaty

satiations, reaffirming '; their
-o. 5

-~^* (germination to bend their beet ef-

-Wk^W8 toward successful completion
6BwHhe negotiation* =• as soon as

ltte."
statement issued'by ' the three_

jj.r

‘*r ^gallons went on to describe the
-

’'f
to thermosphere during this early stage

, Ear-^ie negotiations,as

c |3 Jj s

‘warm and in-

- fc.
tjcretary of State Cyrus Vance,

“rassk
has'i^> flew by helicopter from

7*s ?i’-s .nrT%hJngton to .Camp David early
-
-="ier jf'^.erday morning, met Jointly with
v-" liiw^filgn Minister Moshe Dayan and

^ ne Minister Must&pha Khalil for
defast at Laurel Lodge- Theyhad

i-T/jc H^»ywd at Camp David, together
•".«

ire
"’*«5

1 their delegations and the rest of
^r3i,‘,

*trl^U.S. team, on Tuesday evening.

w .^sr In the morning, the secretary
Pr :»

;
v .7. ..

separately with Khalil sad then
.-il

- '*&&• for slightly more than one^ each.
r^ c

delegations have been
ar

5ieraiely Isolated from the news
,"
y
~
,* via in an effort to avoid potentlal-

-.ml'l.
i-l!r

* aihmastag leaks. The only infor-
-

-*-;s -region available comes from the
On^e Department Press Office.

3&s -rvg^ements issued yesterday focused
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'^Saidat would act as U.S. policeman in M.E.

Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan is greeted by Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance on his arrival at Andrews Air Force Base outside
Washington on Tuesday.

primarily on the technical details of
the talks and provided some colour,
but no substantive information on
the course of the negotiations.
According to well-placed U.S.

sources, the hope is to bridge the
remaining gaps as much as possible
to try to ensure ultimate success at a

(UPl telephoto)

subsequent summit involving U.S.
President Jimmy Carter, Prime
Minister Menahem Begin and Egyp-
tian President Sadat.
The sources expect the talks to

recess over the weekend, enabling
Dayan and Khalil to return home for

(Continned on page 2. coL 1)

nst SrVlHDfCfTON. — Egyptian Preai-

;

Anwar Sadat has told the U.S.B*

?«>
Quid be ready to order military

Mf.r

“Lres

p r. ±5

as into any conflict which
.atened the flow of Middle East

r. itoii0 **•* Wea*- U.S. government

s
~V*iceB said yesterday.

”

•;

J

,,
dat's willingness to intervene

'partly on behalf of U.S. interests

ro-.Y”' expressed last week to Defence
.

'JlX- ‘etary Harold Brown, who toured
' n**t as U.S. President

‘^tty Carter's personal xepresen-

-:r~i i L-is-ypHan military officials at the
-^=.3 time atdted~Brown for billions

i-rqollars ' worth of weapons, in-
.sre: rjSjig 800 F-1B tighten — four

3:i: as many as the U.S. offered
last year.

a? ?.:rr;x:ording-to the sources,- Sadat
- : .n :: Urs that Egypt, if adequately arm-
~

- :ould act as peacemaker in the

3f.rv r* :11c East nwd defend Smaller oll-

*7 loctag-noiiansin the-Gulfagainst .

= . i-Yhe tide attacks.
•

;
.»Y dat was well aware that ban's

jpse removed a pro-Western

. -.is which had provided
r4Uiy In the regioh, the sources

promised to watch the Iranian— ^ ^rrttion closely and be prepared to

i ‘ Z ~ vene militarily -if American (til

' Ij.V. Ylies were threatened, the

. _ rX ces added.

Sadat was believed to be referring
primarily to the security of Saudi
Arabia, which provides the U.S. with
20 per cent of its imported oil and
which is financing Egypt's purchase
of SO American P-5 fighters worth
2525m.
President Sdat’s vision of a power-

ful Egypt serving as a policeman in
the areawas based onan assumption
that Egypt and Israel would even-
tually sign a peace treaty, the
sources said.

Some officials have suggested that
the UJB. hopes to underwrite a kind
of-informal alliance in which Egypt

.

would be the active peacemaker in
the Middle East while Israel serves
as a “silent partner."
The Egyptian leader was quite

specific with Brown about whom he
was prepared to defend, the sources
said. At one point in the meeting, he
unrolled a' map of the region and .

pointed - out the nations he would
protect, among them Sudan, Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait, Somalia and Oman.

. Sadat appeared moat worried
ebdut the threat posed to Ms country
by Libya. The sources quotedhim as
saying he thought the Soviet Union,
which was once Egypt’s chief arms
supplier, waa “trying to get at him"
through Tripoli.

In another development underlin-
ing Sadat's concern over Soviet

attempts to destabilize pro-Western
regimes In Africa and the Middle
East, the Egyptian Chief of Staff.

General Ahmed Badawi.
#
left for

Zaire yesterday with a message for
President Mobuto Sese Seko.

Egyptian cooperation with Zaire
began in May 1977 when it sent 50
pilots and technicians to reinforce

Mobutu's forces against K&tangan
rebels. Sadat justified the move by
saying that the Katangan invasion
was a direct threat to the vital

sources of the Nile river and to the
Sudanese regime, with which Egypt
has a defence pact.

Badawi’s visit to the central
African nation comes on the heels of
unconfirmed reports that Egypt has
sent troops to Oman to replace Ira-
nian forces called back by the new
regime. Sadat would not comment
on this report last week.
For the seppnd consecutive day

yesterday, Sadat visited the site of a
tank battle in Sinai during the 1973
war and urged a student audience to
“replace the yellow of the sands with
green."
He called upon the students to

“come to the sacred land and build
on it" and to “forget the ideas ofthe
effendia." He made no reference to
the Camp David peace talks.
(Reuter. AP, UPI)

frontier closed to UN Senegalese

at IDF releases one suspect
^

Jerusalem Post Staff
' HANIKRA. — Despite

:"oiib reports that the border
'(point had been opened to All

Y .-:i'?TL contingents, . Senegalese
.. -j-Iers serving in Southern

Y.;:: non ore still being denied entry
_ .'Y^ufraeL

YVlr: frontier was closed on Sunday
a Senegalese officer was

lit red-handed,, smuggling me-
tres to terror groups inside

.~i. The explosives were found in
re tire.

^. rterd&y, a second Senegalese
i-ired with the officer was releas-
.^ter It became clear during ln-
gation that he had ndt known of

Smuggling attempt. .. .

:r3 Senagelese, a driver, was

returned to the border and he rejoin-

ed his unit.

IDF sources said yesterday that

the suspected officer, a lieutenant,

was recruited of volunteered several
months ago to work for the PLO, and
since then had undertaken several
missions for them, including
weapons smuggling.

It seems certain that his battalion

commander was not aware of the
smuggling.
A military spokesman last night

could not say how long the ban on
Senegalese troops crossing into

Israel would be in effect.

The suspect 1b being held in one of

the prisons in the north of the coun-
try. In theory, it would be possible to

charge the UN soldier and try him in

dzman promises Haddad more aid

c\

Jerusalem Pest Reporter
ULLA. — Defence Minister
in Welzman told breakaway
I

j'oese Major Sa-'ad Haddad here
' -ffday that the State of Israel
[z^iers him and Ms- forces as
)pa and promised that Israel
• 41 continue to find ways to help
<

l

£Izman, accompanied by
v lern Commander Aluf Avigdor
Sish" Ben-Gal and senior of-

came here in an air force
ipter piloted by the minister,
man said that he came to
3a especially to meet with Had-
nd to exchange views with him
; situation.

Idad said after the meetingthat
ird “encouraging words" from
sfence minister, and that they

Viscussed various matters con-

'ssst !! A special
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te have a deal for yoo. A way to

in touch with events in Israel

you return home. It's called the
ilem Post .International Edition,
ailed worldwide every week with
atest news, features and photos.

convenient spot to take out a
ripnon is die offices and show-
of the Best of brad international

cerning the situation in Lebanon and
Beirut’s cut off of salaries to soldiers
serving under Haddad in the south
and with the Christian militias.

Haddad said It was clear that be
could be helped by Israel in the
matter of salaries, but he would
prefer to receive the funds from the
Lebanese government. He stressed
that be sees himself as an Integral

.
part of the Lebanese army.
Haddad added that, according to

Information in his hands, Iraqi units
which had been In the Ax-noun area
six months ago have returned, arriv-

ing in the last few days through the

Bek'aa region.
Artillery duels continued in

Southern Lebanon over the last few
days, and Haddad’s spokesman said
that the terrorists stationed in the

Aisidya and Amoun areas shot mor-
tars in the direction of Mar-
jayoun.

,
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^

an Israeli court, but the decision is

complicated by political con-
siderations.

The border post which serves
UNIFiL forces here was opened to

traffic yesterday, after the IDF com-
pleted special arrangements. In
Metulla, near the border post called
“Weiss Gate,” thorough inspections
were being made of those crossing,

Including the dismantling of UN
vehicles and searches through
belongings.
IDF troops are not allowing UN

forces to bring their vehicles into

Israel with spare tires, which are be-
ing left on the other side of the
border.
Major Sa’ad Haddad’s Southern

Lebanese forces are also carrying
out thorough searches, and yester-
day they displayed Syrian, Iraqi and
Palestinian flags confiscated from a
UN vehicle belonging fo the
Norwegian brigade.
The Jerusalem Post yesterday

learned that Haddadhas complained
to the UNIFIL operations officer.

Colonel Rana of Nepal, that
Norwegian UN soldiers were recent-
ly caught photographing military
structures Inside the Christian
enclave, and installations on the
Israeli side. , <t

(

The Post also learned yesterday
that except for 25 storemen and
maintenance men, the entire Iranian
contingent to UNIFIL has left

Lebanon and returned to Iran. The
last 25, who are in the Beirut area
guarding some 500 tons of Iranian
military equipment, are scheduled
to leave Lebanon for home with the
equipment around February 24 by
ship.

Left drops

march on

Khomeini
TEHERAN. — Iran's Marxist urban
guerrillas, the Fedayeen-e-Khalq.
yesterday backed down from a loom-
ing confrontation with Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini and called off

march planned for today.
The fedayeen, whose trained

street-fighters played an important
role in the uprising which overthrew
the shah ]2 days ago, have replaced
their march to the ayatollah’s head-
quarters with a rally set for
tomorrow, the local weekly holiday,
at Teheran University. This will be a
protest against what they see
deviation from the revolutionary
course by the new provisional
government and Its moderate
policies.

A fedayeen spokesman said they
were also trying to avoid confronta-
tion after tough statements by
Ayatollah Khomeini, who has brand-
ed them as "anti-Islamic oppor-
tunists.''

“Our government will give full

freedom to other social groups to ex-
press their ideas," Deputy Premier
Amir Entezam told reporters yester-
day. “But if the means they use
threaten the security and stability of
the country, we will crush them.’
Diplomats predicted that the

fedayeen backdown was only a tem-
porary setback, however, and that
they would later seek again to
challenge the man who is undoubted
master of the masses at the moment.
The fedayeen bad become further

convinced they could notwin today's
planned showdown after the
moderate National Front announced
they would boycott the march and
the revolutionary radio broadcast
hourly exhortations to stay away.
D.esplte his victory, Khomeini

deemed it necessary in a rare per-
sonal television appearance later
yesterday to order his followers not
to hand in their guns as he had
previously ordered them.
Presumably in anticipation of

further trouble with the Marxists, he
said: “Revolutionary forces should
not turn in their weapons at mosques
or my headquarters as I previously
told you. Wait for further instruc-
tions.”

Khomeini supporters have openly
admitted their worries about the
large number of guns held by the
Mandats after the country's military
arsenals were looted in the lightning
revolution.
The unsmiling Khomeini also had

harsh words for ’America, Britain
and the Soviet Union in a nationwide
message yesterday on the schools'
reopening. His Islamic revolution
would continue, he declared, until

“the hands of the United States, the
Soviet Union and Britain are cut.”
Meanwhile Bntesam, the

government's official spokesman,
revealed that the "back to work"
orders Issued by Khomeini and by
Provisional Premier Mehdl
Bazorgan, which have restored an
air of surface., normality to the
capital after months of disruption,
were not being obeyed in big fac-

tories. -

‘If the workers are not going to
carry out the orders of the govern-
ment, we will face economic
catastrophe,” he said.

He said that left-wing workers
were demanding the right to elect
their own managers and refusing to
accept government appointees.
None of the country's big factories
were functioning at present because
workers were holding continual

(ConUnoed mi pose 2, ceL 1)

ADL says Khomeini

reneged on promise
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The Anti-Defamation League of
B'nai B’rith yesterday released a
statement attacking Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini's alliance with
the PLO, calling it a “major setback
for American interests and for the
prospects of peace and stability in
the Middle East.”
The statement, issued

simultaneously in Jerusalem and
New York, charged Khomeini with
reneging on a promise not to ex-
propriate property owned by the Ira-
nian Jewish community. The
promise was made last week in a
meeting with ADL officials initiated

by Shahrair Rouhani, new head of
the Iranian embassy In Washington.

“It has come to our attention that
the building of the Israeli legation
was owned by the Jewish community
in Iran,” the statement said. “The
transfer, then, of the building to the
PLO Is a violation” of that promise.

Saudi Arabia wants
to buy Iran's F-14 jets

WASHINGTON (UPI). — Saudi
Arabia, concerned over the
vulnerability of the Persian Gulf,
'wants to buy all of Iran's 77 Grum-
man F-14 Tomcat jet fighters from
the new government, "Aviation
Week and Space Technology"
reported yesterday.
A Pentagon spokesman sold that

the possible sale of Iran's F-14
fighters to Saudi Arabia “has never
been discussed at senior levels or for-
mally. It may have been mentioned
in passing at lower levels but has
never been seriously considered."

EegularVietnam troops

sent to border battle
HANOI (UPI). — Vietnam
yesterday, threw its first
regulars into battle and said
Chinese invasion forces, gearing
up for a bigger attack, had push-
ed 24 km. beyond the border to
the provincial capital of Cao
Bang.
Deputy Foreign Minister

Nguyen Co Th&ch told a news
conference in Hanoi the situa-
tion along the rest of the battle
front was static.

"All Chinese preparations are
aimed at a bigger attack." he
said.
Witnesses reported Vietnam has

thrown its first regulars Into the bat-
tle to repulse the Chinese Invasion,
deploying one regiment to the
northeastern front. Until now Viet-
nam has relied on local paramilitary
defence forces.
The majpr part of the fighting has

been led by Vietnamese regional
forces, the best of the nation’s
militia.

Officials have evacuated civilians
from the Langson provincial
capital, where a heavy build-up was
reported on Tuesday.
Earlier yesterday, Japanese

reporters in northern Vietnam said
the Vietnamese armed forces were
massing for a decisive attack on the
Chinese Invaders. At the same time
the Vietnamese said China was con-
centrating forces for an even larger-
scale attack than the one that began
the war last Saturday.
The reports came as the U.S. said

It strongly favoured a meeting of the
UN Security Council to consider all

aspects of the Indochina situation,
and the Soviet Union condemned
U.S. President Jimmy Carter for
failing to denounce China as an
aggressor.
In Tokyo, Japanese military

analysts said there could be prolong-
ed fighting along the Slno-
Vietnameae border despite Chinese
claims that the invasion is a short-
term punitive raid.
Hanoi Radio yesterday quoted

Vietnamese Vice-Foreign Minister
Neguyen Co Thach as saying that
China had sent three army corps
across the border last Saturday
attempting to occupy the three
provincial capitals of Langson. Cau
Bang ana lao Kay. He then an-
nounced that China was concen-
trating its forces to attack Vietnam
"on an even larger scale." the radio
said.

In Bangkok, intelligence sources
said a decisive confrontation
between Vietnamese and Chinese
forces could take place in the
Langson area. The intelligence
sources said China had massed three
divisions of infantry, backed up with
tank units, 80 km. east of Langson,
which they were predicting will join

in the fighting, attempting to cut
Vietnamese supply lines to Langson.
In Peking, a Chinese official

source said yesterday that China Is

hoping to end the battle in a few
days, adding, however that the bat-
tle may be prolonged if Vietnamese
regulars join in, Japan’s Kyodo news
service said.

The source said fierce fightingwas
underway in a lD-km.-wide belt all
along the Sino-Vietnamese border,
but that Chinese troops had not
fought Vietnamese regular troops
until yesterday morning. The
Chinese were concentrating on
destroying regional Vietnamese
forces and military installations in
the border areas, the source was
quoted as saying.

The Chinese source said that if the
regular Vietnamese mounted attacks,

the Oiiwe*ie troops would strike back,
“leadingto the worst situationwhere
the battle will be bogged down, con-
tinuing all month."

Intelligence sources in Bangkok
say the Vietnamese claim of killing

up to 8,000 Chinese troops is Inflated
and that Vietnamese losses have
been much heavier than the Chinese.
Philip Short, aBBC correspondent in

Peking, said the Chinese army had
inflicted losses of 10,000 dead and
wounded on the Vietnamese army
and suffered 2,000 to 3,000 casualties
in the first two days of fighting last

week.
The figures were unofficial but

.were obtained from sources that
proved reliable in the past, he said.
Meanwhile Moscow radio said that

Chinese troops who occupied the
strategic rail terminal toDong Dang
soon after crossing into northern
Vietnam had been beaten back.
The radio, quoting a "Pravda"

correspondent in Langson, said that
Chinese forces had penetrated up to
10 km. at the start of the thrust on
Saturday, but had been pushed back
to within 6 km. of the frontier.

The Soviets also reported the Viet-
namese army was under pressure in

Cambodia, where it has well over
100,000 men, from Khmer Rouge
guerrilla units moving close to
several towns in the northwest.
At UN headquarters in New York,

the U.S. said yesterday that it

strongly favoured a meeting of the
Security Council to consider all

aspects of the Indochina situation.
But it gave no indication of when a
formal request would be submitted.

A spokesman for the U.S. mission
said that consultations were con-
tinuing with other governments
"with a view towards such a
meeting." He said the meeting
should consider "both the Chinese in-
vasion of Vietnam and the Viet-
namese invasion of Kampuchea
(Cambodia), as well as the need to
prevent wider conflict.”

China and the Soviet Union both
oppose Council debate. The Soviets
yesterday renewed their charges
that the U.S. had connived in China's
attack on Vietnam, "Pravda" say-
ing it was no coincidence that the
Chinese attack had taken place after
Vice-Premier Teng Hslao-ping
visited the U.S.. (UPI, AP, Reuter)

Soviet ships, planes seen

moving towards Vietnam
TOKYO. — A Soviet cruiser and
destroyer were sighted cruising
toward the East China 8ea yesterday
by Japanese military planes, the
Japanese Defence Agency said.
The Soviet vessels were identified

as a 16,000 ton cruiser of the Sverdlov
class, and a 3,300 ton Ktavlk class
destroyer.
Both were believed baaed at

Vladivostok.
Japanese Navy men estimated the

two vessels would pass through the
Tsushima Strait, which separates
Japan from Korea, and enter the
China Sea.
Nearly two dozen Japanese jet in-

terceptors were scrambled when the
Soviets sent long-range recon-
naissance aircraft along the
Japanese coasts in the direction of
the South China Sea and the South
Pacific.

Two Tupolev 195 "Bear" aircraft
passed along Japan's western coast

on their way to positions off Viet-

nam, where they were believed
to be using electronic devices to
observe the fighting.

Two other Bears went down
Japan's Pacific coast in the direction
of the South Pacific, where they
were believed looking for any rein-

forcements en route to join the U.S.
Seventh Fleet.
Defence Agency sources said the

two Soviet ships might be heading
for the South China Sea to join nine
others cruising off the Vietnam coast
to show support for Vietnam.
Sverdlov class cruisers are the

biggest in the Soviet Pacific fleet,

headquartered at Vladivostok across
the Sea of Japan from the Japanese
Archipelago.
Earlier yesterday Japanese

Defence Agency sources said they
expected the Soviet navy to Increase
its presence off Vietnam. (UPI,
Reuters).

Army likes Burg’s prison work plan
Jerusalem Post Staff

Interior Minister Yosef Burg's
proposal to introduce light industry
into prisons and to send low-risk con-
victs to work on IDF Negev
redeployment projects following a
peace treaty with Egypt has been
roundly welcomed. Burg made the
proposal in a radio interview yester-
day morning.

The army would be more than
happy to immediately take Burg up
on his word, and supply light in-

dustry to the country's prisons.”
Quartermaster-General Aluf
Yohanan Gur told The Jerusalem
Post yesterday.
Gur said be could immediately

assign and 'pay for work in prlsohs
such as tent mending and
maintenance of other equipment. He
did not rule out the establishment of
production plants as well, provided
that the army’s criteria were met.
Gur was less enthusiastic,

however, about the idea of sending
prisoners to work in the Negev, say-
ing that it would need deeper study.
MK Tamar Eshel (Alignment),

who heads a Knesset sub-committee
on prisons, welcomed Burg's
proposals, saying they were fully in
line with the committee's own views
on greater liberalization in penal
policy.

But Eshel cautioned that the in-

troduction of industries that re-
quired only unskilled labour would

not do much to rehabilitate convicts
sinceTEey would'not necessarily ac-
quire a trade from the experience.
"Prison industries should also serve
as a corridor to normal civilian life,”

she said.

Eshel also warned that the
proposal to use prison labour for
army construction work or even in
agriculture must not raise any con-
notation of labour camps or coercive
labour. Therefore it should be com-
pletely voluntary, she said.
The proposal was also Welcomed

by Dr. Leslie Sebba, a criminologist
at the Hebrew University, who said
that the experience of other coun-
tries with such programmes tor low
risk prisoners had, on the whole,
been positive. "It is definitely an ex-
periment worth trying," he said.

Prison Authority Commissioner
Gundar Haim Levy told The Post,

1 “We have a serious problem of over-
crowding in the prisons, and employ-
ing prisoners in army camps would
'relieve the situation a lot."

"Today there are about 300
criminal prisoners whom we believe
can work outside the prison. They
constitute about 10 per cent of all

criminal prisoners in the state." he
added.

Yisrael Kessar, chairman of the
Hfstadrut Trade Union Department,
said that the Histadrut has not yet
discussed the plan but, in principle,
any effort to rehabilitate prisoners

and to make them productive
citizens has the Histadrut’s ap-
proval. "Of course, solving one
problem can create others," he said.

"This has to be done carefully to

make sure organized labour isn’t

hurt. I'm sure, though, that if it isn't

a one-sided move, if workers'
representatives are consulted as
plans are made, it can be a very con-
structive idea."
Halm Aberfeld, secretary of the

Civilian Army Employees Union,
said he was not familiar with the

details of the plan, but from what be
heard on the radio, he did not regard
it as a threat to workers' jobs.

Taxman to check car buyers
Post Political Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The 6,000 people who
boughtnew cars last month will have
to explain to the taxman how they
could afford the purchase.
This is what Deputy Finance

Minister Yebezkel Flomin told
Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich in a
conversation the two held yesterday
during a meeting of the Liberal Par-
ty Central Committee.

If things are so bad, Ehrlich asked,
how could 6,000 Israelis afford the
high prices of 1979 model cars?
Flomin responded that the large
numbers of buyers in the car market
during the last month had not es-

caped bis eye and he would be check-
ing for tax evaders among them.
He had instructed the income tax

authorities to examine the files of all

6,000 new car owners and use them in
random in-depth tax investigations.
In his speech to the committee,

Flomin noted that there is a very
delicate -balance between “the right
to privacy and the need for tax
authorities to collect sufficient infor-
mation to enable them to crack down
on and prevent tax dodging." he said
that a new system of computerizing
information about every adult in
Israel who should be paying taxes, is

now in development.
"However, we must take care that

proper safeguards are employed to
prevent violations of privacy and the
curtailment of civil freedoms. We
know that we will not disturb this
balance, but we must make sure that
future governments will not be able
to do so," he said.

Water crisis looms: driest winter in 20 years
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Jerusalem Poet Reporter

HAIFA. — The country is ap-
proaching a critical water situation

after scant rainfalls this winter, ac-

cording to an official of the national

water supply company.
“For twenty years we haven't had

such a drought." Mekorot
spokesman Mordechai Yacobovitch
told the press yesterday. "We
are deep in an overdraft from the
water bank, that is, our ground
water resources. We are trying to

reduce as much se possible the con-
sequences. like the penetration of

salt water into the wells and ground
water in the Tel Aviv area in 1960.”

The level of the Klnneret, the
national reservoir, is now one metre
below its normal level. The drop Is

due to heavy water usage and the
small Influx of runoff and melting
snow water this winter.

"We are trying to lift the Klnneret

level by pumping into it water from
various sources," Yacobovitch
reported. "One of them Is the very
effective method of cloud seeding to

bringdown more rain over the lake's

catchment area. It has hardly
started yet this year because there

are just not enough rain clouds

about."

With wells In the area becoming
saline from lack of rain, Mekorot has

adopted an emergency measure for

channelling salt water back into the

Klnneret to save the wells.

"The water supply for this

summer is assured, excluding minor
local shortages. But if there are not

enough rains next winter, we shall

have trouble in the summer of 1980,"

Yacobovitch said. In the long run

Israel, leading the world by ex-

ploiting as much as 95 per cent of its

water resources, has three potential

sources left to draw from: Recycling

sewage water; desalination of sea
and brackish water, and what Is

known as “artificial rain'.'

"That Is stretching nature's
resources to the limit and beyond,”
Yacobovitch said.

The spokesman admitted that
water was still being wasted on a
large scale by all sectors, including
agriculture, which uses 80 per cent of
Mekorot supplies. “But progress on
saving Is being made all the time.
Drip irrigation, which is more
economical, is gradually replacing
the wasteful sprinkling method.”
One unsolved problem is the

massive loss of water through
evaporation, which in the Klnneret
alone amounts to 300m. cu.m. —
about as much as the national water
carrier pumps annually from the
lake- Research on reducing evapora-
tion is going on here and throughout
the world, so far without success.

Mekorot now operates 13 desalina-

tion plants In the south. These
employ the "Inverted osmosis"
method, in which saline water Is

filtered through a membrane, leav-

ing the salt on one side of It. One such
plant north of Eilat, the largest of its

kind in the world, supplies 700 cu.m,

daily to the town and will increase its

output soon.

Mekorot is cooperating with Haifa
on a lL2iom. sewage water reclama-
tion project which within two to

three years will supply millions of

cubic metres of purified water for

irrigation, supplanting fresh water
from Mekorot. Two water wells are
now being drilled in the northern
Jordan Valley, “and that will bring
us to the.lixnit of the water resources
in that area." Yacobovitch said.

Mekorot will also pump more water
to the Golan, Jordan'Valley. Negev
and Arava farmers this year.

The Changing Attitudes of Israel's

Arabs: In the first of a series of articles,

a team of Post reporters Investigates the
current unrest on the campuses.

A Foreigner In China: Augustine Zycher
visits some Chinese students at home.

The Took Slllfn: Hirwb Goodman
describes the work of a highly specializ-

ed lnfiinlry unit.

Plus: Book reviews, TV add Radio
schedules, Dry Bones and Kisbon, and

all the regular features.

In the weekend edition of

Order your copy today.
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SOCIAL & PERSONAL

Denmark's ambassador to Israel,

Ole Koch, was received yesterday at
the office of Haifa Mayor Arye
Gorel.

Lt. Col. Peter Bouton, chief of
operations of the Office of the Chief
Coordinator of the UN Peacekeeping
Mission in the Middle East, will be
the guest speaker at the Tel Aviv-
Jaffa Rotary Club's ladles' luncheon
at 1.15 p.m. today.

David Neuman was elected Rotary
governor for 1979/80, and Andrew
»mti— was elected to serve In the
post for 1980/81, at an International
gathering of the organization held on
Tuesday night at the Ramada Con-
tinental Hotel In Tel Aviv.

’^Reren Yaldenu will host a wine and
' theeae party" at 7:30 p.m. on
‘TCbr&ry 26 at_the Sinai Hotel, Tel
Aviv.A film and lecture will be given
by the director of the Israel Wine
Institute.

KHOMEINI
(Continued Cram page one)

political meetings, he added.
Entezam also gave Iranians bad

news after months of administrative
paralysis during which taxes and
utility bills have gone unpaid — one
of the many forms of silent pressure
which contributed to the collapse of
the monarchy.
“The bills will have to be paid,” he

said.

This decision was one of several
aimed at getting Iran hack to normal
which have made the provisional
apvernment— led by anti-shah dissi-

dent pollpoliticians — appear conser-
vative to young radicals who also
played an Important role in bringing
down the shah.
"Why should people pay?” one

young leftist said on hearing about
Entezazn'fl remarks. “They fought
and died for the revolution, they
have already paid."
On another front — law and order,

where disarray became almost total

during the weekend uprising — the
armed forces chief of staff, Gen.
Mohammad Vali Gharanl, said that
lt would take up to three months to

reorganize the police and gendar-
xxztere.

Until then, the national guard of
armed civilian militiamen formed
after the uprising would continue to
police the' streets, he said.

Gen. Gharanl, back in high
military office for the first time
since he was dismissed for antl-shah
activism 20 years ago, said that no
moves would me made "Just now” to

disarm the fedayeen and other
guerrilla groups. (Reuter, AP)

(See Page 4)

CAMP DAVID
(Continued Cram page one)

consultations with their respective
governments. President Carter may
Join the negotiations briefly Just
before the break.
The Americans see some “give” in

the Israeli positions, but are much
more concerned about the Egyptian
stance. Publicly. Sadat has said that
Egypt is not prepared to make any
more concessions during the
negotiations.

According to the Americans, this
is because Egypt and the U.S. reach-
ed agreement on nearly all of the
issues last December, only to have
the Israeli government reject
several delicate points. That
resulted in the failure to meet the
December 17 deadline which had
been set at Camp David in
September.
The Americana are known to have

some new “ideas” for resolving
these Issues, and will present them
during this current round. But they
suspect that neither Dayan nor
Khalil has the mandate to move
away dramatically from their
governments’ existing positions.
Later yesterday, Dayan, Khalil

and Vance were expected to meet
together once again. The U.S.
strategy is to combine bilateral U.S.
meetings with each delegation and
trilateral meetings. This approach
has been successful in the past for
narrowing differences.
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Eitan blames society at large

for lack of discipline in army
By A8HEB WALLFISH
Post Knesset Reporter

Chief of Staff Rafael (“Rahil”)
Eitan yesterday put the blame for
the lack of discipline and disregard
of orders in the IDF os Israeli socie-
ty in general and on Its leaders in
particular.

At a meeting of the Knesset
-Foreign Affairs and Defence Com-
mittee discussing indiscipline in the
army, as well as accidents on the
roads and in training, Eitan said:
“Israeli homes and schools. Knesset
members and governments, must
bear the direct responsibility for

harmful phenomena such as
violations of discipline in the IDF
and infringement of orders."
“The way our children are brought

-up at home and in school does not
always shape them to live in a socie-

ty which values behavioural stan-
dards.” Eitan said.

He said that most young soldiers
Join combat units voluntarily, and
only a very small minority try to ex-

ploit protekteia to get soft jobs In-

rear-line locations. He was troubled,
he said, by the lack of respect for

public property and for its

maintenance. If economies were
observed and maintenance routines
adhered to according to orders,
maintenance costs could be cut by a
whopping SO per cent. However, he
warned, only goodwill and not en-
forcement could bring this about.

It was an unhealthy phenomenon,
he said, for 30,000 young Israelis of
conscription age, of both sexes, to be
neither serving, nor working, nor
studying.
The situation could be changed for

the better, Eitan said. If the people at
the top gave a good example. The ex-
ample set by the Knesset, for in-

stance. Is not a good one, to judge at
least by the way It comes over on
television.

“Television does great barm to the
nation In general and to the IDF In
particular,” Eitan said. “Look how
.much time it devotes to the PLOl"

Aluf Moshe Nativ, head of the
Manpower Branch, said tlwt train-
ing accidents were above average In
the IDF compared to other armies.
Nativ said that statistics on soldiers'

- suicides painted the same picture as
in other armies, by and large.
In the discussion, members made

. the following points:

• The entire country should take a
lesson from Eitan's economy
measures and realise that things in
Israel can be changed if people set
about lt with resolve. Discipline
behaviour are the hallmarks of
every society. If we have a firm
government, the things which Eitan
has achieved in the IDF can be
achieved In the country at large
(Tosef Taxnlr — Likud-Liberals).
• From an early age our children
get no education in values. They are
not taught respect for discipline, or
cleanliness, or law and order. They
grow up in a permissive society until
they Join the IDF (Moshe Shamir —
fllniH.Tji 'awi )

The criterion for proper organiza-
tion in the army is honest and ac-
curate reporting by the officers to
their superiors (TosefRom—Likud-
Herut).

The problem In taking care of
property In the IDF Is that so many
soldiers just don't give a damn
(Shlomo Gross — Aguda).
• Night after night, Israel TV has
been putting out distorted reports
about women’s call-up which are
calculated to undermine morale
(Eitan Llvnl — Likud-Herut)

.

‘Equal service’ protest ends

with promise for more action
By MICHAL YUDELMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — After two days and
nights of camping outside the
Defence Ministry here the
demonstrators for equal national

service finally dispersed — but only
when lt became certain that Rinat
Levy would not be imprisoned. Levy
had refused to report for reserve du-

ty, charging that the National Ser-

vice Law that frees religious women
discriminates against the secular

.women who' serve in- the army.

'‘TKVy, 22, turned herself in on Tues-
day night to military pbllce but was
told to go home because she was not
a deserter. Levy told The Jerusalem
Post that she reported to the military
adjutant yesterday morning, and
was again told she was not a
deserter.

She said she had been notified to
report for reserve duty some three
months ago, but sent the letter back
to her army unit After hearing that
military police were looking for her,

she decided to turn herself in.

“Now they say I'm not a deserter
and let me go. But they can’t shut me
up with a sweet. I'm going through
with this fight until the law la

changed,” Levy told The Post.
Another reserve duty protestor.

Bracha Mazal, who was reportedly
supposed to go on reserve duty over
five months ago. reported at .her

reserve unit on Tuesday and was
released ' soon afterwards, having-
persuaded her commanders that she
never received the summons. The

Post learned yesterday.
The Organization for Equal

National Service met last night to
plan the next steps of the battle to
change what they called the dis-
criminatory National Service Law.
“We want to take legitimate but

effective action,’’ organization
spokesman Eliav Tzarfati told The
Post yesterday.

During the demonstration many
groups and individuals came up to
the demonstrators to offer help. The
protestors obtained over 10,000
signatures of support, according to
Tzarfati.

“Forty of us slept and ate there for
two night and days. Military police
kept most soldiers from talking to

us, but wouldn't dare go near the of-

ficers. Many of the officers donated
money to the movement," Tzarfati
said.

“The law has been wrong all along
and must be changed," Tzarfati
said, responding to the statement by
Deputy Defence Minister Mprdechai
Zipori earlier yesterday that the
army draft law had not been chang-
ed since 1949, only the way to check
religious statements by women was.
changed. Zipori spoke during a press
conference broadcast on Galel Zahal
yesterday afternoon.
"The exemption committees

before which women had to go before
the law was amended were fictitious,

under-the-counter affairs, based on
lists -and- such- things.- -The- Likud
decided to believe the declarations
instead of Investigating his or her

religious beliefs,” Zipori said.
Out Knesset reporter adds:
The Knesset yesterday rejected a

private member’s bill by Shulamlt
Alani (Citizens Rights Movement)
that would amend the Defence Ser-
vice Law to require alternative
national service of women who are
exempted from military service on
religious grounds. The vote was 40-

32.

Two coalition members Joined the

opposition factions in supporting the

bill: Geula Cohen (Likud-Herut) and
Binyamin Halevi (Democratic
Movement).
Deputy Defence Minister Zipori

said that the National Service Law of

1958 requires the alternative
national service that Aloni was seek-

ing, and there was no point In enac-
ting another law that would say the

same thing.
Zipori said that the minister

charged with implementing the
National Service Law was the
minister of labour and social affairs.

He said the Defence Ministry was
not equipped to deal with the various
forms of national service set forth In

Aloni 's bill: working in educational
or health services institutions, car-

ing for the elderly, aiding in im-
migrant absorption, and the like.

Aloni replied that by incorporating
the national service requirement in

the Defence Service Law, the
Knesset could enable the defence
minister to keep constant check on
-whether girls exempted from, army
service actually did alternative
national service.

Tolerate opponents,

Hammer tells students
Post Knesset Reporter

Education Minister Zevulun
Hammer yesterday called for more
tolerance towards opposing views,
but he drew the line at students who
identify themselves with violent ac-
tion aimed at destroying the state.
Hammer was replying to six

motions for the agenda dealing with
the disturbances at the Hebrew
University last Wednesday, when
supporters of Rabbi Meir K&h&ne
broke up an ^Officially scheduled
students' assembly being addressed
by Sheli ME Url Avnery.
The motions were submitted by

Toss! Sarid (Alignment), Avnery.
Tewfik Toubi (Democratic Front),
Shulaznlt Aloni (Citizens Rights
Movement), Zeidan Atshe (Shai),

and Ronnie Mlllo (Likud-Herut).
Hammer' said that open-

mindedness was particularly impor-
tant in the present tense period. But
freedom of expression did not extend
to those who justify enemies of the
state who call for its subversion.
Students who express such views

are not entitled to the privileges the
universities extend to their students.
Hammer said. They should be dealt
with harshly by university dis-
ciplinary committees, or by invoking
the law.

Students who are unwilling to per-

mit a free exchange of opinions —
subject to the limits he had noted —
revealed a lack of confidence In the
ability of the Jews to live as a free
people In their land, he said.

Sarid called Rabbi Kahane an
enemy of the state. He should be
banned from Hebron, where his
presence was “like a spark in a
haystack.” and there Was no telling

how far the conflagration would
spread.
Avnery asked whether violent

hooligans would be permitted, as’

they were in the Weimar Republic,
to impose their will on the silent ma-
jority.

Atshe said that the Arab students
who . circulated their notorious
manifesto had received the punish-
ment they deserved. But lt was also
time to curb Kahane and his group,
who were continuing to incite the
public against the Israeli Arabs and
calling for their expulsion.
Mlllo dissociated himself from

Rabbi Kahane 's conduct. But he said
the Jewish students’ reaction was
understandable, given the continued
"provocations” of extremist Arab
students.
The motions were referred to the

Education Committee.

Call to return Arab students
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Leaders of the
National Union of Arab Students
yesterday demanded that the six
Arab students who were confined to
their villages under the 1946
Emergency Regulations last month
be allowed to return to Jerusalem.
The six Hebrew University

students were served “stay-at-
home” orders after they publicly ex-
pressed support for the PLO.
Mohammed Baraid, a student at

.Tel Aviv University, told reporters
at a press conference that if the
students are not allowed to return to
their studies, they will get more and
more Arab and Jewish support on
Israel’s university campuses.
Jamal Zah&lka, of the Hebrew

University, said the union supports

the PLO and recognizes it as the sole

representative of the Palestinian
people. But it opposes all terrorism
aimed at civilians, both Jews and
Arabs.

The four student leaders hinted at
the existence of "organized incite-

ment to violence” on the part of
“right-wing groups like Sela, with
branches In every university in the
country, who preach the banishment
of Arabs from Israel."

“We will not sit still as people like
Education Minister Hammer and
MK Amnon Linn incite people
against the Arab students. They say
that we cannot continue our studies

'

or stay In the country, just because
we express our feelings.*’ said
Baraki.

‘Dayan team was sent to spy on him’
By SABAH HONIG

Post Political Reporter
TEL AVIV. — The team accom-
panying Foreign Minister Moshe
Dayan “was sent along to Camp
David to keep an eye on him and
report clandestinely back to the
prime minister," firebrand MK
Geuia Cohen charged yesterday ai a
meeting of her Herut Loyalist Circle
at Metzudat Ze’ev here.
Cohen said that Dayan ig "the

least-trusted man In the cabinet to-

day, yet It is precisely such a man
who is entrusted with the fate of this

nation. He is certainly shrewd
enough to evade the varlofis Ben-
Ellsears in the delegation sent as
lookouts. This farce Is symptomatic

of the malaise and irrationality with
which this government performs."
she charged.

Geula Cohen and her followers
called on the government to suspend
the peace talks “until a rational
reassessment of the situation in the
region can be achieved. Every coun-
try in this area is now re-evaluating
the situation following the Iranian
upheaval, and so should we. Yet we
are negotiating about giving away
the little oil we have. Is this not utter
madness? Car. this be called sane
Zionism?” she asked.
She demanded that the differing

opinions within Herut on the peace
talks be the main subject on the com-
ing party convention's agenda.

IDF ordered

to save on fuel
By HIRSH GOODMAN

Post Military Correspondent

Defence Minister Ezer Welzman
yesterday ordered the defence es-

tablishment to cut fuel consumption
by eight per cent. The order was due
to go Into effect Immediately.
Defence officials said that the

minister’s directive came in
response to the government’s feeling
that the Iranian crisis . requires
Israel voluntarily to cut down on its

energy use.
But it was not clear exactly where

the cut will be made. Chief of Staff
Rafael Eitan and Defence Ministry
Director General Yosef Ma'ayan
have been instructed to implement
the cut in the IDF and defence es-

tablishment, respectively, but no
specific mention was made of where
the cuts should be made, whether it

was to be across the board and
whether lt would apply to
operational units ss well as service
units.

This is not the first time that Weiz-
man has issued a far reaching cut-

back order without indicating where
It should be made. Immediately
upon taking office a year and a half

ago, he unilaterally cut the defence
budget by ILl.34b., much to the
chagrin of the then Chief of Staff

Mdrdechal Gur, who was charged
with implementing the order.

Nablus youths planned

petrol bomb attacks

NABLUS (Itlm). — A dump for
Molotov cocktails has been found in

this town after 25 youths were
arrested here for organizing two
terrorist cells.

The youths have reportedly con-
fessed to putting one of the petrol
bombs under the car of the Nablus
Bank, r^-uml branch manager last
week. The bomb went off, setting fire
to the car but there were no injuries.

TV House sanctions
TV journalists prematurely

stopped broadcasts at 10.13 pm.
yesterday os part of continuing work
actions over wage demands.
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Zipori against Yadin proposal

to publish Agranat ‘secrets’
Jerusalem Post Staff, itiw

Deputy Defence' Minister
Mordech&i Zipori yesterday came
out against publishing In full those
sections of the Agranat report on the
conduct of the Yom Kippur Warthai
have so far been classified.

Zipori was reacting in a radio in-
terview to suggestions reported in
yesterday’s papers that the report be
published in full.

Interviewed on Israel Radio's
"Press Conference” programme.
Zipori said the report contained the
personal opinions of many people
who want to rescue the 2DF from the
blunders and errors it had com-
mitted, but publication of those
opinions would not serve to Indicate

whether or not the IDF had drat
the appropriate conclusions from!
war. Publication would recall things
beat forgotten and reopen the
wounds of thousands of families who
suffered bereavement as a result of
the war, he said.

Yesterday’s reports said Deputy
Prime Minister Ylgael Yadin, who
was a member of .he Agranat Com-
mission, Initiated the Idea of full

publication, and afterwards gained
the agreement of two of the other
four members. He intends to consult
with the remaining two as well.
In the past, a number of senior

IDF officers have called on the
government’to publish the classified
sections of the report.

Ze’evi says Olmert’s charges are

based on ‘fictitious documents’
By YORAM BAR

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TELAVIV.—"MK Ehud Olmert is a
publicity-hound maniac who would
stop at nothing to attain Ms goals,"
Ahif (Res.) Rehav’azn Ze'evi yester-
day told The Jerusalem Post. Ze'evi
was commenting on Olmert’s speech
in the Knesset earlier this week in

which he quotedfrom an alleged FBI
document saying that Ze'evi and.
Bezalel Mfarahl are drug smugglers.
In a letter Ze’evi sent all 120

members of the Knesset he claimed
that the document Olmert was

quoting was written byurn incorrigi-
ble Israeli criminal who wanted a
visa to the U.S. and tried to get one
by writing this fictitious document.

“Evefc the criminal himself denied
the content of the document later,

when he was questioned by the
Israeli police," Ze'evi charged.

Ze'evi told The Post yesterdaythat
he couldn’t speak of the FBI docu-
ment because that would be in viola-
tion of the court decision harming its

publication; "I cannot talk, but
Olmert, who is a member of the

Knesset, and a lawyer, did It I hope
he will pay for that," aald Ze'evi.

Ze'evi's letter claims that Olmert
is trying to evade trial by claiming
MK immunity, while simultaneously
claimingto be ready to stand trial on
libel chargea. “All he has to do to be
put on trial Is not to claim that he
was acting as anMK when he made
hls charges,” Ze'evi said, charging
that Olmert 'is playing a trickon the
public, assuming everyone— except
him— M stupid."
Olmert was unavailable for com-

ment.

El ATs final
.

By BAROCH SAVHJX

.

Jerusalem Post Reporter

El Al's Israeli personnel who fled
from Iran this week, yesterday
revealed harrowing details of their
experiences, and the events in the
Iranian capital during the final days
before their escape.
At a press conference held at the

El AI offices at Ben-Gurion Airport,
managing director Mordechai Hod
welcomed the personnel, saying that
the part played by El AI during the
turmoil waa an outstanding example
of the airline's importance.
El AI, said Hod, ensured the safety

of the Israelis who were left in
Teheran, and had assisted Iranians
who wished to leave.
Hod praised the exceptional ef-

forts of all the El AI personnel who
were stationed in Teheran, the crews
of the planes who had flown the
dangerous route, and the
technicians, all of whom had worked
round the clock to ensure maximum
results.

He said El AI “would overcome
every obstacle, at all times, to main-
tain the air link between Israel and
the outside world.
Teheran was an example, if one is

needed, of the vital need fora strong,

efficient national carrier," Hod
declared.
Aiiefa Beckenstein, the former El

AI Teheran representative in-

troduced station manager . Danny
Sa’adon. who with his staff played a

_ major- role, in the.Tmnvcmentafl El
Al’s planes in and out of Teheran.
Apart from the six Israelis

employed by El AI in Teheran, the
staff included 30 local employees, all

but four of whom were Jews. -

Since Beckenstein departed from
Teheran several days before the
final shutdown, Danny Sa'&don filled

In with the details of the last hours in
Iran.
“We were quite calm, until the

radio-TV station was attacked by
literally thousands of wild persons—
it was right next to my apartment,"
Sa'adon said.

"The most trying time was when
the U.S. embassy was attacked, until
then we felt safe," Sa'adon added.
When the El AI offices were at-

tacked and partially destroyed, the
staff moved to the Hilton, located in
the upper part of Teheran and at
least one hour's drive awayfrom the
airport.

"Our stay in the luxury Hilton was
short-lived," Beckenstein said.
“The local deputy manager came

up and begged that we leave, as the
word had gone around that El AI had
set up headquarters in the hotel.

"We left, of course, without any
need for further explanation,"
Roi»lf«ini(rin added.
The El AI staff went to their

apartments from the Hilton and
remained caged tip waiting for
developments. For news, they put on
a 24-hour listening post to Israel
Radio broadcasts.

.£ :Captain Ya’aeoi*t£ROman, Chief
Boeing 707 supervisor, revealed that
the El AI flights had been operated
under most difficult conditions.
“From the beginningof January,"

he said, “we virtually were left

without any ground aids or weather
reports. The crews on the Teheran
route were instructed to fly "visual"
and not resort to Instruments. This
meant flying at all times under any
cloud formation.,” Roman explain-
ed.

“At a later stage, an Iranian Jew
somehow managed to get weather
reports wMch he passed on to us, but
this was only at intermittent
periods,” said Sa’adon.

. The EL AL personnel were given
only 20 minutes to leave. Ready
packed bags were grabbed, one to a
person, and they rushed to the air-
craft, the engines of which had been
left running. They took off just
minutes before curfew went Into
effect -

“We were given a real going
over.” said the EL AL staff, but
otherwise did not have any trouble."
They were apparently only looking
for gold. Jewels, and valuable
carpets," one said.

On a final note, Beckenstein said
that when his office was attacked,
the Russian Aeroflot office across

the street were left alone by the rag-
ing mob, as was the Air France of-

!flce around-the corner.

Angry exchanges on 4th day

of Mizrahi’s testimony
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Angry outbursts
yesterday marked the fourth day of
Bezalel Mizrahi’s testimony in his
ILlOm. libel suit against “Ha’eretz”
and the newspaper’s crime reporter
Avi Valentin.
At one stage In Mizrahi's

testimony yesterday, he shouted.
Whoever letthem print those things
(about me) is a criminal." When
defence attorney Shlomo Lieblich
tried to calm Mizrahi down, the
hotelier shouted, “It’s easy for you to
say. but if you were in my shoes
you’d commit suicide."
Mizrahi testified that a police in-

spector who had investigated alleged
kidnapping and blackmail threats
against Mizrahi was lying when he
claimed Mizrahi had said: “I can
buy a thousand like you.” Sgan-
Nltzav Halm Levy, police represen-
tative In the trial. Interrupted:

"There is a limit to the denun-
ciations against police personnel
who are' not here fo defend
themselves."
Mizrahi also denied reports that he

had been in top-security Israeli in-
stallations. in Latin America with
Aluf (Res.) Rehayam Ze’evi
("Gandhi”). Mizrahi claimed that
Gandhi had helped him out of a stint
in reserve duty, but denied- the two
were Involved in business dealings
together.
He said he was witb-Gandhi in

Asuncion, Paraguay, where Gandhi
went into a meeting with the Israeli
ambassador, but Mizrahi claimed he
"waited forthem in the hall, and that
all the stories about me being with
Gandhi in top-security places are in-
vented by someone working for the
corrupt MK Ehud Olmert.’’

Engineers ready

to leave Ilistadrut
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The central com-
mittee of the Engineers' Union last
night approved the union
secretariat's decision to withdraw
from the Hlstadrut. Another meeting
was scheduled for next week to set
the date for a special union conven-
tion, since only the convention can
•finalize the withdrawal.

In the meantime, the engineers
will continue negotiating with the
Histadrut In the hope that the labour
federation will agree to their
demands for a new salary scale, not
linked to that of other workers.

The central committee authorized
the secretariat to declare a general
strike. Meanwhile, continuing the
selective strike policy, engineers in
the Herouth elevator company will
strike for 24 hours today.

In sorrow we announce the passing inNew York of

HERMAN (HAIM) GREENFIELD
beloved father of Murray S. Greenfield

and grandfather of Meira. Dror, Han and Michael.

In deep sorrow we announce the passing of
our dear mother and grandmother

Rebbetzin MIRIAM WEISENBERG
of Worcester, Mass.

"Family and friends will meet at Beh-Gurioh Airport on Thurs-
day evening, February 22; at 9.15 p.m. (verify: Tel. 057-38720).

In memory of my dear husband
the generous philanthropist

I. MEIER SEGALS
on the second year of his departure from us

Henrietta, Montreal,
and friends

Burial will take place sit Har Hamenuhot, Jerusalem.

Children and grandchildren: David, Sylvia,
Sbolomr Mayer and Matisyoiliii.

Shiva will be observed in Beersbeba. at 8/3 Rehov Sokolow, en-
trance 6. ;
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Prominent among these has been
Aluf. (res.) Shmuel Gonen, who was
commander of the southern front in

the Yom Kippur War, and who was
severely criticized In the report
IDF ombudsman and former chief

of staff Rav-Aluf Halm Laskov, a
member of the commission, yester-

day declined to comment on any
issue connected with the report

Another member of the commis-
sion, State Comptroller Yitzhak
Nebenzahl, on being asked to com-
ment on reports that Deputy
Premier Yadin would propose full

publication, said he would respond
only if questioned by those responsi-
ble for making the decision whether
to publish the secret sections.
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UK says loan customers are pressured

Banks are invading

Ihe insurance market

this r.w

*« yeV;:^ *

^ A By SHLOMO MAOZ
Post Economic Reporter

2,j. BanJu are trying to invade the in- -

'^trance market' by pressuring
utoraera taking out loans to buyIn-
irance through the bank, MK
uraham Sharlr (LUcud) yesterday
Id The Jerusalem. Post after a
nesset Finance Committee
eeting.

The committee met to discuss the

^..pldly accelerating manpower in*

°hL'ease In the financial sector of the -

^feh^onomy. with a 9.4 per cent rise in
nployees on payrollarecorded dur*
this past year.

t
>>jSharir said that banks -should be

"p*v evented from getting involved.in
8 1 PAv e Insurance industry. since it

A y|||Uulta la abuse of the customer^
NMnk relationship. Bank examiner
^ md Messertold the committee that

proof is brought to the Bank of

Ai*. j reel that commercial banks areJv fc. I O rJessurlng clients to buy Insurance
^ 1U

. jinking such purchases to loans,

af **Jen he would act to bring those
. "fossfcw nka to court.

Ylgal Cohen-Orgad (Likud),
heads the subcommittee ex-

‘ Chaining the current banking law
severe'..,. The Post he would make a
IDF proposal prohibiting banks
s'-if.* getting Involved In the in-

"*es*her« Ji^*rance market. He said this
aay exhibition would also Include sub-
.iv-c * topiaries or companies linked to

“r^Sks.
•_J:c-h«r h^Vk Halm Kaufman (Likud), said

^ utruig liiuwb im ouui-
L /

~
i ?r,

rtD^ters. he said, it should be possible

1 v~^-r Tad^^ streamline the banking services
^- =-ica:::

=i ^rough automation.
- sue^^MK Amnon Rubinstein (Shai) who

z * -- rtdiwbught the issue of overemploy-
in the financial sector to the— claimed that in 1978^'s

'*re was a decline In the number of

people employed in production,
while there was a 9.4 per cent rise In

financial service employees. He
claimed that the 9.4 per cent rise was

' the highest during the past several
years.

1

Rubinstein proposed that there
should be a hiring freeze agreement
with the banks since “If we rely on
the market forces, the destructive
process will continue and there will
be a further retreat from the produc-
tion sector.”

The chairman of the committee,
MK Shlomo Lorlncz (Agudat
Tlsreel). said that the vital role of
the banks In the economy should be

.
better appreciated. Furthermore, he
said, banks cannot be charged with
overemployment until the govern-
ment cuts back its own payrolls.
MK Adiel Amoral (Alignment),

said that all the foreign currency ac-
counts in the country's -banks
currently total XLSOb.
'This is the special contribution of

the Likud government to the
economic Independence of Israel — a
disappearance of the use of Israeli
currency,” he said. “In Israel things
are bought with dollars and sold In
dollars. Dollars are used to lend, and
dollars are used to save.”

The Bank of Israel examiner
presented the committee with
statistics showing that while there
has been a 9.4 per cent increase In

the number of employees at com-
mercial banks, the number of
foreign currency accounts has
grown by 47 per cent, the number of
pound accounts by 17 per cent and
loans by 12 per cent.

The total of foreign currency
deposits grew by 47 per cent and
there was a 22 per cent rise In the
total of pounds deposited here, the
examiner said.

Witness says Menny Cohen
llITieilts’ras involved in drug dealing

X.-.es«a- -_
ri

. !L AVTV (Itim). — Murder defen-

hs Shaltlel Oseri told Abed
Zi'evVipL •'"“U that co-defendant Menny

i .j ZvWi was his partner In drug deal-
;.«v iZZ .g, according to Tawoshi's*

" l‘]"“tr:J *%mony in court yesterday. .

‘'“I"
' !ri?k»hen t Black Panther Knesset

‘4 ^^retary, Ozeri s-nd Moahe Her! are
..

'

C:«sed of murdering Jaffa drug
^ *“* cl TK Aaao? and arAimHInv

zssunq>raw aahi was cross-examined
— ;s iterday by the defendants'

- shyers after testifying on Sunday
I Monday that Ozeri and Merl had

his friends, butcame to suspect
a ofstealing heroin th&yhad given
n to hide. On several occasions,

/•yyt pi vi washi said, Cohen had come with

-V-'i. Oil ' other two to ask about Oie-mUgF '
i

drugs.
~

CivLi.r. Ti iArth. TftW5shi,and-his wife Nadia,

"i: 6j3«ro also told her. version of the

shooting's aftermath yesterday, said
that a neighbourhood boy had ap-
proached them and claimed to have
seen the shooting. The 17-year-old

identified the suspects from among
photographs of Tawashi's friends
that he showed them, according to
the victim. The boy is expected to
testify soon.

The trial's political side came out
briefly -yesterday when defence
lawyer David Livay asked Tawashi:
“Do yon know that Menny Cohen is

publicly active In a party that strives

for Jewish-Arab cooperation?"
Prosecutor Severln Shratter in-

terrupted: “I hope that this coopera-
tion is not on the basis of drugs.”
Menny Cohen then shouted from

the defendants' bench: “Shame on
you,' Why do you say that when I

Happen'to be sitting here...”
.l Judge.iBInyamin Cohen silenced
Cohen.

a Lga i" ,

^
: -Suspect turns state witness

-Jgs diamond theft trial begins
- AVIV (Itim). — 'A diamond

_:=/;'Jer and 11 porters at Ben-Gurion
-:::1 port went on trial in the District

rt here yesterday on charges of

filing diamonds- and precious
.

= -^lies worth IL12m. from mailbags *

-J

*
“;|^he airport. . _

•

' r-J Tehuda Hasan, one of the men
-• "" :

'Vested in a police amhush near the
!

r
:
.

:

^>ort last will appear as a
- - - •”> witness, it was announced in

• •• '-'Jjt.
.

;
’-'ihe prosecution asked that the ac-

- i- - be remanded in custody until

j end of proceedings against them.
r^-'.xx ^ence counsel requested time to

c -|y the charges, before a decision

the prosecution application is

^ie. Judge Menahem Han agreed
.. «rr r^elay hearing the remand request

si;: 2 'a few days, but ordered that the
.
. ^ ^'\aed be held in custody until

- i.
he courtroomwas crammed with

.. ;.t
*
;:ii^ .tlves and friends of the accused,

, -r; zrx- a large detachment of police

stood by in case of disturbances. But
a rabbi who is related to one of the
accused stood at.the courtroom door
and ensured that the crowd behaved
in an orderly manner. The court
proceedings went on in exemplary
quiet.

Accused of stealing the diamonds
from mailbags belonging to a British

airline company are: Haim
Michaelahvili, 40. of Or Tehuda,
Gavriel Butrashvili, 46, of Bat Tam,
Simon Ellaahvili, 46, of Lod, Michael
Tairokalftsbvill, 64, ofRamie, Bachu
Davidashvill, 42, of Lod, Mordechai
Papiashvili, 28, of Lod, Gavriel Pt-
zahzade, SS, of Ramie, Blnyamln
Torpalashvlli, 38. of Lod, Shalom
Michaelahvili. 44, of Lod, and David
MiralghylU, 40, of Ramie.
Diamond dealer Aharon

Leviashvili (“Aharonchlk") is ac-

cused of conspiring with Tehuda
Hazan at the beginning of January to

buy the stolen diamonds from the
porters.

'4,000 sign pro-abortion petition
’ Post Knesset Beporter 1

•
•" delegation of the EUstadrut— '

cf
1 ®0 '

8 organisation, Na'amat,
?-*^(T;npPp

1erday handed. Knesset Speaker
bak Shamir a petition hearing

tCK) signatures in favour of keep-

'
)
leaVe

0““ Abortion Law in its present

delegation,.headed by Na’anat
- ^etary-General Na'ava Arad,

. \V -i ?<.ued that the plan to deny abor-
' to women in need, under a

• ’

.
< ^,tical deal with the ultra-

}
«>* • odox, was one more step toward

' erosion of women's rights In
- * '

; 1. s' >1. under the Ukud-ledcoaUtlon.
? ad also said that special

national service should be set up for
Orthodox women exempt from IDF
service, in order to maintain equali-
ty.

Shamir, who promised toreport to

the House Committee on Na'amat’a
appeal, assured them: "I shall see to
It that your voice is heard.”

OLD-TIMERS. — The Tel Aviv
municipality Is searching for
pioneers -who settled in the city dur-
ing its first 20 years. Municipality
spokesman Amikara Shapira 'said

yesterday that pioneers still living
there would be invited to participate
in the city’s 70th anniversary
celebrations.

MINISTRYOFEDUCATIONANDCULTURE
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President Navon receives honorary membership in Habonlm during a ceremony in his
office yesterday. Wellesley Aron is standing in the centre. Hebrew University president
Avraham Harman is just behind the president. (Rahamim israelii

New West Bank
settlement planned

By JOSHUA BRILLIANT
JoruHitlrm Post Reporter

A new settlement will rise in the
West Bank near Kamel Shomron.
the Ministerial Settlement Com-
mittee and the World Zionist
Organization's Settlement Depart-
ment deckled on Tuesday.

It will be established temporarily
about half a kilometre from th$ pre-
sent Karnei Shomron on. the
Kalkilya-Nablus road. Some SO to 60
housing units are to be built there in
the first stage, with an eventual
target of 250 families.

Forty families now live in Karnei
Shomron and they will be joined
shortly by another 300. a source in

the Housing Ministry reported
on Tuesday.
The WZO has signed contracts for

the supply of 1,200-square-metre
sheds for light industrial projects in

Gush Emunim settlements that were
set up hastily and before the
necessary economic infrastructure
could l^p prepared. Residents have'
been travelling as much as 50 km. to

work every dav.
According to plans outlined on Tues-

day by Ellahu Attiya of the Industry
Ministry. Ma'aleh Adumim, Kiryat
Arba, Ma'aleh Ephraim and Ariel
will be industrial centres.
The committee was told that the

IDF will supply settlements with
nurses and medics.

total
prize fund

IL11,732,000
first prise

IL2,000,000 ,

Lack of funds slows

Galilee project
Jerusalem Post Reporter "

ACRE. — Hundreds of young
families from all over thq^ountry,
including Immigrants from North
America and South Africa, are
awaiting housing from the govern-
ment authorities solhat they can set-
tle in Galilee. '

The prospective settlers- are
organized into nine garinim (settle-
ment groups) some of which are liv-
ing in temporary camps in the Segev
area. Representatives of the groups
,met yesterday at Moshav Atzmon
with Interior Minister Tosef Burg,
who is chairman of the Ministerial
Committee for Populating the
Galilee.

The representatives warned that if
the building is not speeded up, some
of the waiting families might aban-
don the project.

Habonim meet Navon to celebrate 50th year Ramie escapees were caught
Jerusalem Post Reporter looking 77 year old. said in the young people to settle only in Jdbbut- f_11« P • •

Habonim, the Zionist youth move- president's private office. “All you zim. “That life isn’t for everyone.” TO I IllW 111? LlTl TlO¥li #*1*1 TTI1TI 5) I
ment that has brought thousand* of need is to give them the key to the she exnlained. “Now we aim them O r ^ V111 Alll41iai

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Habonim. the Zionist youth move-
ment that has brought thousand* of
young people to Israel in the last

half-century, was at first called a
“Jewish cultural programme*' so as
not to alienate parents who didn’t
like the word ‘’Zionist.”
Wellesley Aron, a founder of

Habonim in England, told President
Tltzhak Navon yesterday that
“Zionism” in the old days was a
“fighting word," and that Habonim
has come a long way since its begin-
nings 50 years ago.
"Jewish youth are always ready to

contribute," Aron, now a young-

looking 77 year old. said in the
president's private office. “All you
need is to give them the key to the
door — one that fits the temper of the
times." Aron was accompanied by
representatives of several
generations of Habonim members,
including Hebrew University presi-
dent Avraham Harman and settlers
in Kfar Hanassi, Kfar Blum, Amlad,
Beit He'emek, Mevo H&mma and
other kibbutzim founded by
Habonim pioneers.
Sue Latner, who came on aliya

from England and settled in Belt
Ha'cmek five years ago, said that
the movement no longer encourages

young people to settle only in kibbut-
zim. “That life isn’t for everyone,"
she explained. "Now we aim them
towards moshavim and development
towns as well. The important thing is

that they come to Israel.”
The Habonim members presented

Navon with a card signifying his
honorary membership in Habonim
of Britain (that country has 1.500
members In the movement; 8.500
more are spread through English-
speaking countries and Latin
America). They also invited him to
attend the 50th anniversary
Habonim conference scheduled for
May 15.

Row in Labour Party over autonomy plan
By SABAH HONIG

Post Political Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Differing inter-
pretations of the Labour Party's
position paper on autonomy are like-

ly to increase friction between the
party's doves anti hawks, even
though all factions are likely to even-
tually endorse' the document.
The Labour Party Bureau, which

met in the Knesset late Tuesday
night, was to have wrapped up dis-

cussion on the paper and put it to the
vote. However, the discussion never
reached the voting stage because a
vociferous row developed between
hawks and doves, which embroiled
middle-of-the-roaders as well.

TWposition paper, first publicized
last Sunday, was put together by a
six-matr- committee/ headed by *

former justice ministerHaim Zadok,
and comprising both doves and
hawks. While criticizing the concept
of autonomy, the paper recommends
that it should be regarded as a mere
temporary measure which must not
rule out a permanent arrangement
with Jordan based on territorial

compromise, that would assure
Israel,of defensible borders. Though
the Ailoh-Plan is not mentioned by
name. It is clearly alluded to when
the paper recommends "security
zones" in the Jordan Rift, the Etzion
Bloc and the southern Gaza Strip, in -

which full Israeli control must be
maintained

.

Acrimonious vocal exchanges
were sparked oft by the contention of
MK Yossi Sarid, an outspoken dove.

that Labour’s alternative “of
territorial compromise will not pre-
vent the establishment of a Palesti-
nian state. The position paper's
recommendation to set up a single
Jordanian-Palestlnlan entity east of
Israel is unrealistic," he said,
"because Hussein cannot and does
not want the return of the West
Bank. Israel should take a new look
at the PLO rather than adhere to out-

worn old formulas. Hie government
Is already negotiating with the PLO
through Judea and Samaria
mayors." Sarid maintained.
Tempers at the meeting reached a

boiling point when Sarid argued for

the dismantling of settlements put
up by Gush Emunlxn.
-Parity Chairman Shimon Peres

rejected any notion of dlaiogue-with
the PLO even if it should amend its

charter. "Anyone who advocates
talking with them is burying his head
in the sand and does not see that this
would lead to problems about
Jerusalem and would only
strengthen the international stan-
ding of the PLO."
Sarld’s words provoked hawk

Amos Hadar into a sharp personal
attack, demanding that “Sarid
either adjust himself to Labour's
platform or draw the necessary con-
clusions." He demanded a party dis-

cussion of Sarid's expressions at a
recent Peace Now meeting.
Even the usually calm former am-

bassador Asher Ben Natan said
angrily that "all talk about talks

with the PLO should be con-
deznned,” and that “Israel must de-
fend not only the Jordan Valley
settlements but Kiryat Arba as
wefi."
The leader of the party's hawks.

Shlomo Hillel, demanded that the
security zones mentioned in the posi-

tion paper remain under Israeli
sovereignty and not become part of
the autonomy.
Halm Bar Lev expressed a similar

opinion, arguing that “autonomy
with some areas under our full con-
trol is a leaser evil than autonomy
over the whole of the West Bank.
Such an arrangement can be more

. .easily steered Into a permanent solu-

•tion .than autonomy over the whole
-area."

TheLabour Bureau-will resume its

debate on the paper next Sunday,
when It Is hoped tempers will have
cooled sufficiently to permit a vote.

By YORAM BAR
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — A Tel Aviv criminal
known to the police turned in the
three Ramie Prison escapees who
were captured in Bat Yam last week,
a senior police officer confirmed
yesterday.

The officer said the criminal
cooperated with the police as part of
a deal whereby the police would drop
charges for an alleged offence. The
police also provided the criminal
with a passport and a considerable
sum of money, and in the next few
days he will be flown out of the coun-
try.

The officer added that the criminal
had first led the police astray, fear-
ing the escapees would discover and
punish him. “Only after we promis-

ed no harm would come to him and
that all the arrangements for
smuggling him abroad were made
did he agree to tell the truth, and led
us to the flat in Bat Yam," said the
officer.

A seven-day remand order was
issued yesterday for another known
Tel Aviv criminal, suspected of
hiding Meir Mecoresh, Moahe
Danino and Uri Mizrahi, the three
escapees captured last week. Police
believe the man and his girlfriend,
who was also arrested this week, hid
the convicts after they first escaped
from jail on January 8.

A Tel Aviv police spokesman
yesterday denied press statements
saying the police had information
about a criminal who went abroad to
arrange passports for the three con-
victs.

European economic talks at Knesset
Post Knesset Beporter

The Economic Commission of the
Council of Europe, holding sessions
in the Knesset building all next
week, will discuss the economic ties

between Israel and Europe and the
Common Market, as well as the Arab
economic boycott of Israel.

Fifteen European nations will be
represented at the talks with MKs
and members of the Knesset
Economic Committee under chair-

man Gad- Ya’acobl (Alignment-
Labour) .

.

Knesset Speaker Yitzhak Shamir
will give a banquet for the European

delegates, and they will also call on
Premier Menahem Begin and
Deputy-Premier Ylgael Yadin. Stlg
Alemyr, a member of the Swedish
parliament, will head the European
delegation.

BURG SAID IT
A statement ,i^i yesterdays

Jerusalem Post regardingMK Ehud
Olmert’s publication of a document
declared privileged by a judge was
made by Interior Minister Yosef
Burg, and not by Justice Minister
Shmuel Tamir.

Thanks to our Subscribers

Violence predicted

if housing not found 0.

By HAIM SHAPIRO
Jerusalem Post Reporter

If nothing is done to solve the hous-
ing problem, the Black Panther dis-

turbances of tbe early 1970b will be
pale by comparison, claimed a
Sephardi activist who asserted
yesterday that the establishment
tried to “buy" him with a new home.
Speaking at a news conference

organized by the national emergen-
cy council against the housing shor-
tage, Ya'acov Yona, an activist from
Jerusalem's Katamon Tet quarter,
said that Housing Minister David
Levy is the underprivilegeds' last

hope for decent housing.
"We (the underprivileged) are

Sephardim and he represents us,"
Yona said in an appeal to Levy. “If

he doesn't solve the bousing
problem, there will be violence in the
streets."
He also decried what he charged

was a pattern to deter activists from
action by solving their own personal
needs.
He himself, he said, had been

allocated a flat in Ramot. hut this

would not keep him from continuing
his work in the Katamonim alum
quarter.
Yona added that it was the depriv-

ed who had elected Prime Minister
Menahem Begin.
But what they got. be said, was the

economic policies of Finance
Minister Slmha Ehrlich and Gideon
Patt, Minister of Industry, Trade
and Tourism, who formerly served
as housing minister.
The council charged that despite

the difficulty in locating empty
homes, an Israel Electric Corpora-
tion BUrvey claims there are 20,000

empty flats in the Tel Aviv area and
other large cities. The group claimed
that another 5.000 flats, which had
been sold to new immigrants on
favourable terms, were being rented
by owners who had meanwhile left

the country.
Calling fora halt to government in-

centive payments to private building
contractors, the group demanded
public rented bousing for those in

need of it: They also asked for'the

government to acquire and
reallocate flats left empty for long
periods of time.
The council, which includes

representatives from disadvantaged
neighbourhood groups from around
the country, is planning to hold a
national conference on housing next
month in Jerusalem.
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and our
Staff...

we have been nominated “Most Preferred” for the fourth eoiisri-utivr year, in the Yediol
Aharonol public opinion poll.

You, our subscribers, surely know why.

Idgim Government sdmiarships- 1 979/80 Cohen impresses Liverpool
-^vi Te Government of Belgium offers Israel citizens scholarships for

. v Udies/advanced studies in the academic year 1979/80. Applicants must
-‘

..: .
lve at least a first degree; preference will be given to those with a sc-

jl y’nd degree.

triad of grant: One academic year, starting October l, 1979.

nount of grant: 14,900 Belgian francs per month.
^-ea of studies: Arts education, sciences, physics and

«t
:•* mathematics, chemistry, biology, geography,

engineering sciences, medicine, pharmacology,
agronomy, economics, philology, history.

»pplicant3 must know EVench or Flemish.

.elStC

RIAN
W£

|S
limit: 35.

C dura fare In not covered by the scholarship.

iply to the Head of the Foreign Relations Department. Ministry of

•: location and Culture, 34 Rehov Shivtei YUrael, Jerusalem, not later

. an March 19, 1979.
'

.

.
' jplications should include curriculum vitae in English, photograph,

tails of the HnbjeCt to be studied In English? name of the Institution at

lich you wish to Study, details of foreign-language knowledge. Include
• ucatlonal certificates — marks sheet in English, recommendations in

iglish — two from lecturers who know you well, and one from your
: t pioyer (if you are employed).

»' (plications without the required certlficates-and recommendations will

t be considered.

By HYAM CORNEY
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

LONDON. — After only a few days
with Liverpool football club and
despite atrocious weather con-
ditions, Tel Aviv Maccabi soccer
star Avi Cohen has convinced Liver-

pool manager Bob Paisley that "he's

got a lot of skill. '*

Talking to The Jerusalem Post
yesterday. Paisley said that Cohen
had spent much of his first few days
"trying to keep warm." He had
taken part In practice sessions on
hard, frost-bound pitches and yester-

day. with the thaw setting in. had
trained for the first time on soft

pitches.

“He's had both extremes,” said
Paisley, "playing on pitches harder
than he's used to and now softer. But
what we’ve seen so far has been
good. He's made an excellent im-
pression."

Concerning Cohen's chances of
wearing the famous Liverpool red
shirt on a permanent basis. Paisley

said: "There's no point in doing
anything as long as there's this rule

in Israel about not letting players go
abroad who are under the age of 28.

1

won't be interested in him in six

years' time and he probably won’t be
interested in us. Until this law is

rescinded, we can't do anything."

Cohen is expected to return to

Israel for Tel Aviv Maccabi 's match
at Yehud on Saturday.

PAIIL ROHN adds from Tel Aviv:

The Football Association
secretariat has recommended a
major liberalization policy on the

transfer of Israel's soccer players to

clubs abroad.
According to these recommen-

dations an Israeli player o( any age
wilt be able to play for a club

overseas, on condition that he Is

released to play In official inter-

national matches and that he under-
takes to make himself available un-

conditionally far the national team.
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MAGOR invest!* enormous resources in modern, sophist ien led

equipment. In maintaining a team of qualified merlin nit-s
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ficient, round-the-clock service throughoul Ihe count rv.

Our staff have made an essential contribution to our receiv-

ing this nomination, through their efforts to serve our tens of

thousands of subscribers, efficiently and politely.

We have been awarded this honour as a result of their

endeavours, and we Ihaukour staff for this, and promise our

subscribers that, in the future also, we shall make every ef-

fort to win the title of “preferred service,”
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Iran army head doesn’t

see big role for U.S.
TEHERAN. — Iran’s new armed
forces chief said yesterday that the
U.S. would be barred from
eavesdropping on Soviet military
communications from sophisticated
listening posts in northern Iran.
Gen. Mohammed Vali Gharani,

the new armed forces chief of staff,
also said that Iran would probably
honour agreements with the U.S. not
to transfer sophisticated U.S.-
purchased. weaponry to third coun-
tries or to movements like Yasser
Arafat's FLO.
Gharani, named chief of staff by

Prime Minister Mehdi Bazargan.
told reporters that none of the F-14
jets or other sophisticated hardware
procured from the U.S. had left the
country.
Asked whether some of the

weapons might find their way into
the hands of the PLO or other coun-
tries. Gharani said, “that all
depends on the policy of the govern-
ment, but I believe the Iranian
government is not going to abrogate
what it has promised.”
But he said that Washington had

made no representations about the
security of its equipment: ‘’There Is
no guarantee from our side and no
request from theirs,” he told
reporters.

He also said that the new Iranian
government so far bad no
programme of military help to the
PLO. whose head Arafat won a
strong pledge of solidarity this week
from the Iranian strongman, Shia
Moslem leader Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini.
As to military cooperation with the

U.S., Gharani said the new Iranian
armed forces might requh^the ser-

vices of foreign adviaprf “for very
technical matters, bid. not like In the'

past” — when around 1,000 U.S. of-

ficers and technicians worked on
Iran's U.S.-supplied arms.
The general said most of the

American advisers had left or were
leaving following the collapse of the
shah’s regime.
Gharani said that If Iran needed

military advisers for its
sophisticated armaments. It would
turn to ‘‘friends,” whom he did not
identify. He said that retention of
any U.S. military advisers was
something for the government to
decide.
Gharani did leave the door open

for limited military cooperation with
the U.S. — in the purchase of spare
parts for U.S. equipment supplied in

the past and in continued training of

Iranian military personnnel already
in America.
Asked about U.S. listening stations

in northern Iran, the general also
said he knew of no such monitoring
stations. (The shah allowed the
Americana to establish such posts to
keep track of arms activity across
the frontier.)

"If they existed in the past, they
won't exist in the future,” the
general added.
The general’s replies indicated

that no hard military policy-making
had taken place since the uprising,

and that the present preoccupation
of the armed forces chiefs was with
rebuilding the army, police and gen-
darmerie.

Iran's new army would be strong
and based on loyalty to Islam, the
Koran and the new constitution be-
ing drafted for an Islamic republic.

I Reuter,AP)

American Marine released by Iranians
TEHERAN (UPI). — U.S. Marine
Sgt. Kenneth Kraus, held on charges
of

.
killing three Iranians in the

American Embassy gunbattle
February 14 by Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini's revolutionary com-
mittee, was surreptitiously released
last night and whisked back to the
embassy.
Although a Khomeini aide con-

firmed that Kraus had been releas-

ed, an embassy spokesman refused
to make any comment. But a U.S.
television crew saw Kraus arrive

back at the embassy in a diplomatic
car with the embassy's political sec-

tion chief John Stemple and the
revolutionary committee's chief
spokesman Ghassan Salehkhou. •

When members of the crew asked
Stemple what was to happen to
Kraus, he said: “Don’t follow me.
There’s a boy’s life at stake.” The
car swept straight through the em-
bassy gates and disappeared up the
driveway.

Khomeini militiamen are still all

over the grounds of the embassy.'of-
ficially to protect the compound.
They are armed and U.S. embassy
personnel are not.

Teheran’s nervous normalcy’
By ROBIN STAFFORD

TEHERAN (UPI). — There is a lot

of talk these days about Iran retur-
ning slowly to normal after its ll-

day-old revolutionary earthquake.
Slow is the word.
The normalcy here is strictly

relative to what was happening
before.
Almost the only foreigners to.tread

the streets of Teheran today are a
couple of hundred Internationa]
reporters. They now believe things
are “normal” if no one actually
shoots at, or near them, on an
average day.

It ts perfectly normal to have guns
thrust at the head or stomach a
dozen times daily, weapons wielded
by wild-eyed teenagers who make up
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the rules as they go along.
The breathalyser, Iranian-atyle.

has arrived.
This consists of zealous Moslem

vigilantes holding a gun to reporters’
heads, and ordering them to breathe
out hard.
In this case alcohol was detected,

but the reporters were let off with a
severe dressing-down by^the soldiers'

of Islam, for whom alcohol Is taboo.

Anight drive fromUie office,to. tb.e

hotel where most reporters are stay-

ing is a .nerve-wracking business.
The traveller may be stopped a score

of times by armed men whose only
authority is the gun they carry-

Most nights there is a password.
One reporter's driver opened the

window and shouted a word in Farsi
at a roadblock. Rifle bolts clanged.
The driver hastily shouted another
word, and the car was waved .on with
friendly smiles.

"The first time,” said the driver,
”1 said pomegranates, and tonight

the password is apples."

Unrest in

Iranian

Kurdistan
TEHERAN (Reuter). — An Iranian
army general has been wounded in

the troubled Kurdish tribal area on
the western frontier, Deputy Prime
Minister Aiqir Entezam said yester-
day.
He vowed that the government

would ruthlessly crush those provok-
ing Kurdish unrest.
"There has been unrest in Kur-

distan and It has got worse during
the revolution. There are hands at
work there to provoke the people, bnt
the government will ruthlessly crush
those behind the unrest," Entezam
told a press conference.
No clear picture has yet emerged

of the situation In Iran’s Kurdish
areas, but the government this week
sent a high-ranking mission led by
Labour Minister -Danish Forouhar
for an on-the-spot investigation.
Foreign Minister Karim Sanjabi,

who belongs to a prominent Kurdish
family, has called on the Kurds to ig-

nore “armed elements” which, he
said, were trying to upset national
unity.

Major-General Mohammad Vali
Gharani, the new armed forces chief
of staff, said the military would
never allow any part of the country
to secede.
Speaking before news broke of the

wounding of the general, Gharani
told a press conference in Teheran:
“We have no problems there so far,

at least not from the other side.”

He emphasized that there had
been no intrusion into Iranian Kur-
distan from across the Iraqi border.

Solid gold toilet

served shah’s jet
TEHERAN (Reuter) . — The private
plane of the deposed shah of Iran
contains a solid gold toilet, Iranians
were told yesterday.
The cistern and flush are gold too,

as are the taps and basins in the

bathroom, the afternoon newspaper
"Etela'at” reported. The newspaper
took a look round the Boeing 707
named “Shahid” (falcon), flown
back to Teheran from Morocco by its

crew on Tuesday, and pronounced it

"the most expensive plane in the
world.”
The newspaper said the gold fit-

tings were worth $2m. and additional

equipment and furniture Installed on
board were worth $43m. The overall
cost of the plane and fittings was
$U5m. t the newspaper said.

Meanwhile, a British foreign office

spokesman said yesterday that his

government baa not received any
request from tbe shah to live in Bri-
tain. He was asked to comment on a
London report in yesterday's “Daily
Telegraph” newspaper that Britain

tad signalled to the shah -to Mprocccp,

through unofficial .channels,, that, hje

must not plan,tp>nia^e ^fjmanejg
home in Britain.

IRAN EVACUATION
The Government Press Office

yesterday issued a denial that
Premier Menahem Begin had said in

the Knesset Foreign Affairs and
Defence Committee on Tuesday that
Americans in Iran were taken off a
departing plane to make room for
Israelis to fly out instead. The denial
came from Moshe Arens, chairman
of the committee.

A Vietnamese border guard on duty in Langson province during the

first days of the Qiinese Invasion of Vietnam. (UPI telephoto)

Ambulance drivers’ strike hits London
LONDON (Reuter). — Ambulance
drivers from half of London's
emergency stations went on a total

24-hour strike yesterday, raising
fears that the unofficial action could
spread throughout the country.

The drivers are defying Tuesday's
decision by their official union
leadership to postpone a daylong
national strike. Including emergency
services, for one week to study a new
pay offer.

A police spokesman said troops

had been moved into main district

stations to cover for the rebel
drivers, and army crews had
already been called out for emergen-
cy work in southeast London — the
city's worst hit area.

In the northern city of Manchester,
police and union officials said all but
one or two of the area's 34 am-
bulance stations were closed and
army drivers were on stand-by.
Ambulance crews around the

country will decide this morning
whether to join the unofficial action.

Tbe drivers are demanding a basic

wage of £65 a week.

Pirate-attacked ship takes hostage
COLOMBO, Sri Lanka (UPI). — A
U.S. oceanographic research ship

reportedly attacked by machete-
wielding pirates sailed from the
remote Maidive Islands with a
native chief’s son aboard as hostage,

a U.8. embassy official said yester-

day. .

: Three U.S. crew members of the

300-ton, Panamanian-registered
Alysse Maru were detained in the
Maldives because of a shootout with
local officials in which a chieftain

was slightly wounded, the embassy
official said.

The official, whose Colombo em-
bassy also is accredited to tbe

Maldives, said the abduction of the

chiera son followed the shootout on
one of the northernmost Maldayian
Islands. „ .

The wife of the ship's captain said
in a telephone interview from
Florida that she was told all crew

members had been freed and hoped
to rejoin the ship soon.

She said the ship had set sail for

the U.S. navy base on Diego Garcia
Island in the Indian Ocean.
Tbe Maidive Islands, a series of

tiny coral atolls, are located about
645 km. southwest of Sri Lanka in the
Indian Ocean.

First reports of the incident came
from ham radio operators in
Johannesburg who reported that

spear-wielding pirates attacked the
ship and led the captain away with a
noose around his neck.
U.S. embassy officials in Colombo

said they could not presently con-

firm the radio operators' reports,

but the captain's wife, Lois Leonard,
said her husband denied anyone had
been, shot in Saturday's fracas.
Leonard confirmed the attack took
place “pretty much as It was
described.”

Pakistan explosion kills 8, wounds 50 people
ISLAMABAD (AP). — Eight persons
were killed and 50 were injured in an
explosion yesterday at Lahore, 288
km. southeast of here, Pakistani of-

ficials said.

The police are Investigating the in-

cident, but did not say whether it was
related to anti-government
acitivities. Late last month nearly a

dozen blasts occurred in various
Pakistani cities.

Some of these explosions were
associated with anti-government ac-
tivities among members of the
Pakistan People’s Party, which is

headed by deposed prime minister
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, who is in jail un-
der a sentence of death.

Vietnam faces more than Chinese threat
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BANGKOK. — Vietnam's Com-
munist rulers are in deep trouble at
borne and abroad.
They are fighting a two-front war— one against vastly superior

Chinese forces on their northern
border and another against deter-
mined Cambodian guerrillas, back-
ed by Peking.

At the same time, Hanoi faces a
political "third front" from a sullen

and unreliable populace in the
southern half of the country
“liberated" by the Communists in

1975.

Intelligence sources here said the

Chinese had. as promised, stopped
their advance into Vietnam and
might in fact withdraw after
"teaching the Vietnamese a lesson.”

But even if the Chinese do
withdraw, the Vietnamese cannot be
sure their former allies won’t attack

again and they face the prospect of a
prolonged drain on their already
chaotic economy. This situation,

coupled with the naggingly persis-

tent war in Cambodia, could strain

Vietnam’s resources to the breaking
point.
“The Chinese have no need to oc-

cupy Vietnamese territory." one
analyst said. "By keeping the
pressure on along the border and do-
ingwhat they can to keep the Pol Pot
forces going in. Cambodia, they can
bleed Hanoi white. Indeed, that may
be their strategy for getting Viet-

namese troops out of Cambodia."
Peking's official excuse for in-

vading Vietnam was to “punish" the
Vietnamese for their alleged harass-
ment of Chinese frontier troops —
said to have been "driven beyond
forbearance."
But most analysts feel the real

reason for the invasion was the Viet-
namese military overthrow, of the
Peking-backed Khmer Rouge
government of Premier Pol Pot.
The Vietnamese have as many as

200,000 troops in Cambodia, accor-
ding to intelligence estimates.
Although they quickly toppled the

genocidal Pol Pot regime, the
fighting is by no means over and
there is no assurance when it will be.
There bas been no Indication of

Vietnamese troop movements out of
Cambodia to meet the Chinese
threat, intelligence sources said, nor
is there likely to be. Vietnam has a
6OQ,0OO-man army plus a militia ot

400,000 men.
Besides, analysts here contend

that Hanoi's newly established
puppet government in Phnom Penh
would collapse overnight without
Vietnamese military support.

Ironically, citizens of both Cam-
bodia and Vietnam have taken ad-
vantage of the war between the two
countries to escape the oppressive
rule of their governments.
Thai officials reported that 4S8

Cambodian refugees crossed the
border into Thailand over the
weekend. It was the largest group to

enter Thailand since Hanoi launched
its Christmas Day offensive. The
refugees reported that about 1,000

more were waiting to cross.

Meanwhile, newly arrived Viet-

namese refugees said that Viet-

nam’s preoccupation with the war in

Cambodia bad loosened security

measures and had made it easier for

them to leave.

One sign of the times Is that the
Communists have been rounding up
former South Vietnamese officials

and army officers who had already
spent three years in “re-education

centres.” Party officials aald the
roundup was necessary to prevent
"public disorder."
Old animosity between North and

South Vietnamese has been exacer-

bated by what the southerners
regard as the equivalent of a
"Yankee occupation."
“Tiie only people who live well in

South Vietnam today are the Com-
munist officials and they are all

from tbe North. ” said Hien Le Dang,
40. a former quartermaster officer in

the South Vietnamese army. Dang
said he escaped when be learned that
the Communists wanted to take him
back to a "re-education centre."
Dang said fighting had broken out

between Communist soldiers and
armed civilians, but not for
ideological reasons.
What happened, he said, was that

the civilians assembled 200
boatloads of rice to take to Saigon to
sell on the black market. The
fighting broke out, he said, when the
soldiers tried to hijack the rice train
for themselves.
Evidently some things in South

Vietnam haven’t changed.

We thank
the tens of thousands of volunteers,

teachers and pupils, and members of

youth movements, who took part in

TOURIST: Are you hearing what these stones are crying out?

And in that day there shall be a root ofJesse, which shall standforan HI
I
ensign of the people; to il shall Ihc Gentiles seek: and his rest shall be flj

glorious. And it shall come to pass in that day that the Lord shall set
his hand again the SECOND TIME to recover the remnant ofhis pro-'

[i
pit:, which shall be left, fram Assyria... And he shall set up un evsiyv

j

for the nations, and shall assemble the outcasts of Israel, and gather
together the dispersed of Judah from the four comers of Ihc earth. .,

(Isaiah 11:10-12) If]
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Andreotti can t form

new Italian government 14
ROME (UPI). — Christian
Democratic premier-designate
Giulio Andreotti yesterday gave up
his efforts to form a new govern-
ment.
Andreotti handed his resignation

to Italian President Sandro Pertini

after failing in a three-week attempt
to create Italy’s 41st post-Facist

government. His resignation came
less than a day after the Socialist

Party withdrew its support from the
premier-designate, who had headed,
two successive Christian
Democratic governments since 1976.
Immediately after AndreottTs for-

mal resignation, Pertini called a
meeting for today with 75-year-old
Republican Party leader Ugo la
Malfa. Political sources said Pertini,
82 , would probably nominate the
highly respected elder statesman as
premier-designate.
The last non-Christian Democrat

to hold the premiership was Ferruc-

cio Parri, .a member of
' 1845.^^“Action Party, fn

The previous Andreot
meat fell in. January
Communists ^-;a vjti __
Italian politics
per cent pf the.voteM jhe S-31®
tions —withdrew their
port. . ‘i,

:

j ““*B|
Commu nisi

Berlinguer accused the
Democrats of

‘

social reforms. He
cabinet seats for bis^part^^'S
first time since 1947r-.^“^,
The Christian Democrat*mu

and several attempts-' it T* -
promise solutionieU
tian Detaocatlc>Party?*^
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Volcano kills 150 Java villagers
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JAKARTA (Reuter). — More than
150 people were killed when a long-
dormant volcano erupted in central
Java, 300 km. eaat of the Indonesian
capital.

Newsmen reporting from the
scene in the Dleng mountain range
said bodies were still being found in

Pucukan and other villages and that
tbe. final death toll could be much,
higher than the 155 confirmed by
noon yesterday.
The government ordered the

evacuation of 17,000 villagers from
an area three km. in radius around
the Sinila volcano, which .erupted
Tuesday night.

The Dieng range, is a high plateau
rising some 2,000 metres above-sea
level and topped by 26 volcanic
peaks.
The Volcanology Institute in Ban-

dung, West Java, said the Sinila

crater had long been classified asnot

active; Java hag
among its -112 crater peai»~^
Most fatalities

J

were fromYte village of Pnmwwxl! -

where poiaonous gaar^lav^^M^
odourless
in their- sleep. ReporternriftW' 1
streets of the vtilagewere linefiVtlS j n yl ft
twisted bodies of peoi& ^||li

n
not escape.

;

.
About 150 people were!

intensive treatment i

ing and a number of-them
expected to Hve^ acct
aid team members at _ __
- With soxpe 50Q TOlcanbM^'aiii
of them active/ ttavatfTtan
archlpelagoisgeologlcally^
most unstable regions in the

'

In 1883 the Xpdohastah jim
was the acene- of the most
exploalon recorded rib;-

Krakaloa Island, off the^Waitjj
coast, erupted andklHed
people.
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Seven slain in New York massacre
NEW YORK (AP). — Detectives

searched the “bloody, mess” of a
New York City apartment yesterday
for clues as to who slashed the
throats of six men.and a woman in

one of tbe largest single mass
murders in the city’s history.

A blood-encrusted butcher knife
was found on a bed next to three of -

the victims, according to chief of
detectives James Sullivan.

All but one of the victims,
reportedly Dominicans between the
ages of 20 and 35, were found with
their hands and legs bound with
rope, cords and "anything else that
was around.” said tbe first

1

policeman to reach the apartment on
Tuesday night.

None of the
mediately identified.' PoHfte aafcTl

appeared they had heeh de&d i

mid-afternoon.
.

- ' t'-CrV;

“It doesn't- appear cme p
could do this," SuDfvan-sai^ i
that the apartment was-in

,

but there was no sign ofa
i

Authorities "reported thaTt.
found scaleswith.drugrediaiat
apartment, leadingthem to 1

the slayings were drug-related.

Neighbours said. that

neighbourhood is a, hotbed of i

cotics trading, especially Is “i

dust” — a hallucinogen also 1

as PCP — and cocaine. Thehouxi
located in Harlem, a pt
brack and - Puerto Ricil

neighbourhood.

ifr‘1
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Missile downs Viscount, Rhodesia sajs

SALISBURY. — The' Rhodesian
government said yesterday :

thai the

cause of last week’s crash of a
Viscount airliner was a Soviet-made
Sam-7 missile, andvowed retaliation

against Joshua Nkomo’s guerrillas

by March 15.

Bill Irvine, the white co-minister

of transport in the bl-racfal Interim
government, told parliament in the

government’s first official statement
on the disaster, which claimed 59

lives, that the cause of the crash was
a "beat-seeking Soviet Strela. mis-

sile.” He said that by “tbe-Mes of

March” Joshua Nkomo, co-leader of

the Patriotic Front' guerrilla
organization, “will be weeping tears

of sorrow.”
In the Zambian capital of Lusaka,

the Mozambique-based wing of the

Patriotic Front, ZANU (Zimbaln

African National; Ebkaij yestotli

claimed responsibility for the

tar attack on Salisbury's lute

national airport on Monday #
ZANU’s Zambia-based partus

ZAPU (Zimbabwe African Feopli

Union) also claimed responaWUtj

ZAPU' also said it was respond^

for destroying a JIghtaircraft can*

ing "officials of the Smith regtontj

at Rhodesia's Shamva airstrip

Tuesday.;

A spokesman aaid in LiiaahatlJ

freedom fighters within

had planted a landmine at the

strip about 88 km. northeast

Salisbury. He said tbe aircraft '

landing when it detonated tbe

mine. (UPI, Reuter, -AP)

Pope will visit native Poland in May
VATICAN CITY (Reuter). — Pope
John Paul will return to his native
Poland on a papal pilgrixfiage in

May, informed sources said yester-

day.
The exact dates of the trip were

not immediately known, but the
sources said th& journey would
probably take place between May 13
and 15.

The Polish government clearly

faced a dilemma over the proposed

papal .visit which could be

to draw gigantic crowds of

Catholics .In the heart ot the C«

munist Bloc. The authtrttla**

anxious that the pope’s visit

not coincide with the 900th anrnwn

sary of .the death of Polish

Stanislaw, whose feast day is

ed on May 7: Polish Catholics

present the saint aa a nation^

and model for modern oppose® >

temporal authorities;
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Am.Pas*5 a TORIA, -Kallie Knoetze. the

J!
rj" \ white hope of South African

_
' rp. L^Jng and' fifth-ranking

o,
eR: 1q

Ui Vyweight in the world, defended
.

rc*h'.nj.^
-

iti iWheid -when he.was a policeman

'US Ofa041."* an unarmed and im»-
?tr !5tc| * it black youth..

ttaJS. a heavyweight boxer his
^tt^'Aj arancea started a hundred

ROUGH AND READY
%is and brought race politics

' into the ring 40 years after Joe
U.,i beat it out of Hitler's cham-
hj‘: Max Schmelling,

r%!rj.^V.at sort of person is Kallie

f;rv sfcvL3 s*tze? What sort of policeman is

**1 .‘‘“’-"•t- sj,' £
'

.
- -

a.irt
'
'

'it <1 tell you what sort he I*,” said
F.L.C. Engels, deputy com-

r- ^^ Eo ,'. ^oner of South Africa's police.

a very handy chap when it

_ 2i
Ca

'-!e A to the rough stuff: Otherwise^
’ s:

'*l a very good poHceman, and
Cc,

'*atird.:
:eW ‘devoted."

"
-"•e. ^ * ter Kallie Is. of course, no
'-•'-•rr.r: t!V-- a policeman. He resigned last’

Rafter pleading guilty to trying
""

^-suade two youths to drop their

qvq »^ii^\:es against a fellow policemanavw a(^ assaulted them..

i. ^'ovR i probably-'would have been .dls-

“S-.-ji -d had he not resigned.” ad-
”4 ;i. S^d Engels, who, as the man in

.

' “ :,e
- of South Africa's police per-

V'l- came to knowKallie well asa
' r -"6 p * ^'Rian, boxer and friend.

;

r "
1 " -xstae's efforts to protect his

'

?

"
'-"e;r nearly stopped his fight with

- r
'~---e:s ,/P- &.Sharkey after the U.S. State—

;
^sstffe and

I "ESifeathior /

Department refused him admission.
What angered America's blacks is

Knoetze's shooting of a South
African black boy two years ago.
The youth. Stanley Ndlovu, was an
innocent bystander. As a result of
Knoetze's bullet his leg was am-
putated.

The boy's father. Samuel Ndlovu.
is suing the police for £35.000. If he
wins. Knoetze could end up paying.

DID POLITICS have anything to do
with Knoetze's handling of the riots?
“Definitely not" said the general.
‘‘Knoetze has no political af-
filiations.

“At least he never expressed them
to me or anyone I know. I don’t think
he has any political views.”

Kallie Knoetze started his boxing
career at the age of 14. He got Into an
argument with a schoolmate at the
bus stop. A line was drawn through
the sand.
“Cross the line and fight" was the

order. Someone pushed Knoetze. He
swung. His opponent fell. The next
day bis father took him to the local
gym for boxing lessons.
As soon as he left school Knoetze

joined the South African police. At

By TOM ARMS
Gemini News Service

first they encouraged boxing as part

of his training. As he climbed the

sporting ladder Knoetze’s successes
became a matter of prestige for the

South African police.
They allowed him a free rein with

his training. Knoetze would sleep un-

til 11 a.m. when he woke for
breakfast of steak or a heavily spic-

ed South African sausage called
Socrcu'ors.
Between noon and 4:30 p.m., he

worked os a policeman and then at
five he began sparring in the police

gym. He finished the day with a
six-kilometre run at 10 p.m. “Kallie
is a fitness fanatic." said Engels.

In the ring Knoetze developed a
reputation for viciousness. South
African boxing writers referred to
his “evil eye.”
But among fellow police officers

he was known as a mild-mannered
and soft-spoken man. So much so
that he was given a job as a dog
handler where he developed a close
relationship with his animal.

"He was very fond of hia dog,"
said Engels. “He could not be as
hard as he is made out to be if he
loves animals so much."

ENGELS attributed the boxer's
aggressiveness with many reporters
to Knoetze's difficulty in speaking
English. “He appears aggressive
because he cannot express himself
properly,” said the general.
The white population of South

Africa is divided between those who
speak English as a first language
and those who speak Afrikaans as a
first language. Most Afrikaners can
speak English, and it is an indication
of Knoetze's lack of education that
he has never mastered one of the two
official languages of South Africa.
The police recognized that the box-

er was not a genius. “He was a basic
policeman. He certainly was no good
at theory, and I would never have
given him a job behind a desk." said
Engels.
But the prestige Knoetze brought

to the force had to be recognized. So
he was promoted from squad car
patrolman to detective. He .also
found himself becoming more pop-
ular. not only with other constables
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s ••£f.BURY. — "I wish I could lend
•: black skin so you could lie

ere vr-*r
for tw0 da>r8 &nd then you

j

U£
?see...It is anarchy out there.”

* ’ -V 1 ^anguished words of a 44-year-

’_'z
Rhodesian teacher living

.V/ 7’ ^tabobhawa, only 32 kms. from
7 ' V'f

5 ^^Ury , would no doubt be rein-

e *by almost all of Rhodesia’s 4.5
-

- a i3 peasants. They are bearing
L.

:r=~"?_^runt of Rhodesia’s war, now
"* *!

1;

~ - over at least 80 per cent of the

.

• - - i=lriy. . .

?: -.K-taome places, the rural

-

r.nen are intimidated, harasa-
c' : Vii streated and killed by asmany

-jo separate armed..forces.
the guerrilla armies of -

OURl, ililOU^ Nkomo and Robert Mugabe,
ite armies" loyal to one of the

" •- Itenutlly based blaclf leaders, 7 .

*
• - Abel . Mmorewa and the .

r-:^:xend Ndabanlngi Sithole, are.

'

v rifor the support of the black
• -:r::r ’.tion.

> ;:.,NV i 2:~::.idditIon, as martial law has .

: ;;rxtended to about 80 per cent of

.

. ... . j^untry since its introduction last

fiber, the Rhodesian security
V i.i

:

— are reportedly subjecting the

,

Black and white Rhodesia Army regulars comb the bush for traces of guerrilla Infiltration.

rural citizenry to increasingly
rigorous retaliatory measures in

their efforts to turn back the tide of

guerrilla infiltration.

Bccttdse bf the ehaetic ^onfHOons.' -

it -difficult to: assess. :wJbati-.-is.

happening in the tribal reserves,

where 80 per cent of the population

lives. According to relief agencies
and church sources who operate in

those areas, government forces

appear to be adopting a "scorched
earth” policy to deprive the
guerrillas of the material and psy-

chological assistance of the local

people.
The homes of more than 700

rfamihes^i&ve been burned, beatings
?ahd arbitrary executions'' of
suspected *- guerrilla - sympathizers
are more frequent and the numbers
of civilians reported in military com-
muniques to have died in "crossfire"
has increased, according to the same
sources.
In isolated cases, civilians are

reportedly forced to brush dirt roads
with branches to detect landmines.

In one gruesome incident, the bodies
of two guerrillas killed by security

forces were hung in trees over water
wells' for weeks as a warning to

others: ' “

One body bore a handwritten note: >

“This is the way I have died and the

way people like me die." The relief

worker who saw the body said that
because of the stench people could
not draw water or eat in the area.

"It's collective punishment now,”
remarked one member of a relief

organization.
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3BEP YOUR EYES OPEN! I

REPORTSUSPICIOUS
OBJECTS

SAN FRANCISCO. — The National
Cancer Institute (NCI), which
spends some 8800m. yearly in the
war on cancer, is under heavy fire in

the U.S.
Consumer, labour and en-

vironmental groups charge that it

has given too much attention to the
search for the “big cure,” while
neglecting research into — and ef-

forts to curb — use of carcinogenic
chemicals.
What's more, say these critics,

attempts to treat and prevent the
disease by “natural means” have
been regarded with suspicion, even
contempt, by the medical establish-

ment. At least 84b. has been spent
chiefly on virus research, resulting
in the conclusion that viruses are
probably an unimportant factor in

causing cancer. Meanwhile, govern-
ment figures suggest that between 60
to 90 per cent of cancer is due to “en-
vironmental factors."
Washington politicians last year

began to pressure the NCI for a
review of its progress, goals and out-

look. One result was the announce-
• ment of a 8250,000 test on humans of
the most controversial “natural"
cancer treatment of all — laetrile.

The tests, which began in January,
will involve 300 patients with' ad-
vanced cancer.
Thai plan has shocked many

cancer experts, who are convinced
laetrile, an extract of apricot
kernels, is useless. But it has
delighted cancer specialist Dr. John
Richardson of California, who has
been battling what he calls “the
cancer establishment" since 1972.

THE CONTROVERSIAL Richard-
son Is a passionate advocate of

laetrile. which he calls vitamin B17.

He believes that a solution to the

cancer mystery "lies in the field of

diet, and that prevention and treat-

ment can be found through vitamins,
minerals and enzymes."
Laetrile Is a no-no with the

“cancer establishment.” NCI
spokesmen have in the past charged
that doctors who employ it are "in a
wicked business, on a par with
swindling widows."

The substance is banned in the

U.S- and Its importation is con-

sidered a felony. Yet eight state

legislatures, in defiance of the
federal bureaucracy, have approved
its use in one form or another, and 15

more are considering the same
course.

For using laetrile in his Albany.
California, clinic, the 54-ycar-old

Richardson lost his' licence in

November 1976. But the clinic still

operates under three other doctors.

assisted by members of the Richard-
son family.
Richardson himself has been

successfully prosecuted, along with
three other laetrile advocates, for
conspiracy to smuggle the stuff into
the country from Mexico. He was fin-

ed 820,000 and placed on three years
probation.

He has written a best-selling book.
“Laetrile Case Histories: the

Richardson Clinic Experience," and
appeared on innumerable radio and
TV talk-shows. Right or wrong, he is

regarded as a martyred saviour by
the thousands of cancer sufferers
who believe in laetrile.

Richardson sees himself in a
similar light. “My real offence was
to challenge the medical politicians

of the NCI, the American Cancer
Society and the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration,” he says. “Obviously,
there’s a tendency for them to work
along with the federally regulated
drug companies as one big happy
famiiy.

"IT'S MUCH the same as the
relationship between the Pentagon
brass and the defence contractors.

The cynics point out that with ail the

billions flowing into cancer
research, there's more money to be
made looking for a cure than actual-

ly finding it.”

That’s fighting talk, and Richard-
son has learned that the medical es-

tablishment knows how to fight. His
clinic was raided without warning by
a police squad, with guns drawn.

He's been repeatedly hauled through
the courts, where, he charges, per-

jured evidence was given against

him.
Richardson struck back with a suit

seeking personal damages of 865m.

from the 12 officials on the board —
"not one doctor among them" —
which revoked his licence.

Whether there is virtue in laetrile

or not, there's a growing body of opi-

nion and evidence that what we eat is

directly related to some of the com-
monest cancers in America, which
has the world's highest incidence of

Ihe disease. It is not only food ad-

ditives and contaminants that arc to

blame: several experts now believe

that the foods themselves are in-

volved.

AMERICAN religious groups that

avoid meat have far lower colon/rec-

tnl cancer rales than the U.S. as a

whole. In lands where diets contain

little animal and dairy fats rates of

the disease again are lower. Surveys
also indicate that when people from
these lands settle in mcal-cullng

America their chances of developing

colon or breast tumours rise sharply.

and detectives but also with Lhc up-
per echelons of the police force who
liked to associate themselves with
Knoetze's success.
But Knoetze's star status within

the police force could not protect him
from his own foolishness.

It culminated after his sparring
partner and friend of many years.
Dawid Bosch, assaulted two boys
arrested for car theft.

Knoetze first went to the boys and
asked them not to pick out Bosch for

the line-up. After this failed he went
to the boy's parents and asked them
to persuade their sons to drop the
charges against his friend.

If Knoetze had stopped after the
first approach, when he was warned,
the matter would have probably
been dropped. But after the second
approach he was charged with
"defeating the ends of justice.” He
pleaded guilty; was fined £125 and
resigned from the police.

Engels explained: “Kallie has a
strong sense of loyalty. Sometimes it

is misguided."
Shortly before he left the police

Knoetze bought a farm outside
Pretoria with his manager-trainer
Billy Letter.
He spends most of his spare time

there with his wife and their 20-

month-old son Kallie-Matt. But, said
Engels: “I think he misses very
much being a policeman and would
like to return to the force."

In what appears to be an attempt
to deny guerrillas food, shops have
been closed and granaries are
destroyed. Buses are stopped and
passengers told to eat or dispose of
the food they are carrying wherever
a guerrilla presence is suspected.

A Red Cross spokesman confirmed
that in the areas of Mtoko and Mudzi.
authorities asked the international
agency to stop distributing food to
the civilian population for the time
being. This followed a report on the
state-controlled television late last
year saying a Red Cross parcel had
been found on a dead guerrilla.

The Rhodesia Catholic Commis-
sion for Justice and Peace, distress-
ed by the army's apparent effort to
starve, out the guerrillas, emphasiz-
ed in a recent statement that “the
food situation will become critical in
six or eight weeks' time, when the
last crop is exhausted."
Military authorities counter that

martial law — even with its alleged
abuses — is necessary to eliminate
atrocities by the guerrillas. Military
communiques often relate stories of
lips being cut off, people buried alive
and pregnant women burned in huts
by guerrillas who suspect civilians of
collaboration with the white
dominated bi-racial government
that the guerrillas are trying to bring
down.
Military sources also say martial -

law has assisted their effort and.
in some areas, has even permitted
the reopening of schools. Because of
the "delicate" situation in these
areas, though, journalists have not
been able. to.verify them.

^ in the opinion of military
observersV 'martial : law has
"checkmated” the war, now In its .

seventh year. While it has decreased
the effectiveness of the guerrillas, it

has not staunched the influx of In-

surgents. especially those from
Mugabe's Zimbabwe African
National Union liberation army in

neighbouring Mozambique, they
say.
There Is evidence that those forces

are crossing the border in larger
groups of up to 40 and have begun to
train new recruits inside Rhodesia
rather than in Mozambique. Both
developments seem to attest to the
wider mobility and freedom of the
guerrillas inside Rhodesia despite
the proclamation of martial law.

Military observers predict that in-

filtration will continue and increase
before the country's first universal
suffrage elections, scheduled for
April 20. The guerrillas have pledged
to disrupt the polling.
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WAR ON WORDS IN
SOVIET UNION

By KEVIN KLOSE / Washington Post News Service

MOSCOW. — Soviet authorities
have begun a campaign of harass-
ment and threat aimed at in-

timidating the founders of a new un-
official literary magazine that seeks
to challenge tight state control of the

arts.

The five editors of the new journal,

"Metropol," have been called In and
upbraided by officials of the Moscow
Writers Union and several have been
threatened with expulsion from the
union for helping produce it.

Meanwhile, state publishing
watchdogs In the two weeks since the
journal was announced have begun
rapidly withdrawing from circula-
tion films, plays, novels and even
magazines containing articles by
any of the 23 contributors. A movie
by one of the editors, Andrei Bitov,

called “Thursday and Never More,"
was removed from several Moscow
theatres where it was playing to

sizeable audiences.
Vassily ' Aksyonov, one of the

Soviet Union's most popular prose
writers and principal editor of
“Metropol," said that a campaign of

rumour is being circulated against
him, ..accusing him of seeking a
deliberate notoriety in the.West so
that he can more' easily emigrate.
-Aksyonov, who- has made several

official trips to Western countries in

recent years and whose stories have
been officially translated into
English, said he has no intention of

seeking permission to emigrate.

“THEY ARE TRYING to separate
us by accusing me," he declared In

an interview in the Moscow flat of a
close friend. “We are strong
together and our biggest problem is

not to be separated."
"Metropol” is remarkable

because It unites in one effort works
by many of the Soviet Union's most
famous and approved writers, as
well as works by young and less well-

known contributors.
Among the 23 contributors are An-

drei Voznesenski, winner of a state

literature prize for poetry: well-

known poetess Bella Akhmadulina;
Aksyonov; and Vladimir Vysotsky, a

prominent and popular Moscow ac-

tor and songwriter. But united with

these well-known figures of contem-
porary Soviet literature are a

number of younger writers and
critics who until now have laboured

in obscurity. These include Evgeny
Popov, a young Siberian writer, and
Viktor Yerefeev. a literary critic.

THE FIRST issue of “Metropol,"
totalling about 250,000 words,
numbers just eight copies, according
to Aksyonov. Two copies have sur-

faced in the West, where there are
plans for Russian and English
editions.

“Metropors" contents are
apolitical but include material that
violates Soviet censorship, including
explicit sexual references, asser-

tions of the existence of an immortal
soul and criticism of government
control of the arts.

Aksyonov said one of the con-
tributors, Fasil Iskander, has been
accused by Writers Union officials of
"being 20 per cent guilty.” implying
that if be breaks with Aksyonov, the
consequences for his participation
will be less severe.
"They have said that there are no

anfi-Sorief items Of 'Metropol,

'

Aksyonov related, "but that they
consider this absence is an intrigue
by us to appear innocent.

"

He said publishing officials “told
us It is impossible to release
’Metropol' without censorship."

EARLIER this week, the founders of

another magazine, one called
"Journey." which espouses overtly

political views by a group of

Muscovites who call themselves
socialists, complained that secret

police had searched several of their

flats and confiscated some of their

materials.
Lev Kopelev, a major dissident

writer whose works are suppressed
here but are in wide circulation in

the U.S. and other Western coun-

tries, called the moves against

‘•Metropol’* and “Journey^ the

"shadow of Stalinism." This year Is

the 100th anniversary of the dic-

tator's birth.-
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Jerusalem Betar lets In a goal in a recent game. (R.Yiaraeii)

Jerusalem Betar faces

in-form Jaffa team
SOCCER PREVIEW/Paol Holm

TEL AVIV.— Jerusalem Betar ver-
sus Jaffa Maccabl promises to be the
match of the day with the renewal of
the_Ieague programme this Satur-
day. The game at the YMCA ground
in the capital Is certain to attract a
full house.
Jerusalem Betar have advanced to

within one point of the league
leaders. Tel Aviv Maccabl, but will

have their work cut out to win points
from in-form Jaffa Maccabl. The
Jaffaites notched five victories in a
row before being held to a 0:0 draw
by Jerusalem Hapoel In their last

league game. Onana. Travess and
Bloom have led the Jaffa goal-
scoring spree, and they will take
some holding by the Betar defence.
Betar will be hoping for the return

of Uri MaJmiIlian and have been
happy with the return to form of
Nbuman and Avrahami. While home
ground advantage may tilt this game
in Jerusalem Betar's favour, Jaffa
Maccabl are capable of bringing off
an upset.
Leaders Tel Aviv Maccabl appear

to have an easier task playing away
to Yehud Hapoel, who are fighting to
avoid relegation. Yehud, with 12
goals, have scored fewer times than
any other team in the National
League, and they are not likely to get
many goals this week. Tel AvivMac-
cabi's attack with Spiegel,
Schweitzer, Peretz and Co. appears
strong enough to win this game.
Jerusalem Hapoel again play in

Tel Aviv, this week visiting _Bnel
Yehuda. The HSifcftcya Quarter tpanr
scored /l scorching 4 :l ~away"wto ~

over -Tel Aviv Maccabl in their last- 1

league match, and a repeat of that
form would give Jerusalem Hapoel
little hope of points. Teamwork is

Bnei Yehuda's ace card, and with
Ehud Ben Tovlm a capable
marksman they should have the
edge.
Defending champions Netanya

Maccabl play at the Bloomfield
Stadium against Tel Aviv Hapoel.
The champions have not shown their

sparkle of last year, but with Oded
Machness and David Lavie leading
the attack Netanya can never be
counted out for goals. Tel Aviv

Hapoel, on the other hand, have been
having problems getting goals, with
only 15 to their credit In 20 league
matches. Tel Aviv Hapoel have been
most unpredictable this season. At
best one can Imagine them holding
Netanya Maccabl to a draw.

ONE OF the most interesting games
on the card will be played in Kfar
Sava. The borne Hapoel entertains
Haifa Hapoel. Both these teams are
capable of good football and have
fine players. Splegler, Leventhal,
Schwartz (Haifa) and Shum, Vogel.
Einstein and Yannl (Kfar Sava) are
just a few. Home ground advantage
may tip this game In Kfar Sava
Hapoel' a favour.

In the Second Division, second-
and third-placed Ramat Amldar
Maccabl and Holon Hapoel play in

Hoion. Another Interesting fixture

will be played in Acre, where Hapoel
play boat to Tirat Hacarmel Hapoel
who have Improved dramatically in

the past two months.
The game last week between

Sha'araylm Maccabl and Haifa
Hapoel, which was stopped by the
referee, was declared void on the

Sportoto football pool coupon. Eigh-
teen punters got the remaining 12

results marked right, to collect

ILiiO.OOO each. The five English
matches included in the coupon were
all cancelled and were thus con-

sidered draw results.

Those with 11 results right win
XL2,600; 10 results were worth IL820
-andjnine results right earned IL60 ...

Sportoto's minimum ' total payout
after this week's games will be
IL5.5m.

Sportoto Guide:

Jerusalem Betar v Jaffa Mac. x
SUnsboo v Fetal* TUrva Mac. ]

Tel Aviv Hap. v Netanya Mac. x
Kfar Sava Hap. v Haifa Hap. 1
Beersbeb& Hap. v Rlsbon Hap. 1

Hadera Hap. v Tel Aviv Betar 2

Yehud Hap. v Tel Aviv Mac. t
Bnei Yehuda v Jerusalem Hap. 1

Belt Shean v Henliya Mac. x
Holon Hap. v Ramat Amldar x
Acre Hap. v Tirat Hacarmel Hap. x
Asbdod Hap. v Marmorefc Hap. 2

Netanya Hap. v Ramat Gan Hap. 2

Israeli teams lead in bridge event

By GEORGE E. LEVTNRE'W/Post Bridge Correspondent

ISRAELI TEAMS were in the lead
Tuesday evening at the close of the

first of three sessions of the Team of

Four tournament at the Inter-

national Bridge Festival at the Dan
Hotel in Tel Aviv. There were 66

tables with 264 players, three fewer
tables than last year. Scores are in

Victory Points with 60 maximum.
The leading teams:
1. Ben-Nahum, captain, Israel,

with Dr. Josman, Mascona, Duchov-
ny, Kapusta, 59.

2. H. Schwartz, captain, Israel,

with Hochzeil. Levit, Schuster,
Zivoni, Seligman, 54.

3. Kaufman,, captain, Israel, with
Schwartz, Schaeffer, Polidl, 50.

The next five teams are
designated by names of their cap-
tains: 4. Moreno, Israel, 49; 5.

Kehela, Canada, 48; 6. Hertzberg,
Israel, 48; ?. Manhardt, Austria, 48;
8. Mill loner, Israel, 48.

Tonight will be the final session of
the Team of Four tourney. A special
game has been announced to take
place on Friday evening in Haifa at 5
p.m. at the Dan Carmel Hotel. Rbri
Markus will be the guest of honour.
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DEADLINES Jerusalem: Weekdays: 30 a.m. of day prior to publication. For Friday's
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WHERE TO DINE PETS

SQUARE (KOSHER i meal for a fair price. HANDSOME black mongrel, part pointer.

Balfour Cellar. Haifa, Tel. 04-662219. 665300. age 5%. seeks warm home. Tel. 02-31092.

DWELLINGS
PURCHASE/SAI*E

JERUSALEM

BEIT-HAKEREM,
furnished 3 or 4

SEGAL BUYS everything, televisions,

RENTAL^ beautiful SVSfr'' Tel. 03-

bedroams plus large 1 '

ilvlngroom. Immediately. Tel: 02-235817; 02- PHILIP BUYS: furniture, antiques,
523920. refrigerators, inheritances. Tel. 08-834539.«*' evenings 03-883489.

HAIFA

3 ROOMS + wall cupboards + telephone. In
Neve Sha'anan; from March. Tel. 04-239380. SITUATIONS VACANT

INSURANCE

CHEAPEST most comprehensive motor In-

sur/innr. green card for motoring abroad,
special diplomatic UN cover. Brummer
Irvine, Tel. 03-2329W. 03-230120.

BEFORE RENEWING house hoIcT-
juunmobile insurance. Phone Goshen. Tel-
03-717611.

PERSONAL
'

TOURIST Call mo for company II a.m.-l
p.ni. Tel. 03-44450K.

"RAM" TELEX REQUIRES First Class

English Typist with good command of

English and French- Hours 3-9 p.m. Tel. OS-

232320. 03-233558. 03-229962.

“fUM" TELEX REQuiREZ clerk with good

command of English and German + English

typing. Tel. 03-232320. 03-233558. 03-229962.

T.V. & RADIO

TELEVISION REPAIRS within one day.. In
advanced laboratory. Special department for

colour T.V. "Electron." Tel. 03-44T93O. OS-

443136.
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the gifted shop 1

an abundant oarietg

ofexclusive fine gify
from all over (fie

world to Holikfy every
toxicf our oim-

crafled exquisite gold
jewelry.

BeitHalacfinii
33 Pinkos Street

Tel A*i»

1 1 TRAVELINFORMATION

TELEVISION
EDUCATIONAL: 8.10 Math 7. 8.30

English 6. 9.00 Math 8. 9.20 Special
Education — Our Hour. 10.10 English
9. 10.50 Programme for
kindergarteners. 11.20 Language and
Communications 3-5. 12.00 Music.
12.25 Literature 10-12. 13.00 Advice
and Guidance 8. 13.20 French. 15.30

English 8. 16.00 This Is It— live youth
magazine. 17.00 Music
CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMES:
17.30 Children around the world
18.00 What's Up — people and events
In the news
ARABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:
18.30 News
28.32 Flipper: 'the escapades of
Flipper the dolphin
IB.00 Between Citizen and State — a
panel answers questions from the
audience
19.30 News
HEBREW PROGKAMEMS
resume at 20.00 with the Match of the
Week
20.50 Programme Trailer
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.30 Documentary — The Man who
loved Bears. A chance meeting in the

mountains of Colorado with a grizzly

bear changes the life of Marty
Stawper.
22.20 Starsky and Hutch: Dlacomania
23.10 Behind the Headlines
23.45 Almost Midnight — news
JORDAN TV (unofficial):
17.45“ Cartoons. 18.00 I Dream of

Jeannle. 18.30 French Hour. (Little

House on the Prairie '(JTV 31. 19.00

News in French. 19.30 News in

Hebrew. 20.00 News in Arabic. 20.30

Cuckoo Walts. 21.10 The
Professionals. 22.00 News In English.
22.15* Movie of the Week
* (JTV 8, Shows with asterisks con-

tinue on JTV S)

CINEMAS

JERUSALEM *4 '7, 9

Anton: Happy Paratroops 4, 6.45, 9.

Eden: Emanuel In America: Edison:
The Ten Commandments 4, 8;

Habirah: Piranha 4, 6.45, 9; Kflr;

Interiors 4. 6.45, 9; Mitchell: Foul
Play 6.45, 9.10, Wed. also at 4. Orgil:

Iphigenie 4, 6.45, 9; Orion: Every
Which Way but Loose 4. 6.45. 9; Orna:
Eyes of Laura Mars: Ron: Convoy:
Semadar: Lea Valaeuses 7, 9.15;

Small Auditorium Binyenet
Ha’ooma: The Goodbye Girl 7, 9.15;

Cinema One: Nashville 7, 9.15

TEL AVTV 4.30, 7.15. 9.80

Allenby: Foul Play; Ben Yehuda:
Girl Friends; Chen: MacArthur;
Cinema One: Scorchy; Cinema Two:
1900 (Part One) 7.15, 1900 (Part Two)
4.30, 9.30; Dekel: Midnight Express;
Drive-In: Abba 0.30; Close En-
counters of the Third Kind 9.45;
Esther: The Silent Partner; Gat:
Dona FIor and.Her Two Husbands.

; Gordon: - Flood; - Hod: Mean .Dog 1 '

Blues; Limor: A. Summer Place;
Maximitr&qr Horse; Mograbtf Con-
voy 4.80. 7.80. 9.30; OpUr: Force 10
From Navarone 4.80. 7, 9.80; Ordan:
Blume In Love 4, 7, 9; Orly: The
Thirty-nine Steps; Steps; Paris:
Sproszek 4.00, 7.15. 9.30; Peer:
The Other Side of the Mountain
2; Ramat Aviv: Wild Geese 7.15, 9.30,

Tuea. also at 4.80; ShahaJK : Interiors:

Studio: 'The Goodbye Girl; Tcbelet:
Beyond Good and Evil. Tel Aviv:
Every Which Way but Loose; Tel
Avtv Museum: The Lace Maker;
Zafon: Derau Uzala 4. 6.45, 9.

HAIFA 4, 8.45, 9
Amphitheatre: Crazy Horse. Armon:
Where Eagles Dare 5.30, 9.30; Atz-

mon: The Silent Partner 8.45, 9.

Chen: Coma; Galor: The Pack 10. 2,

7. Machine Gun McCain 12, 4, 9;

Miron: Amore: Moriah; Splendor in

the Grass 6.45, 9: Orah: Straight

Time; Ordan; Blume Id Love 4, 7, 9;

Orton: H-Bomb; Orly: An Unmarried
Woman 6.40, 9; Peer: Foul Play;
Ron: Death on the Nile. 6, 9; Shavit:

Coming Home 6.30, 9

RAMAT GAN 7,15. 9.30

Armon: Gray Lady Down; Hadar:
Dersu Uzala 4. 7.15, 9.80; Lily: Com-
ing Home. Oasis: MacArthur 4, 7.15,

9.30; Ordea: Death on the Nile 8.45,

9.30; Rama: Ryan's Daughter 6,9.30;

Ramat Gan: An Unmarried Woman

HERZLIYA
David: Coming Home 7, 9.15; Tlferel

Henliya: -Short Eyes 7.15. 9.15; ’

HOLON
Hlgdal : The Other Side of Midnight 6,

9

' PETAH TTKVA
Shalom: The Other Side of Midnight
6. 9; Tuea. at 6 only

NETANYA
Esther: Driver 7, 9.15

MAGEN
DAVID
ADOM
IN ISRAEL

FOR FIRST RIO
SCRVfCFS
Tef. /OF

C BM THE MAIN CITIES )

VISIT
OUR CENTERS
PHONE! 03-36222

INTERNATIONAL DEPT.

ON THE AIR

First Programme
7.07 Morning Melodies
8.10 Morning Concert — Schumann:
Manfred Overture. Op. 115 (Otto
Klemperer i : Sibelius: Violin Concer-
to (Jascha Heifetz): Poulenc:
Aubade; Dvorak: Trio in F Minor,
Op. 85 ( Heifetz-Platlgorsky-
Pennarlo): Ravel: Daphnis et Chloe.
Suite No. 2 (Bernstein)

10.05 Radio story
10.10 Elementary School broadcasts
10.35 Lesson in spoken Arabic
u. 35 Music from Different Lands
12.05 (Stereo): Tbe Jerusalem
Players — Quant*: Sonata for Flute,

Oboe & Contlnuo: Ariostl: Stockholm
Sonata for Viola d'amore ft Harp-
sichord: Schiedt: 2 Symphonies for

Oboe. Violin, Cello and Harpsichord;
Marcello: Harpsichord Sonata;
Legrenzi : 2 Church Sonatas for Flute.

Viola d'amore: Continuo

13.00 Noon Concert — Bloch:
Hebrew Suite; Chabrier: Pastoral
Suite: Khatchaturtan: Variations
from Spartacus; Gershwin: An
American in Paris
14.10 Children's programmes
15.55 Notes on a new book
16.05 (Stereo): Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra— — E.W. Sternberg: 3

Elizabethan Songs (Mira Zakall;
Schumann: Violin Concerto In D
Minor (Alberto Lysy-Mendl Rodan)

;

Grieg: 3 Symphonic Dances, from
Op. 64 1 Rodan)
17.15 An Hour with Friedrich Guido,
piano — Mozart: Rondo In A.K. 485;

Beethoven: 7 Variations [with Pierre
Fournier. cello): Beethoven: Quintet,

Op. 16 (with members of the Vienna
Symphony); Gulda: Quintet-Jazz
Movement (with Jazz Ensemble)
20.15 Music Magazine
21.00 Everyman's University
23.30 Talmud Lesson
22.05 (Stereo): From the
Ludwigsburg Festival — Consortium
Classlcum — Haydn: Octet In E flat;

Hoffmelster: Echo Partita; Weber:
Concertino for Oboe and Wind
Instruments; Mozart: Serenade in C
Minor. K-388
23.28 (Stereo): The Art of Song In

Israel — Catulll Carmina (Fart 3}

00.10 i Stereo) : Musical Miniatures

Second Programme
7.00 This Morning — news commen-
tary
8-10 Good Morning— songs, chat with
Rivka Mlchaell
13.05 Midday — news commentary,
music
14.10 Stage and Screen — songs from
musicals
15.05 Sephardi songs
15.10 Any Questions
17.10 On Target — radio game
18.05 Free Time — Magazine on bob-
bles and recreation
19.00 Today — People and events in
the news
19.47 Bible Reading— Jeremiah 29,

30
,

20.05 Basketball — Reports from 2
matches: Between Hapoel Tel Aviv
and Hapoel Ramat Gan and between
Maccabl Tel Aviv and Hapoel Yagur
Ha'emek
23X5 Just Between Us— Gideon Lev-
Ary talks about current problems
with listeners

Army
5X0 University on the Air — Prof.
Yeshsyahu Leibowit* lectures on the
belief of tbe Rambam
7.07 “707" — Alex Anskl presents
selections of music and Items from
the morning newspapers
8.05 IDF morning newsreel
9.00 Israeli Winter — three hours at
music, skits, Jokes and news flashes
with Ell YisraeU
12.45 15 Minutes — Political commen-
tary

13.05 Today's Favourite — songs with
a special theme
14.05 Two Hours — music, art,

cinema, and theatre reviews, Inter-

views and anecdotes
16.05 The Third Man — radio game
17.00 IDF evening newsreel
18.05 Economics magazine
18.45 Hebrew Hit Parade
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.85 University on the Air (repeat)
22.05 Ordnance Corps soldiers tell

how they repaired tanka under fire
during the Yom Klppur War
23.45 IDF midnight newsreel
00.05 Night Birds — songs, chat

DIAL LOCATION!)
AM In UloHcrtx
PM In McgaHertz

lit Pro- tnd Pro-
gramme gramme

OMnl
brae] AM: an 404

FM: BU 93J

area AM: 573 484

FM:
1149
91.3

710
93.3

p-w-
area AM: 573 1203

FM: B9.4 103.2

B'aheba
im AM: 675 484

FM: sa.B 103.8

Baled
are* AM: S7E MS

FM: 90.9 101.1

«EU«I AM: 1487 UB9
FM: 102.9 99J

3rd Programme — abort wave sad PM
.2 MHz

«da Programme — 737 kHz; Jerusalem
area 674: central Israel 1025

Bib Programme — 030 kHz
Army Radio - 1.288 kHz

NEWS IN ENGLISH
7.00 (Fourth. Fifth) •

14.00 (Fourth, Fifth) “

18.00 (Fourth) *

20 00 (Fourth) *

22.00 (Fiflhl *

00.30 (Fifth! *

• Fourth programme: 737 kHz:
Jerusalem area 674; central Israel
1025
“ Fifth programme: Short wave and
FM K8.2 MHz

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
SEIiECTIONS
French
7.15 (Fourth. Fifth) 15 min.. Including
review of Hebrew press
14.30 (Fourth, Fifth) 30 min.
18.05 (Fourth) 5 min.
20.15 (Fourth) 19 min.
22.30 (Fifth! 25 min.
24.00 (Fifth! 30 min.
Spanish news at 6.40

Yiddish news at 6 .20 . 19.30 (First) 30
min.
llungitriiui at 19.15 (Fifth! 15 rain.

Saturdays (First! 30 min.
Rumanian news at 6.15. 20.30 I First 1

15 min.
KuN'tlan news al 8.25, 18.45 (First) 15
min. Sun-Frl.
Georgian news al 6.08. 19.13 (First,
Fiflhl is min.
liddimi news At 6.30. 20.00 (First,
Fifth! 15 min.
Mnahrulil news al 6.35, 20.19 (First.
Fifth! 15 min.
Rui-hmiiui news nt 6,03 (First)
Tal news al 6.11 (First)

iVncfitn news at 5.49 (First

i

FLIGHTS

Thin -rchcdulc i* subject to change irilhovt

prior notice. Reader* are advixed to coil

Bt'tt-Gurinn Airport Flight Information,
(Oil 071+61-2-3 (nr 03-290+44 far El At
flight-v only) for change* in time* of
Arrival* and Departure*.

THURSDAY

ARRIVALS

1240 El Al 004 New York
1315 Sabena 201 Brussels
1350 AUA 711 Vienna
1430 TWA 880 Kansas City, Chicago, New
York. Athens
1440 EH Al X46 Mexico. Montreal, Zurich

1445 El Al 564 Teheran
1455 Lufthansa 604 Frankfurt
1515 Karair 3136 Helsinki. Athens. Eilat

1525 TWA .800 New York, Paris

1540 THY 824 Istanbul
1550 Maersk Air 553 Copenhagan
1645 Monarch 4042 Luton
1715. TWA 810 Phoenix. Chicago, Boston.

Paris. Rome
1725 Britannia Cardiff, New Castle, Athens

1800 Alitalia 746 Rome
1805 Swissair 332 Zurich
1815 Cyprair 302 Larnaca
1925 El Al 358 Frankfurt
1940 El Al 386 Rome
2050 British Air 576 London
2120 El Al 378 Copenhagen
2135 El Al 512 Johannesburg. Nairobi

2150 El Al 542 Athena ‘

2155 El AJ 326 Paris, Zurich
2200 E) Al 316 London
gggs Air France 132 Paris, Lyon

DEPARTURES
0650 El Al 563 Teheran
0700 Swissair 383 Zurich
0710 TWA 811 Rom«L Paris, Boston.

Chicago, Kansas City, Los. Angeles, San
Francisco
0750 Olympic 302 Athens

0800 El Al oil London. New York
0810 KLM 526 Amsterdam
0820 El Ai 325 Zurich, Paris
0640 El A] 181 Rome, New York
0850 British Air 577 London
0900 El Al 015 London, New York
0910 TWA 881 Athens, New York
0980 Air France 181 Nice. Paris
0940 El Al 877 Copenhagen
1000 EL Al 357 Frankfurt
1100 E) Al -315 London
1200 El Al 885 Rome
1430 Sabena 202 Brussels
1440 AUA 712 Vienna
1550 Lufthansa 607 Munich, Frank*..
1615 Karair 3136 Athens, Helsinki

1

1630 THY 825 Istanbul
1700 Maersk Air 554 Copenhagen
1710 El Al 541 Athens
1745 Monarch 4043 Luton
1825 Athens. New Castle, Cardiff
1900 Qypralr 8)3 Larnaca
1920 AUtaUa 747 Rome
***"£*?!* Wormatian ,

BenrQvrion International ize. *
dhtaiion Centre.

trP°n ft*.

Imh;

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES I DUTY HOSPITALS 1 FIRST AID I

Jerusalem: Azza, 15 Azza. 38262; Az-
zahra, Azzahra St.. 283543.
Tel Aviv: Mcrkaz Hatzafon. 200 Ben
Yehuda, 242523: Yani, 87 Yehuda Halevi,
612474. Hflinn: Dr. Huri, 70 Sokolov,
842433. Bat Yam: Halevi. 9 Balfour.
883042. Ramat Gan: Udim, 57 EtzeJ,
778096. Kfar Shma.rya.hu: Kfar
Shmaryahu. Comm. Centre, 930244.
Nehtnya: Merkaz, 36 Herzl. 22739.
Hadera: TzaJtk- 37 Herbert Samuel,
25023.

Haifa: Tchemlkovskl. KTlcnr Stella
Marls. 533145.

Beersheba: Briut, 72 Herzl, 73859.

Jerusalem: H&dassah {pediatrics',
ophthalmology), Bikur Hollm (internal,
E.N.T.). Shaare Zedek (obstetrics, sur-
gery, orthopedics).
Tel Aviv: Rokah (pediatrics). Xchllov
(internal, surgery). Netanya; Laniado
l obstetrics. Interna)).
Hal(a: Rambam (all departments).
"Enin" — Mental Health* First Aid, TeL
Jerusalem 69911, Tel Aviv 253311. Haifa
538888. Beersbeba 32111.
Misgav Ladach : Open line 4-fl p.m. every
Monday answers to obstetrics,
gynaecological, sterility and family plan-
ning problems. Tel. 02-33356.

Magen David Adorn first aid cesbwJ
open from .8 -p.m.- to .7 a m
hdme calls by doctors al OuA rate*. e3
Fond members should enquire
rebate.

phone numbers: Jerusalem, Tel 91b!

Haifa — 10L Dan Region (Ramat Gej
Bnei Brok, Glvatayim, Klryat 0no) 4
781111.

SUNSET-SUNRISE POLICE

Sunset 17.32: Sunrise tomorrow 0616
Dial 100 in moot parts of the country. In.

Tiberias dial 924444, KiryaVShmona 404441

Asbdod 22222 -

Ashkelon 23383
Bat Yam 885555
Beersheba 78833
Eilat 2333
Hadera 22338
Holon 803183
Nahariya 923383

Nazareth 943a
Netanya 23833

Petah TUcthSUSj
Rehovot 064-6U8

.

Rlsbon LefflammJ
Baled 80333

Tiberias 20m

Umars on
Notices in this feature are charged at IL36 per Uneplua VAT; Insertion every day. costs IL600 per line phis VAT, per m»wi|j

Copy accepted at offices of 'the Jerusalem Post and all recognized advertising agents.

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Israel Museum Exhibitions: The
Kadlshman Connection — works by more
than 100 artists on proofs of a K«6«knwn
print. With the generous assistance of
Golden Pages, the Israel Classified Direc-
tor From the archaeological collections of
the museum. Objects of various periods
and materials not ordinarily on display.

Aphrodite, A Greek Goddess. Hellenistic
and Roman sculpture of the Goddess of.

Love with an anthology of Greek love -

poetry. Architecture inthe Hanukkalamp.
From concept- to product: Bang and
Oiufsen's Design for Sound. Development
and production of outstandingly designed
electronic sound equipment. Neolithic
figurines from Sha'ar Hagolan- Childhood
drawings and paintings by Israeli artists
1 side by side with their mature works).
Oilaroscuro: The Beginning of Colour
Woodcut. Exhibition of rare European
woodcuts of the 16-1 8th centuries. First
Israel exhibit. With a Pencil. Creative
work with pencil.

Exhibit of tbe Month: Original and
Replica. How replicas are produced in
Israel Museum laboratories. Woven, and
Printed textiles.

At the Rockefeller Museum : Two Egyp-
tian bronze statuettes of Imhotep (Egyp-
tian!. Bronze figurine of Alexander the
Great. Prehistoric hunters* sites In
northern Sinai.
Pnley Centre (Youth Wing near
Rockefeller Museum) : The Art of Ancient
Egypt. Visiting hours: Israel Museum:
Sun., Mon., Wed.. Tfaurs. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.:
Tue. 4-10 p.m.; Fri. 10 a.m.-2p.m.; Sat. 10
a.m. -2 p.m. Shrine oi the Book, BlUy Rose
Art Garden: Sun., Mon.. WedL, Thur. 10
a.m.-5 p.m. Tue. 10 a.m.-10 p.m.; Fri. and
Sat. 10 a.m.,-2 p.m. Rockefeller Museum:
Sun. — Thur. 10 a.m .-5 p.m.; Fri., Sat. 10
a.m.-2 p.m. Tickets for Sat. and holidays
must be purchased in advance at the
Museum. Cahana or major Jerusalem
hotels; In Tel Aviv at Rococo, Hadran and
Kastel. Free guided tours In English, Sun..
Wed., 11.00 a.m., Tues. 4.80 p.m. from up-

per entrance halll

CONDUCTED TOURS
Hadaraah Tours
1. Medical Centre, in KJryat Hadassah.

Tours In English at 9. 10, 11 &.m. and 12

noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.

Tour includes Chagall Windows. No
charge.
The Hadassah Synagogue — Chagall Win-

dows — open to the public from 1.30-4.00

p.m., Sunday-Thursday. Buses 19 and 27.

2. Ml. Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8.30

a.m. to 12.30 p.m. No charge. Buses 9 and
28. Tel. 818111.

3. Morning half-day tour of all Hadassah
projects, 35 per person towards transpor-
tation. By reservation only: TeL 416833,
Hebrew University, tours in English at 9

and 11 a.m. from Administration Building,
Glvat Ram Campus. Mount Scopus tours
11.30 a.m. from the Martin Buber
Building. Buses 9 and 28, School of Educa-
tion bus stop. Further details: TeL 85430.

Emiraah — National Religious Women's
Organization, Tourist Centre. 26 Rehov

Lipskl, Varied European Cuisine. Opd

afternoon and evening, 46 Rehov Tdiqfl

Yafo.Tel. 03-828456.

Tear Va'aleh World Zionist Orgufcdhi

Aliya and Absorption Dept "Mrt da

Israelis'* — programme presented nejfl

Thursday at 9.00 p.m. at the lilBMh
cooperation with the Central InftrurinB

Office: panel of experts, and lodflnj
(English dialogue). Everyone

admission free.

,.-.1 ...
Ben Maimon. TeL . 0242468,-3g62(^

-

814538. •
, 3 a .

Afnrrlcan Mlzracfal Women. Fr»ejSamlyg- „,n»lfo.‘*
*

Tour# — Haifts^^t^eqt,^ MUSEUMS
Visit the Haifa museums: Aactari

Modern Art, 28 Rehov Shabtai Led,Ml

JilVl 'J U. •

Jerusalem? *fel. 288758.

MISCELLANEOUS
Jerusalem Biblical Zoo, Schneller Wood,
Ramezna. Tel. 814822, 7AO ajm. — 7 pan.

Tel Ayiv
MUSEUMS
Tel Aviv Museum, 27 Sderot Shaul
Hamelech. Exhibitions: Bonn! Eta* —
Extrapolations. Herzl in Profile — HemJ'e.
image in the fine aria. Rodi Lehmann,
1963-1977. HaUmafa 1918-1978, Drawings.
Visiting Hours: Sun., Mon., Tue., Thur. 10
a.m. — 10 pan. Fri. IQ a.m. — 2 p.m., Sat. 7

— 11 pan. New Museum Building open
Sat.. 10 a~m. — 1 p.m., entrance free.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Emunafa — National Religions Women’s
Organization: "Kastel," 168 Rehov' Ibn
Gablrol. TeL 440318, 788942, 708440. .

Canadian Hadassah-Wlso Office, 116
Rehov Hayarkon. TeL 227060. 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
ORT Israel: For visits please contact:
ORT Tel Aviv, Tel. 283231, 782291-2; ORT
Jerusalem. Tel. 583141; ORT Netanya,
Tel. 33744.

American Mlzischf Women. Guest Tours
— Tel Aviv — Tel. 220187, 243106.

Pioneer Women — Na’amat: Free tours.

See our socio-educational services. Coll-

for reservations. Tel Aviv, 08-256096.

MISCELLANEOUS
Hadassah Tourism Office, Room 304,
Sheraton Hotel, TeL 03-289784. M. and K.

523255-8. National Maritime, Tel

Illegal Immigration. Td. (U8U9. )h*l
Tel. 844485. Japanese Art, Tel. 83534. Mwl
Katz. Tel. 88482. Dagon Grata C(Ueda|

TeL 864221. Artists' Home, Tel B»
MISCELLANEOUS. - _
Hadaaswh Tourism Office, Vbjt Rud|
Hadassah Ssold. Phone 04-6607*, Btft

What’s On In Haifa, dial H98M.

Rehovot
The - Wtrfzmann Institute open to pntijfl

from 6.00 &.m. to 3.30 pin. Vtettom te*®
to see film on Institute’s research xfl

tivities. shown regularly, at 11.00 sjb.u*

3.00 p.m. Friday 11.00 a.m. only. 1
Toon of the- Welzraanu Basse every “1
hour from 9.00 a-m. to 3.30 p-m-

noon on Friday. Nominal tee lor admin®

to Weizmann House.
For Tours of tbe House please bee*: W
054-83230. 054-88328.

MISCELLANEOUS
Beit Tad Letoaxdm: Evening e#

and Wine ("Ho there, my BrattaawV
good and honest"). Songs of wise

-love, legend and heroism; tab*

and joy, .with: GaHa Ytabai

Katz. Prepared and staged:

Gurevits. . Mmrieai direction :
Cation

Art. Sat.. Feb. 24 at 9 p.m.

DENTEX 79
a dental exhibition

will be held at the Diplomat Hotel,

.

145 Rehov Hayarkon,. Tel Aviv,

on February 27, 28, and March 1, 2, 1979.

Hoars: iLOO-u-m.—lQ.OO p.m.; Friday: 8.80-11-00 a.m-

Professional lectures will be given at the exhibition-

TWO-IN-ONE ER05SW0R0
CRYPTIC PUZZLE

that

ACROSS
4 He nuiy be hurl 161
7 Dirty water on the map? i5.

3i
8 Where Nan hu a setback (6 )

16 PoinUs Tor a g:rl lo follow 15*

13 Bctrayrd Mime >rIdlers (4»

14 A. light u:iS I4<

15 Diiilnutivr (liner i4>

16 America's vessel? i3i

17 You can uw. there from
Watrrlro Ea-t f4

1

19 S iid tu be a sort oT vaccine
(4i

21 Se:nn or C0 ;il nt sea? 14. 5»

23 Clever, short way to geL to

the point 1 4i

24 £ay imperfectly
learner L i-oft i4i

26 The ?ort or hole to pull n
worm out uf (3*

27 I players out. in a
manner (4i

39 Wrll fed Americans are never
without U »4'

32 Woman found (r mbMni (4i

33 Snow-white trtocen? (S')

34 Ma&rr unitTCiiipiinxd by
Bu-^sv <&•

35 PO:-tb!y Torres Al out in thenm is«

36 The kick one pot* nut of
.shooting 161

DOWN
1 Sen is to bcome a writer <5»

2 The cowboy may give it a
whirl 1 5)

2 Where kevs can be made '41

4 Seat of Vietnamese capitalists
i ft!

5 Havann's musical group ? 141

6 Sorry n Union gat the wrong
fuel 161

9 Sally may hold a ring
brass, eir >fi>

11 Like a dLsLani World I3«

12 Dark until changed '5t

13 Winters with a poet «7i

15 Writer of eHorlless poetry
is It has one wheel oil Uie side

•3)

Use the same diagram for either the Cryptic or the. Easy puzzle.

EASY PUZZffl

or

(3i

26

32

33

Like a band with no name?
i3-3i

Be repulsive to boarders, etc
(51
Stick up same poor fool <3*
A little measure of one's own
<3i

He's less than accurate (6>

Animal mired by a girl (3>

Perfect arrangement uf a
lied >5*

She Is In time «S»

Some cwrnmrt only lusting

of fruit <5>

Mad. bni jierhaps with a

motive
It’s instrumental in. many a
carve-up i4)

ACROSS
,

.4 Receive wUUngiy l

• (8) •"

2 Rounds of -

apphuze i8)
8 Cniirobman..<0>
I# Heavily-built (5) |

13 Afit «)
14 Mountain lakel

(4)
15 Aperture t4»
16 Gel 13>
IT Unhenilng 14.)

19 Sea-birds (4»
2i sun <9J
23 Card-game (4)-

21 Young horse (4*1
26 Bad actor (3)
27 Love blindly. c4»1

29 Deciduous • tree*]
(4)

32 Sheds (4>
S3 Nonsense X5)
34 Put a shine, on)

(8*
35 Learned t8>

'

38 Merrtunt (6)
DOWN

1 Drink one's
'

health (5)

.

EiUte: (SJu

MkW.
“

Yesterday's Cryptic Solofion
ACROSS L Hammer. -7j

Under age: S. A-laS. 19. Report.
1L Sketch. 14. Ere. 16, Loses.
17. RufaL 19. Hctea 21. Hated.
22, Tim-Ed. 23. Co-ed. 26. Seno-R
23. Run. 29. Crimea. 36, MA-
Scot. 31. Ante. 32. Rehoused. 33.
Ear-Ned.
DOWN. - L Horror. Z, Mi-

lord. 3, Rod. 4. Deck-led. 5.
Waits. 6. Methfc «. Aped. 9.. A-
RE. 13, Eon. 13. Ce-w. 15j
Peter. 18. (la) Under. 19, Ham
29, Led. 21, Hire onL 22. Tout
23, Custer. 24. Once. 25. Dotted.
26. S-rar-E. 27. Sight. 28. Rani
30, blade. •

_

Ybstnday'sW^
ACROSS^

Outbceafc.A

Heed. 19, Chair- gr*

.Three.

I 19 COT-'20, 'Wri
ftfSessssi^m

V :•> ' j

fe:
h.ti*;.

SOLUTIONS TO TODAY’S PUZZLE'TOMORi^^^^^
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iSt^ Yevgeny Yevtushenko

Thy

LONDON. — Russian poet Yevgeny
Yevtushenko, who Ls currently
visiting Britain, has written a new
poem about Jews. He gave It to the
“Jewish Chronicle" so that it could
be published is Its current edition!
The poem, entitled “Russian and

Jews,** reads:
Rtutaian and Jew
One epoch raised them both
Breaking time, like bread
They share the self-same era
Reed-pipes of Ryazan at day
break
Resoundingfrom shadowy fields
Played up by Sholem Alcichem
On his mutedfiddle
Here's the basis of Leninist
morality

.
That both Jew and Russian died
In bloodiest battle
For their common foil

Without swapper, without
quarrel

Poet denies Russian artiste anti-Semitic

‘Russian and Jew’
By HYAM CORNEY/Jerusalem Post Correspondent

And now residing in heaven
Both Kachalov and Mikhoels
Arc in one theatre forever

The poem has not been published
in the Soviet Union but was read out
publicly by Its author In Moscow
before he loft for his visit to England.
In an interview with T.R. Fyvei.
literary editor of the “Jewish
Chronicle," to whom he gave bis
poem, Yevtushenko said that it was
wrong to think that anti-Semitism
was deep-rooted in the Russian peo-

pie.

“There ls not one major Soviet
writer or artist who has publicly ex-

pressed anti-Semitic feelings** he
claimed.

“THOSE promoting anti-Semitism
are untalented writers, literary
speculators who blame Jews for the
general ills of life. They were aided
in Stalin's time by obstinate
bureaucrats pushing the campaign
agaipst rootless cosmopolitans, but

their time is past."
On Israel, Yevtushenko said that he

was convinced that **ln time,
diplomatic relations will be
rcstored...but everything depends on
the settlement of the Palestinian
question...

"When one visits the wretched
Palestinian refugee camps, one feels
the crying need for a solution that is

fair to the Israelis as well as to the
Palestinians.”

Yevtushenko criticized people in
the West who demonstrate against
and harass visiting Soviet musicians
or dancers.
"Such Jewish demonstrations are

really directed against quite the
wrong address,” he said, pointing
out that the Soviet artists in question
were not connected with politics and
"do not harbour anti-Semitism. An
organization like the Bolshoi has
many Jewish members.”

^Holocaust’ proves to be hot potato in France
The belated showing of
‘Holocaust" ' by French
troubling uneasy con-

“-i^^Tices, has provoked a lively

'cal debate and threatens to

Its mark on the forthcoming
Npean parliamentary elections.

Lewie Deux, France's second
nel. is not saying how much It

id for Hollywood’s version of
agony at the hands of the

But the price is believed to he
neighbourhood of the $650,000

_ by West German TV.
> months “Holocaust" had been
e<* M potato by the of-

'“j :~.-n j hJy independent French TV com-
bjjJL^ss. which on major Issues stUl

their instructions from the
' '* ^Wment. Refusal to show It was

sing the channels and the
-

. -* ..jr^ >riUes to charges ' of - closing

,

their eyes and ears to one of
humanity's cruellest ordeals.
President Giscard d'Estaing's

party, the Union for French
Democracy, has raised indignation
among both Communists and
Gaul Lists by asking In its official

bulletin whether the showing of
“Holocaust” is timely. .

The TJDF bulletin asked: “Isn’t
this new and spectacular recital of

the extermination of the Jews by the
Nazis likely to give special en-

couragement in our country to the
anti-German campaign hatched by
certain anti-Europeans?”
The Communist Party daily

"L'humanite" retorted: “The
UDF's protests show they have
swallowed the bait. The champions
of a supra-national Europe— the one
run by the trusts — are ready to

By JACK_MAURIGE
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

sacrifice happily to their own
political calculations the memory of

the millions of victims of Hitlerism.

“It was for similar reasons that In

1975 Mr. Giscard d’Estaing already
decided to abolish the commemora-
tion of the annual victory day over
Nazism.”

FRANCE'S Jewish Minister of

Health Simone Veil, herself deported
to Auschwitz where her parents
perished, played an active part In

persuading the government to get

“Holocaust" a showing. She said last

November: “'Holocaust' is by no
means an anti-German film. It

sbows how a system, which can be
produced in any country, can lead to

a phenomenon of genocide and of
genocides.
"We are living with these today.

What is said about Cambodia is terri-

ble. People must be aroused. It’s not
just a matter of going back over the
past and of seeking vengeance. It is a
question of assuring that things like

this won't happen again.”

MINISTER of Education Christian
Beuilac has also come under fire for
a communique which he published
before the showing of "Holocaust.”
Beuilac urged young viewers to

"distinguish and select In this 'world
of simulacrum’ just as you do with
living things or the world's
memory.”
The Jewish Agency's French news

letter took exception to the
minister's advice, pointing out that
the real Holocaust was considerably
more horrible than the Hollywood
images of the TV series.
The Jewish Agency publication

also challenged Beuilac for stressing
that the Nazis did not hold a monopo-
ly of genocide. It claimed that the
Education Minister was presenting
the mass murder of the Jews as a
common phenomenon of history.
With only one instalment so far

transmitted — the rest are imperill-
ed by a strike by TV staff over
massive dismissals — ••Holocaust'*
has already generated shame among
the accomplices and shock among
the ignorant. The debate in France
has only just begun. Judging by the
immediate response, it is likely to
grow more bitter.
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Learning from early morning Mishna

FAMILY FINES
LISTENING IN.../Ze’ev Schul

H.iilu
Ml <KI MS

MORE I hear about our
tors, the more I like them. An
way to do so, and also acquire a
ering of Tiddishkeit, is yours

?.«: . Te twiddling of a knob to the dal-
~

^lishna chapter- (Second
amine) at the somewhat un-

Vir:-: hour of 0601 weekdays.
the ancients' way of solving

7e. ::ma. common marital problems:
V»‘4i»b Vziu forfeits a dinar out of her

a»:-7zba’s (marriage contract) value
~ v^sfine for -turning down hubby's

£-;iees. It’s a dinar per night.and

-"'j*if
3
^5ne is accumulative until her

.
£ is worthless, and die can be

"• free <*f costs.

? Mlsfana also specified a fine of
dinars to be added to the value.
Ketuba ifhubby refuses to per-

. But hubby's fine is payable

v sconce a week. The Mishna ex-

\jiioeiTt®'
Hu® obviously preferential

payment In favour of husbands in

r
" «,*"jijuwi of the "greater suffering en-

K. „ .• 7: -:«i tot by the man in consequence of

7r -ct: trwEvife's refusal to cohabit with

M£-. K!.L4>E0H * Or words to that effect.

rosretto the upkeep of estranged
-

- :::

:

?=»: a kav (two litres) of wheat or
- •>. thatmeasure of barley, halfa

f olive oil to keep her little wick -

ng and an op or so of dried fruit,

v-- v,-.:r.jas b=i is around 400 grammes, all
: rSle, on the fcav, once a week. I

'

. fT- the wife’s been treating me
: ^ttle more respect since I told

"J

«

(’j=r
what the rule* are. The

;r.:aei“i’ spirit may, for all we
. W-. be contagious and not
,, . — “:j! sarily restricted to Islam .

.
- DRMIDABLE line-up of

r ., }
mic experts gathered in KJryat

!
* LL

, ; . . i-community centre last week to
’ ' '

"
r,->r questions on our economic

. - J: Some Of the discussion was
• -is*?cast on Thursday afternoon Se-

^-Programme at 1610 hrs. The
;..

;
:j-i:i'jfp included Deputy Finance

. V..S-- '">ter Yehezkei Flomln, ex-
• ?< :i5:'"jport Minister. Meir Amit,

Minister of Health Victor
’tov and coalition chairman

Haim Korfu. A major point was that

the good people of the U.S. and
Diaspora Jewry shell out yearly the
equivalent of IL25,000 for every man,
woman and child in Israel and yet we
still need to earn double what we do

. now to pay for our meals and sun-
. dries.

Are we really that lazy?
I have another question thatI have

never heard answered. How much of
an effort do Israeli workers make in

. terms of energy spent, measured in

calories or whatever? I have a
sneaking suspicion that climatic con-
ditions, layout on machinery, office

equipment or whatever and other
factors are at least as much respon-
sible tfdr-fcu^‘dismal state of affairs

.Has
iA Th'd acodjj'

,
'df the afternoon wks'

Flomln'a disclosure that a poll had
shown that 51 per cent of Israelis
favour "whitewashing" undeclared
capital.

Meir Amit in his one bright state-

ment delared the whitewashing
business to be like Yom Kippur. One
is cleansed’and able to start chalking

.
up sins again.

SATURDAY'S "WORLD of Science"

.

brought us Dr. Jerry Westtn, consul-
tant to the Consumers Shield
Association, on fluoridation of drink-

ing water- Fluoridation, he said, has
been proven to be beneficial in

preventing cavities, but what were
Israel's municipalities doing to
fluoridate the water? “They are
behaving just like the Treasury and

. its inflation problem. Doing nothing
about It," he said.

As for rumours that fluorides
could harm humans, he said that

was nonsense. Fluoridation has been
approved by Just about every
reputable medical association,
Westin says. It can, of course, be
overdone. The result, as in the case
of some Eilatis, is mottled teeth. The
.water in Eilat, winch comes from a
variety of sources, Just happens to be
rich In fluorine compounds.

VTEX
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Questions of heresy

Man* l-^ WRITERS AND READERS/Sraya Shapiro

r
.fa-r-

r.d

THE Marrano refugees from
' Portugal built themselves

agogue in . Amsterdam to
ip the God of their forefathers,
Uso created an. administrative
religious establishment,
era were expected to abide by
on rules, to profess similar
Rabbis, the natural keepers

aji faith, set these rules In
".rdam. They must have realizr

iiat a profound moral shock
Hock had been through. For the
a community to survive, the
; believed, the vagaries of free
it had to be suppressed. And
as why Spinoza d’Acosta and
Ado were anathematized.

-i

.. _ .r-

''
'o »

; ,
YIRMEYAHU YOVEL

'»; j?s a fascinating essay to

f iza and other Heretics” in a
of studies the Haifa Uniyer-

-gently produced to mark the

-li; .1 anniversary of Spinoza's
The Portuguese community

';sterdam in
.
the 17th century

'
- j a segregated life, different

„ "* ' that of the severe native
:ists not only in religion, but

j pomp. The old Portuguese
,.;s

; 2ry Abounds in tombs sump-

y adorned with- bas-relief
•

• jres of biblical scertes — "as if

, ad wandered into an old

’i?. /ard
‘ of Catholic gentry in

.
;‘ ;m Europe," Yovel says.

;
; ously, the refugees from the

- . Cltion brought with them the

y ons of their country of birth,
‘

' .11 as the Marrano split per-

.y. The rabbis of Amsterdam,
’

1 observes, saw it as their duty
j.

.
truct their fold in the true

.-
y
n, displaying less imagination

.

- -
.
icrancc than one would expect.

.

'f,
young men who expected to

i religion a solace for their
- : were treated as trouble-

s. n threat to the community.

SPINOZA, born aJew from Marrano
parents, was a quiet young man, who
Inherited a fruit import business
from his father, and regularly paid
hla dues to the community until he
came under pressure to renounce his

ideas. . Indeed, Spinoza knew his

Jewish philosophers. Yovel says, he
could have found many of his doubts
expressed In these sages' writings.

Spinoza defended himself valiantly.

The manuscript of his defence has
been lost, but much is believed to

have been incorporated in "Trac-
tates theologico-politicus. Having
lost, he never attempted to regain

admission Into the community,
however lonesome an outcast's life

turned out to be.

JUAN DE PRADO, an older friend of

Spinoza who is believed to have
made an ineligible impression on the

philosopher, was of different mettle.

A doctor born in Spain, he had lived

as a Marrano there and fled, the In-

quisition when his thinking brought

him dangerously close to perdition.

But In Amsterdam, where he openly

returned to Judaism, Prado raised

the censure of the rabbis by telling

people there was no after-life, and

that God was not an entity but "the

first cause" of being.

. Prado, who lived in penury, fought

vigorously against exclusion. In fact.

Yovel says, Prado was the first Jew

to insist on being considered a Jew
without adhering to traditional

religious precepts.

Three hundred years later, in the

country of the Jews, we apparently

face the same situation, but on a far

larger scale. The Jews of Russia ob-

viously da not regard religion as the

element binding them to the rest of

the Jews — they speak of culture, of

historic tics. The religious practices

of most American Jews are rejected

with scorn by the ultra-Orthodox.

Still, non-Jews know perfectly well

who is a Jew. Will Jews ever learn?

IN THREE new works for the
Batsheva Dance Company, three
Israel choreographers showed
(Habima Theatre February 19) how
much there is still to be explored
within the idiom of modern dance.

In "Wilderness, Swamps and
Forest.” Ze'eva Cohen (who came
from the U.S.) conveyed through
human figures the impersonal self-

concentration of natural
phenomena. David Dvir's solos,

projecting wild-life Images In the

open spaces and wooded places,
were startlingly novel.
Yet it was in the dance of the seven

women that the choreographer
achieved truly original effects. Un-
dulating arms evoked the surface
shivers of still waters. The little

jerks and jumps, the sudden poses,
the combination in twos and threes
suggested the agitation of bisects.

Some thick entwinings were like the

motions of waterplants and created
a strange eerlnesa, enriched by
miraculous, dense groups which
fanned out again. Only occasionally
(for-instance, through the use ofRed
Indian,movements in the dancing of
the five men) did the choreographer
allow some'human elements.
George Crumb's "Ancient Voices

of Children" (Section I) together
with what the programme described
as “Classical Music of Iran" (how
topical!) stimulated the first dance.
Environmental noises such as the

twittering of birds were an added
factor in the second, enhancing the
stillness.

Both the men and the women were
so beautifully rehearsed that Is was
hard to say whether the

Original

effects
DANCE

Dora. Sowden

choreography or the performance
gave the work its main interest.

RINA-SHAHAM 'S thought-provoking
“Metaphors" perhaps erred on the

side of too much Intellectual im-
port but if the theme' was somewhat
overworked, the effect was none-
theless powerful.
Man (Jay Augen) clung to the

shining globe of earth while Death
(Oded Harahi) stalked in the
background. Illusion (Lea
Avraham) came to distract and
claim him but finally Life (Ruth
Kleinfeld) redeemed him, so that he
once again, clutched the silver, orb.

The four dancers were so ex-'

cellently cast that even where the
dancing seemed to carry on too long
(as in the sparring duet and close
struggle between Man and Death),
there was no slackening of drama or
dynamics. With both women, the
dances of the Man were unusual in

-plastic forms and antagonistic and
sympathetic relationships, but after

the Pederecki and Baird music, the
sudden burst of tbe Bach "air" for

Man and Life was rather disconcer-
ting.

RAHAMXM RON'S "Daughters of
Shiloh" could well have been longer.
The subject was so clearly balletic.
The brevity felt like a deprival.
There were some finely designed
dances for both the men and the
women, separately and together.
Yet there was one disturbing point.
Why only three women to seven
men? Even ifthere was a shortage of
womenfolk in the tribe of Benjamin
(as the story goes) , there were sure-
ly enough daughters of Shiloh to go
round? Of course, the final score
where the men held the women aloft
and turned with them would not have
been so easily possible and so
enchanting. Also, perhaps the
women in their languorous longings
would not have looked so well in a
group larger than, a trio. Yet there
should have been some indication
that there were more of them.

The choice of music, the Ravel
Suite No. 2, was admirable: the
dances, except for a few fussy
moments, were equally so. But the
choreographer would be well ad-
vised to change the arm movements
of the-' men on 'first entry to
something .more virile, looking. „

The costuming— by Ze'eva Cohen
(assisted by David Sharir), by Rina
Shaham (and Bertha Kwartcz) and
by Moshe Ben Shaul (who also did
the screen for "Shiloh") — was so
appropriate as to be unobtrusive —
except for the short trousers (like
tree bark) for the men in Ze'eva
Cohen's ballet.

The programme concluded with
Donald McKayle's delightful
"Album Leaves."

JERUSALEM SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
— Gary Bertinl conducting; with Peyo
Gnranl. tenor: Richard Shapp, baritone

:

the “Rinat" National Choir (Stanley
Sperber. director); Gideon Shemer,
narrator (Binyenel Ha’eoma. Jerusalem,
February 2t). Berlioz: "Lelio ou Le
Rciourala Vic"; Symphonic FantasUqae.

WE WERE painfully made aware
again that the audience is apparent-

ly only a kind of necessary evil

which, at best, can be put to use as
acoustic belp and to provide at-

oaphere at a concert.
ough it had been announced

1 the concert would start at 8:15

sharp, latecomers were allowed to

walk all over the place In search of

their seats; the clicking of women’s
wooden heels provided a wonderful
accompaniment to tbe opening
piece. Then we were exposed to

the glare of lights set up so the con-
cert could be filmed for television

broadcast. This reminded me of
third-degree interrogation, spoiling

any atmosphere of a concert. And
the order of works had to be turned
around, for the convenience of the
broadcast, so that “Lelio,” supposed
to be a continuation of tbe
Syraphonle Fantastique, preceded it.

Actually that did not make much
difference as this trifling piece ls out
of place at any time. The sentimen-
tal slosh Berlioz offered his Parisian
audience in 1832 is musically only a
pastiche of some solo songs with
piano, some choral pieces of no im-
portance and unused odds and ends
he found in his drawers, which he
made up Into a “Monodrama,” link-

ed artificially by a text about his

dreams, longings and emotional
stresses which even attacks critics

and addresses the orchestra on
stage. The music is insignificant —
the best part sounds like a Rossini
festival — and the insertion of the

ideefixe ls just a gimmick to link the

two pieces together somewhat.
The singers were impressive.

Peyo Garazzi used his high, strong

,

tenor to full advantage, and Richard
Shapp's few lines were enjoyable.

The "Rinat" National Choir curious-

ly had no depth in its sound. Despite

their number (I counted 27 women
and 20 men), no choral sonority of

any weight was projected across the

stage; it was all disembodied
pianisximo without character —
maybe that was what the conductor

intended it to be?

TO REST my eyes from the bright

lights, l went home in the interval

and watched the Symphonie Fan-
tastique on TV. which was
simultaneously broadcast on FM
Stereo over the radio. Sound and per-

formance were excellent, and we
could watch Gary Bert ini wiping his

brow and chocking on his
appearance in closc-up during the

breaks between the movements. As
for the photography, the director

followed the score too slavishly —
how many limes does one have to

watch the flautist playing bis part,

forexample? The camera obediently

Suffering

audience
MUSIC REVIEWS

wandered between the desks of the
orchestra, pointing out to the
watcher at home just which instru-

ment was the most important in the
sound he was getting out of his box.
This is fine and educational but
should not be dragged out too much
and done too mechanically. Surely
there are angles for a camera to dis-

close new points of interest to the
viewer. And where was the
audience? Why not wander around
during the long stretches of the too
well-known symphony and detect the
public's reaction to the presen-
tation? Bored people, eager
listeners, people reading the adver-
tisements during the slow movement
(Big Brother is watching you) ? It is

perhaps superfluous to stress that
Gary Bertini gave . of his most
energetic drive, that he is very
photogenic and that his concentra-
tion and identification are most im-
pressive to watch.

YOHANAU BOEHM
*

THE KIBBUTZ CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA. Noam Sheriff, conducting;;

Glora Feldman, clarinet (Tel Aviv,
MiHfara, February 17). Handel: Concerto
Grosso Op. No. 4 In A Minor): Moshe
(Stunner: “Pentagons" for strings; Andre
Haidu: King's Fanfare — Rhapsody on

Jewish Themes for clarinet and bass
clarinet : Mozart: Symphony No. 4 In G
Minor.

IT IS always a pleasure to hear the
.Kibbutz Chamber Orchestra, even if

not all performances are perfect,

since this group plays for fun and

regards a concert as an event to be

enjoyed.
The opening Handel sounded rich,

and all the strings seemed weil-

attuned and homogeneous in timbre

and phrasing. Gazsner's "Pen-
tagon" for strings was another

success. Though already con-

siderably shortened in this reading,

it still needed some further slight

cuts. But even as heard here, it

seems to be one of Gazsner's best

pieces and Sheriff is well-advised to

Include it In his repertoire.

Gazsner opens with a short, stern,

somewhat Bartokian chromatic
theme in the low strings, which he

treats in canon and imitation. The
, sound gains momentum and volume

until the whole orchestra bursts into

a most effective aleatoric section. A
new interesting section leads to

another aleatoric climax after which

the theme reappears in the violins,

preparing for a most absorbing

coda.
Gazsner's piece was followed by

Haldu's controversial "King's Fan-

fare." in which Giora Feldman, the
legendary modern kleamer intoned,

in his masterly way, some Jewish
melodies like 'KoI NIdrei, Ani
Ma'am in, etc. The orchestra puts in

some insignificant accompaniment
or connecting passages. Some years
ago, after the first performance of

their piece, I reviewed it favourably.
This performance changed my
mind. Though Feldman plays
magnificently and though the tunes
might move some sentimental
Jewish hearts, the "King’s Fanfare"
— as a composition— is all wrong. It

was written solely to please Feld-
man and simply Ignores all other
compositional aspects. Actually it is

not a composition but a loose com-
bination of melodies with some
background music by the orchestra.
The Mozart Symphony proved

again that Mozart ls the most dif-

ficult of all. The orchestra Is still un-
able to produce a dear, clean and
balanced Mozart texture. Sheriff's

rather robust approach, perhaps in-

tended to cover weaknesses, lacked
refinement.

BENJAMIN BAR-AM
DITET EVENING. Rina Rosen, oboe, car
anglais, pillar; Joseph Goraen. viola.

(Haifa, Studio Yitzhak Raz. Denyia,
February 17). Bach: Gavotte and Musette
from English Suite No- 8; Telemann:
Sonata No. 3; Corelli: Sonata Op. 9 No. 8;

Lnetalr: Z Minuets; Mozart: Andante In G
Major: Jemmll: Petite Suite: Ravel:
Pavane, etc.

THIS was the debut of a new duo,

Rina Rosen and Joseph Gomen,
from the former Galilee Orchestra.
Rina Rosen Is now a member of the
Netanya Orchestra, and Gomen
plays with the Haifa Symphony
Orchestra.
The idea was to use baroque works

and compositions in various styles

(arranged and adapted by Gomen)
to display duet combinations. The
viola, with its special timbre, blends
well with woodwind instruments, es-

pecially with the cor anpfais (the

alto oboe). This good blending and
balance were evident in the perfor-

mance of the Telemann, pleasing

and tuneful pieces, the Bach ana
Leclair's second minuet.

Less successful was the use of the
guitar, partly due to restricted

sonorous possibilities of the instru-

ment, as well as to a lack of adequate
balance and homogeneity. Rina
Rosen plays the oboe and coranglais
well, both technically and musically,

but her guitar playing is on a lower
level.

Joseph Gomen, who also played
two solos from the Bach Partita No.
1 , showed a serious musical attitude.

His tone is* pleasant, though
sometimes too forceful.

The duo ahoula give more thought
to a better choice of programme and
should do more preparatory work to

achieve better balance and improve
its professional level.

This evening was also the first

musical event to take place in

Denyia, at YIUhRk Raz's Studio.

ESTHER REUTER

The Jerusalem Post

Five winners
The pictures below are tbe winning entries to the international com-
petition “Children of the World Illustrate the Old Testament.”
sponsored by the Jerusalem Municipality. The four winners from
abroad will be flown here for an awards ceremony in April In coin-

cide with tbe Jerusalem International Book Fair.

“Selling of Joseph" by Jayne Feerlck, 9, of Birmingham, UK.

“Daniel in the Lions’- Den” by Angelika Fritz. 8, ofVienna.

“The Plague of the Locusts.” by Angela Baskens, 10, of Dusseldorf.

“Elijah Ascends to the Heavens’* by Carolina Sanz, 13, of Madrid.

“The Pillar of Fire" by Ran Segev, 9, of Jerusalem.
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Fishermen fight for

rights in Red Sea
Special to the Jemulnn Post

The Red Sea Coast along' the Sinai
Peninsula, presently a bone of con-
fention between Israel and Egypt,
has become the site of another con-
flict, this time between fishermen
and the Israel Nature Preserves
Authority.

The fishermen and a group of en-

trepreneurs developing the
resources of the Red Sea at the
southern tip of the Sinai

-

Peninsula
claim that the Nature Preserves
Authority's extreme restrictions
have virtually closed most of the Red
Sea coast to fishing and other
maritime development.

According to a petition filed

recently with the authorities and
.legal steps taken on their behalf, the

fisherman demand that the
numerous restricted

.

areas and
nature preserves be reopened to

fishing and that the bans on various
types of fishing and related enter-

prises be lifted. Among the bans are

:

shark fishing, catching lobsters;

collecting fish for acquariums;
spear fishing and collecting sea

shells for decorative uses.

"To the beat of our knowledge,
Israel la the only country in the

world which has imposed a complete
ban on the above activities in so wide
an area,” says Victor Ferry,
representative of the South Sinai

Fishermen’s Organization. The ban,

he notes, applies to the entire 240 km
coast stretching southward from
Eilat to Ophlra, near Sharm-e-
Shelkh, at the southern tip of the

Sinai Peninsula.

In order to enforce two of the

above bans, the Nature Preserves
Authority, a governmental body, has
declared sharks and lobsters
"protected animals." Prof. Adam
Ben-Tuvia, head of the Ichthyology
Department at the Hebrew Universi-

ty. has said that to the best of his

knowledge Israel is the only country

which protects sharks and forbids
fishing them.
Bcn-Tuvia, who Is an adviser to the

United Nations' FAO Organization in

Rome and to the Israel Department
of Fisheries, has cautioned that
should shark attacks occur in the
Red Sea, government authorities
may be subject to legal action by
future victims. It is well known that
the best method for reducing the
danger of shark attacks is to reduce
their population through fishing.

An attempt to set up a shark
fishing and processing enterprise In

Ophira has been stalled because of

the above restrictions, which have
also resulted in an extensive network
of lobster "smuggling."
As a result, notes Perry, “more

lobsters are being eliminated today
than If their trapping bad been per-

mitted under controlled conditions.

Not only are large numbers smuggl-
ed in order to benefit from the Ugh
prices caused by the ban, but many
lobsters are dying in captivity, while
being hidden for extensive periods
from the prying eyes of the
authorities."
An enterprise for exporting

tropical fish for acquariums has
been established In Ophlra. But it

has many difficulties because it is

permitted to catch fish only in the
Gulf of Suez, an unnecessarily great
distance from the staging base in

Ophira. it Is pointed out.

Another anomaly, the fishermen
claim, is the ban on collecting sea
shells. These are sold extensively in

the country, but only if they are Im-
ported from the Far East This costs

the state unnecessary foreign
currency, the fishermen point out.

To reinforce their case against the
Nature Preserves Authority, the
Southern Sinai Fishermen’s Associa-
tion has decided to contact scientific

and professional bodies abroad, in

addition to similar authorities in

Israel, in order to obtain backing for

their case.

Exports toU.S. stagnate

Fishermen sorting their catch.

First charters from Newcastle
By BARUCH SAVILLE
Post Travel Reporter

TEL. AVIV. — Direct flights from
Newcastle, England, to Israel,
started with the arrival yesterday at
Ben-Gurion Airport of an EL AL 707
operated by the airline's Charter
Services subsidiary.
The commercial director of

Charter Services, Uriel Yashiv, told

The Post thht the flight was the first

of a series of five to be operated from
Newcastle, until March 20. The 650
travellers booked on the flights do
not include any Jews, and the series
is seen as a big breakthrough into an
important new market segment of
travel to Israel.
Yashiv added that the flights had

been organized in co-operation with
six daily newspapers appearing in

northern England and Scotland, in-

cluding the Scotsmen, the Edin-
burgh Evening News and the
Yorkshire Evening Gazette and
Evening Chronicle. The visitors

come from Yorkshire, Scotland and
even from Belfast, Ireland.

Stays in Israel will be for 7, 14, or
21 days. The tour packages Include
stays in Jerusalem (East), Netanya
and Tiberias. ..this, another first

from the UK. The packages start at
just under £200 for the return flight,

seven nights' stay in a hotel with
half-board, and two full-day tours,
one to Nazareth, Including visits to

all the Christian holy sites in the
area.
The first arrivals remarked that

after leaving the snow and bitter

cold that had engulfed almost all of

the UK, Israel was a veritable
Garden of Eden.

By MACABEE DEAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Israel's attempts to
make Inroads In its adverse trade
balance with the U.S. by stepping up
exports virtually “stagnated” in

1978, Baruch Barak, president of the
Iarael-American Chamber of
Commerce, said yesterday.
He was addressing economic

reporters at a “study day" spon-
sored by the chamber, with the guest
of honour being Richard Rueda. Jr.,

First Secretary (Commercial) at the
American Embassy.
Barak noted that Israeli exports to

the U.S. had Indeed increased In 1978
by 13 per cent, from f605.8m . In 1977
to $684.7m. in 1978. “This would be
commendable, except that Israel’s
exports from the U.S. increased by
13.8 per cent, from 8981m. in 1977 to

$l,116m. in 1978.” (He expressed the
hope that the proposed export target
of $817m. la 1979 would not be offset
by an equal increase of imports from
the U.S.)
One reason for the “stagnation,"

he said, was that Israeli exporters
had not concentrated on the huge
American market, believing that
their salvation would come from
sales to the Common Market.
Another factor which had slowed
down exports was that “once the
American market accepted on
Israeli trial shipment and asked for
substantially increased shipments In
the future, the Israelis were not
geared to step up production to meet
the demand.”
Moreover, the Americans wanted

“delivery tomorrow,” and this

meant establishing warehouses in

the U.S.. a step which few Israeli

companies had taken. The
Americans were not satisfied with a
promise that the shipments would
arrive in a month or so.

Barak also complained that the
Americans who sold Israel military
hardware had promised to buy a cer-
tain percentage of items in Israel to
partially offset the sale. Often this

was not done for a variety of
reasons.
Dr. Asher Halpexin, chairman of

the Association of Israeli Banks,
noted a strange anomaly: Israel
managed to sell highly sophisticated
computers to the U.S. while buying
jeans, easy to produce locally, from
the U.S.

Earlier. Ya^acov Rein, head of the
export department for North
America for Makhteshizn, described
the steady Increase In sales of

pesticides to the U.S. Sales had risen
from 82.4m. to 85-8m. In 1978, and
should reach the |9m. to $lOm. mark
this year. Makhteshim hoped to in-

crease sales steadily, year by year In

the future, despite the various
barriers the Beersheba-based com-
pany had to hurdle. These included
the approval and registration of the
pesticides by the Environmental
Protection Agency which had
adopted a strict policy, and
American customs procedures and
practices. The latter could Impose
countervailing duties If it was prov-
ed that the imported goods benefited
from subsidies and directed govern-

ment loans, thus making them
cheaper in comparison to American
goods.
Rueda pointed out that all the

restrictive practices America had
adopted were not aimed at Israel
specifically, but at all exporters to

the U.S. He admitted that sometimes
bureaucratic procedures slowed
down Imports, “but these could be
appealed against and overcome."
Anyway, b.e added, bureaucracy la a
part of the way of life of all coun-

tries.

Rein added thatAmerica imported
pesticides valued at 8100m. a year,

although it also exported pesticides

valued at 8700m. a year. In selling to
' the U.S., brael had to face competi-
tion from such International giants

as Bayer of West Germany, Ciba of
Switzerland and Imperial Chemicals
of England.
In all, Makhteshim exported 70 per

cent (or 837.5m.) of Its turnover hi

1978.

“We even managed to sell to Com-
munist China through a third coun-
try,” Rein admitted, adding “the
Chinese are tough bargainers."
Other exports went to Iran and to

Arab countries. “We even got com-
plaints from Lebanon,” he admitted,
saying “we have drawn up plans to

make substantial sales to Egypt as
soon as peace Is reached.”
Yo&v Polachek, International

marketing manager for Mlromit
solar energy collectors, believed
that there was an immense potential
tor sales In the U.S. Mlromit had
pioneered in this field in the U.S.

OPEC comes infrom the cold

Saudia cautious about price hikes

KUWAITI Reuter). — Saudi Arabia,
the world's biggest oil exporter,
favours a cautious approach to in-

creasing world prices, a senior Saudi
oil official was quoted as saying
yesterday.
Dr. Abdel-Hadi Taher, governor of

Saudi Arabia’s General Petroleum
and Mineral Organization IPetro-

min), said in an Interview with Al-

Qabas newspaper: "The Saudi
government believes In the need for

a pause and caution before taking a
final decision in this regard, because
the issue of prices Is a sensitive one
and it has an international political

aspect."
Dr. Taher said he believed there

was no need for the proposed ex-

traordinary OPEC meeting In

Geneva on March 26 to discuss
prices “because any decision t&ktti

on prices in the light of the market's
Instability will be neither .wise nor

sound."

He said the impact of the stoppage

of Iranian crude oil exports would be

clearly felt in the winter of 1980,

when world stockpiles were ex-

pected to decrease. There was no
change in Saudi Arabia's present

daily production level of 8.5 m.
barrels, he said. But he added that

the situation was under constant

review.

Facing op to the times in terms of energy conservation is the newly
opened Princess-Marina hotel in Netanya, whose 40-collector
Mlromit system will supply all its hot water -needs. The four-star
hotel Is the latest addition to the Shiff chain.

LONDON. — Four OPEC oil
ministers will travel to London in

March for discussions with four
countries which are now or soon will

be major oil exporters: Canada,
Norway, Mexico and Britain.
The meeting may turn out to be

one of the most important involving
the world's oil Industry since the
Organization of Petroleum Expor-
ting Countries held its Inaugural
gathering in Baghdad In i960.

None of the four non-members Is

likely to join the Organization in the
near future. But the fact that the
eight nations — the OPEC four are
Venezuela, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia
and Algeria — are ’ to have dis-
cussions with a view to some
alignments of policy is in itself

momentous news. It signals the fact
that the days when OPEC was
treated as a pariah in the Western
world and had to be fought and
defeated are over.
Four big oil producers are plainly

signalling that they consider they
have much to talk about with the
hitherto reviled OPEC club.

This fact has far-reaching im-
plications far the 'balance of
economic power In .the world, „

strengthening the hand of producers
*

and weakening that of the con-
sumers.
Dr. Dickson Mabon, the British

Minister of State for Energy, who
has just returned from a visit to the
U.S. and Mexico, said recently that
no formal agenda had been agreed
for file talks and that it was notdear
whether this first exploratory
meeting would be followed by others.
One of the two main points which

are likely to be debated, agenda or
no agenda, Is the world price of oil.

Mabon made it clear where Britain

stood. "We have no interest In seeing
the price go wild," he said.

Though British producers have an
obvious desire to get the best price
they can for their oil, Britain as a
country whose livelihood ' depends
on buoyant world trade, does not
want sky-high oil prices to blight the

Law to install

solar heaters?
By ASHER WALLFISH
Post Knesset Reporter

Deputy Finance Minister Yehezkel
Flomin Is studying a proposal put to

him by Hillel Seidel (Likud),
whereby contractors would be oblig-

ed by law to Injrtall solar heaters in

all new buildings.
Seidel urged Flomin also to reduce

taxes on sun-beaters to promote fuel

economies.

British Lyons on

Dubai blacklist

ABU DHABI lUPIi. — The govern-
ment of the Emirate of Dubai has
blacklisted the British catering and
food chain. J. Lyons and Co., the
semi-official newspaper "Emirates
News" said yesterday.
The newspaper said that the ice

cream making subsidiary.
Lyonsmaid, had been blacklisted,

along with the parent company, for

“trading with Israel."

Deal to call off tax swoop — Alignment
Post Knesset Reporter

The Alignment faction chairman
charged yesterday that the
authorities decided not to send tax
inspectors to raid the Carmel
Market stall-keepers in Tel Aviv
because of a political deal.

Chairman Moshe Shahal asked
yesterday In a parliamentary ques-

tion tabled to Interior Minister Yosef
Burg, whether the stall-keepers

allegedly got immunity from tax

checks after they paid contributions

to the Herut party coffers via the Te)
Hal Fund.
Shahal quoted an interview with

the former Income Tax Com-
missioner. Eliezer Shilonl, who said
the Tel Aviv police chief refused to
agree to the tax swoop because "he
could not be responsible for the blood
which would be shed.”
Later. Shahal added, he learnt that

Likud politicians promised the
pedlars no raids would be made on
the market.

Kuwait deplores use of 'Koran wrap’
KUWAIT iAP». — Kuwait yesterday
protested formally to the French and
Belgian governments over the
manufacture and use in their respec-

tive countries of wrapping paper im-
printed with two pages from the

Koran.
Yousef al-Haji, Kuwait's minister

of religious endowments and Islamic
affairs, said that such practices con-

stituted “a direct challenge to the
sentiments of hundreds of millions of
Moslems all over the world."
The protests over the appearance

of Koranic texts on wrapping paper
were reminiscent o'f a similar case
two years ago, when a major London
department store marketed men's
underwear with a label affixed say-
ing, "There is no God but Allah."

INFLATION. — Banknotes worth
50.000 pesos (IL900) — five times the
existing biggest denomination —
came into circulation yesterday in

Argentina, which has the highest
rate of inflation in the world <169.8

per cent last year).

UNITED MIZRAHI BANK LTD.@

GREATER DAN REGION ASSOCIATION OF TOWNS (SEWERAGE)
TENDER NO. 150. D-4/ISP/78

ISRAEL SEWERAGE PROJECT

Greater Dan Region Association of Towns i Sewerage hereby invites manufacturers to submit bids ror tbesup-

ply and erection of mechanical aeration equipment consisting of horizontal rotors for the Sorcq Biological Treat-

ment Plant.
Tender Documents and Forms of Tender can be obtained against payment of US$300 I non-reimbursable) from the

Engineering Department of the G.R.D. Association*of Towns <Sewerage i. 34 Rehov Nahoiai Binyarain, Tel Aviv,

on working days. 09.00 a_m. to 13.00 p.m.
Prospective bidders shall submit their bids in two copies on the forms provided and in compliance with the con-

ditions of Tender.
Bids accompanied by a bank guarantee of 3r; of the bid's !'>ui. valid for n period-ending 120 days as specified In

Tender Documents should be placed in the lender box at the office of the G.D.R Association of Towns (Sewerage)
not later than 12.00 noon April 25. 1979.

Hie envelope containing the bid should be marked: •

Hie Israel Sewerage Project
Tender No. ISO, D-4 ISP Irt

G.D.R. AwmrluUiin of Timnv (Si-wit;,ge)

Bids should be submitted according to the conditions of the Tender DorumcnL-? Terms of payment: as specified In

Tender Documents.
The bidder should pay attention to the rights or the Employer by taking ihr derision lo award the Contract as

specified 1" Tender Documents.
Bids may bo submitted only by foreign equipment manufacHirers aram-i.iu-d with an Israeli Contractor as staled
in the Tender Documents.
Additional Information is available Tram Ihe Engineering Department of the G.D.R. Association or Towns.
A site inspection for Contractors will be held on March lath, 1972. leaving the office of G.D.R. Association of Towns
at <M:30.

The Tender Board is nnt bound to accept the lowest or any proposal fur the entire Tender or part thereof.

Y. Caspi
Chairman of G.D.R. Association

of Towns iSrwcntgei

prospects of an upturn in world
economy. Thus Britain’s voice, and
possibly those of Norway and
Canada as well, will counsel modera-
tion in any future price rises.

Perhaps more important than the

discussions about pricing will be the

presence of representatives of all the
countries' state oil companies, which
are expected to he talking about
future cooperation between them.
The past few years have seen a

mushrooming of the size of the
world's nationalized oil enterprises.

Petroleos de Venezuela, created to

take over the country’s recently
nationalised forelgn-owned oilfields,

is one of the world's giants, as is

Pemex, the state monopoly in Mex-
ico which with the massive new dis-

coveries of oil will become one of the

largest suppliers of fuel to the U.S.

The British National Oil Corpora-
tion and Norway's Statoil are also -

taking their places among the
biggest companies in Western
Europe.

. The British aim is that these giants
should talk about ways' of
cooperating with .opfj^jtnoth^iL.oz^.

‘questions of exploraHop* production,/

-and marketing,-*and,;itbis w^h be,-.:

eagerly taken up by the rest of the

participants.
- A sign of the times la the agree-
ment In principle between Pemex
and BNOC to swap crudes, British

light crude for Mexican heavy crude,
which will be worked out In detail

between the two companies next
mnn)h

. The repercussions for any such
arrangements will not be lost on the
“Seven Sisters," the big privately
owned corporations such as Shell

and Exxon, which have had the bulk
of the world's oil trade to themselves
for the past half a decade or more.
The recent rise of the state-owned
companies and the present moves to

increase coordination among them
represents the biggest challenge to

their supremacy that they have ever
faced.

’

They will be awaiting ike outcome
of the London meeting with anxiety
and may well be doing their best to
ensure that OPEC cooperation with
non-OPEC producers does not
become a regular occurrence.

.
.
But, ju Mabon said, “The talks In

r‘March* rfbuM be the beginning- of :a
long, long romance." (OFNS). ;> .

Philippines hits oil alter long search

MANILA (Reuter). — The Philip-

pines. after a long search for oil, has
now joined the oil-producing nations

and forecasts huge savings in Its fuel

expenses.
While the start of production from

the South Nido One wellin the South

China Sea is considered a

breakthrough, it is also tapping local

non-oil energy sources to reduce its

dependence on imported fuel.

The initial production rate from
Nido, off Palawan Island, is only 4,-

000 barrels a day. But together with

other sources is the area it should in-

crease to 40,000 (barrels a day before

the end of 1979, according to Energy
Minister Geronimo Velasco.

welcome development in a country
that uses 210,000 barrels of oil a day.

..Energy Minister Velasco Is

hopeful that with actual production
in the Nido complex •— which covers
four blocks, totalling 1.2 million
acres —- and the operation of new
energy sources, the Philippines will

save about 8250m. a year.

Small compared
.
to the Middle

East's resources, or even those of its

Asian neighbours, the Philippines
find is very significant for their

economy. Until this year about 95

per cent of the country’s fuel needs
were imported, so the start of

production on January 27 was a

MUNICIPALITY OF KIRYAT SHMONA
TENDER NO. U9/A-9/ISFI6/79
ISRAELSEWERAGEPROJECT

The Municipality of Klryat Sfczmma hereby Invites manufacturers to submit bids
for the supply and erection of aeration equipment and diesel generator as well as
supply and erection of all electro-mechanical equipment In the Sewage Treatment
Plant
Tender documents and forma of tender can Mn be obtained against payment of
ILx.000. ( non-relmbursable) from the offices at the Municipality.
Prospective Udders should submit their bids In two copies an the forms to be
supplied to them and In compliance with conditions of the Tender.
Bids accompanied bora bank guarantee of3% of the Ud total valid fora period en-
ding 120 days from the last date set for the submission of bids, should be placed In
the tender box, or mafied by registered -mail to arrive not later than April 4. 3979.
at 12.00 noon. .

",

The envelope containing the bid should be marked;.

The Israel Sewerage Project
. Tender No. 109/A-9/1SP16/79

. . Municipality of Klryat' Simona

Bids arriving after the closing date as Well as bids submitted without bank
guarantee will not be considered.
Terms of payment: as specified in tender documents.
Bids may be submitted by manufacturers of equipment or by authorized agents
who have been prequalified by ISP.
A site Inspection for contractors win be held cm March 10. 1979, leaving the
Municipality at 11.00 a.to. ’

.

*
The Tender Board does not undertake to accept the lowest or any bid for the entire
tender or part thereof. -

' A. Aliml
... ... Mayor

MUNICIPALITY OF KIRYAT SHMONA
TENDER NO. 1W/A-9/JSP/79

ISRAELSEWERAGE PROJECT

The Municipality of Klryat Sbmona hereby Invites manufacturers to submit bids
for the supply and erection of all electro-mechanical equipment In the Sewage
Treatment Plant. '

.

Tender documents and forms of tender can be obtained against payment of IL.1.-

000 . inon-rclmbursablc) from the offices of the. Municipality.
Prospective bidders should submit their bids In two copies on the forms to be
suppUcd to them and fo compliance,with conditions ofthe Tender.
Bids accompanied.by a bank guarantee of 8%- of the bid total valid for a period
ending 120 days from the lastdate set for the submission of bids, should be placed
in the tender box. or mailed by registered mail to arrive not later than April 4.
1979. nt 13J0O noon. \ :

The envelope containing U>e Md should be marked: *
'

The brad Sewerage Project
Tender No.109'A-9/ISP19
Municipality nf Klryat Stnuoui - - - -

ltiils arriving after Ih'c closing-date as well as- bids submitted wH limit batik
giuinintec will not be considered.. . .

Terms <if payment: ns specified to tender documents. -

Bids may be submitted by manufacturers of equipment or by authurixrri ngnils
wlm luitfp been prequalifled by 1SH.

A site inspection Tor contractors will -be. held on March 10. 1 97?,. leaving thi>
Mliiilcipnlily nt 11-00 a.m. ....
Tlw Tender Board does nut undertake loaercpl the lowest ur any bid for the entire
irmtrr nr pnrl lUcmif.

. A, AUrol

. . Mayor
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No surprises as

market slips in

slow trading

By MACABEE DEAN
Jerusalem Boat Reporter

bearer fell by three to 480. Phoenix ILJ.

slipped by five to 423, while S&har registered
lost one point to 498. Securitas lost five points
to 893.
Zur managed to swim strongly against the

general tide. Its registered gained 14 to 490
and Its bearer picked up eight to 829.

Among land and development companies.

.

Sole! Boneh continued to edge up, rising by
two points to 733.

Among Industrials, 'Elron XU gained 11 to
730 but Elron IL2 fell by nine to 620.

Of the four most volatile shares, three went
down, and only one went up-

'

Export bearer roae by 8.2 points to 820, the
only gainer in the group. Shemen bearer lost
5.6 per cent to 368, Electricity lost 4.4 per cent
to 318, and Lighterage lost three to 602.
Although bonds went up, there was little to

write home about. Those In the 100 per cent
linked aeries, rose by up to 0.5 per cent. Some
are now paying negative yields of up to two
per cent. The 90 per cent linked bonds ”*»»
rose by up to O.S per cent. The latter,
however, are paying positive yields of up to
1.5 per cent.
Double option, linked both to the Index or

the dollar, and bonds traded In foreign
currency, were firm. But bonds linked to
foreign currency rose slightly.

Lanco yesterday announced a 20 per cent
bonus share dividend with the share going ex-
dividend on March 16. Lanco also will issue _

one option to those holding four shares.
Alliance Tires informed the stock exchange

that it }s planning to invest XL200m. in
developing lines of tires for vans, heavy tires
for earth movers, and special radial tires.
Alliance said that it hopes to export goods
valued at *40m. In 2B78. This follows a 84m.

- drop in exports In 197B, compared to 1977. The
company had cut back on the export of tires
which were non-profltable.
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il 18% B.C. 8
>1 18% B.C. 7

Dev. Sc Mtg. 18% deb. 87
Dev. St Mtg. 18% deb. M
Housing Mtg. r
Hmming Mtg. b
Homilllg Mtg. 50% dlv. 78

Housing Mtg. opt. l
Housing Mtg. opt. 2
Leuml no dlv.

Tefabot pref. r
Tefahot pref. b
Tefabot r
Tefabot b
Merav
Merav opt. 1

Specialised Financial
Institutions .

Shilton r
Shilton b
Shilton opt. “A"
Shilton 18% deb. 1
Otxar Lataaslya r
Otzar Xditaaslya b
Ampal
Agriculture “A"
Ind. Dev. pref.

Insurance Companies
Aryeh
Aryeh opt.

Hassneh

r

Haaaneh b
Hassneh opt.

Phoenix i

Phoenix 5
Tardenla 1

Tsrdenla 8

Sahar

r

Sahar

b

Sahar opt.

Sahar 18% deb.
_

Securitas
Securitas 80% dlv. 78
Securitas opt.

Zur r
Zur b
Commercial Services
A imatles

Motor House
Delek r .

^Sti i’'"
•'* , '!, i"~ Jr?5

488 • Ala.-'
" Deleh 20%deb.-2 ,‘*“ " -'‘^214
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Wee
138

98

335.8

837.6

827
284
180

880

360
872

384

582

280
127

448
889
190
498

180
180
142
114

880
122
887
700

19A
160.8

1M3

80.4

183.9

39.8

880.0

327J
264.0
1087.7
'

83.8"

n-c.

+3
+3

n.c.

D.C. -

n-c.

+2.
nx.
—18
—L8
n.fc.

n-C.

128

131

98

82
302
881
780
147
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818
480

422
430

183
428
410
828
279

469

500
147.8

99
898
878
198
4B0
623

nlmne
DL1.000

53.4

20.0

61.1

19.9

86.B

O.S

10.8

79.8

17.4

20.4

58.4

78.3

344
79.7

802.5

1084
88.0

1834
50.0

804
2.4

88.1

18.0

87.4

10.6

182.0

794
61.7

894
234
59.0

77.7

12.9

14.0

40.0

254
18-6

84
9.0

48.4

94

Cbsage Chains
Wee

volume
11.1.000

Cbaafe

—4.5 I.L.D-C. 10^ deb 1 155 12.5 n.c.
n.c. I.L.D.C. 10% deb. 2 147 25.1 —7
n.c. I.LD.C. 20% deb. 3 157 124.5 n.c.
n.e. I.L.D.C. 20% deb. 4 175.5 136.7 ZLC.
n.c. Sole) Boneh b 731 13.0 +2
n.c. Prop. & Bldg. X347 112.0 n.c.

n.c. Prop. * Bldg. opL "A'' 483 5.0 n.c.

n.c. Prop. St Bldg. 15% deb. 4 330 4.0 n.c.

—

U

Prop. & Bldg. 18% deb. a 251 11.0 +1
n.c. Bayside l 301 33.0 n.c.
—7 Bayaidc 5 298 54.2 +1*

—10.5 Ispro 283 75.2 ILC.

n.c. 'lares 575 51.4 —3
—3 Mehadrln 2114 19.4 ILC.

I.C.P. 1350 3.8 —15
Ncot Aviv 588 1.0 ILC.

n.c. Pri Or 825 2.0 ILC.
+1 RasaCo pref. 250 52.9 n.c.

n.c. RassCO 255 26A ILC.
n.c. Oil Exploration
n.c. Oil Explo. Pax 150.5 390.0 n.c.
n.c. Industrial
—30 Elbit 1 494 . +1
—8 Elbit 5 498 34.0 —17
—

«

Alliance 1410 ILC.
Elco 1 . 602 8.0 n.c.

ILC. Elco 2.5 r 230 27.0 —2
—11 Elco 2.5 b 233 17.0 —8
—

4

Elco opt "A" 106 SIA —0.6
—3 Elco 20% deb. l 87.5 30.1 ILC.

Petrochem. opt. "A" 83 158.9 —2
M

Petrochem. zar.i deb. 1
Neehu8hton r

Nechushtar. b

W.5
60S
1000

21.0

3.8

2JS

ZLC.

ILC.

+3
bond prices

Elite 346 6.0 +1
1

Elite opt. 3 134-5 0.0 +0A Prim*
Elite 20% deb. 2 101 14.7 +1 4% Gov't development
Arad 358 5.8 n.c. Croup 1. Yield: —1.48
Polgat X511 109,3 +8 3001 650.4
Polygon 168 57U ILC. 3010 006J)
Rim ! 548 12.2 —6 Group 3. Yield; —1.80
RUn 4 410 143.0 ILC. 3013 524.3
Shemen b 355 5J. —21 3020 460.3
Taal r 333 29.6 —

8

Group 5. Yield; —1.95
Taalh 338 7.2 —

4

3027 438.4
Frutarom 103 324.1 —

1

3032 409.0
Investment & Holding 4002 (R) 589.0
Companies Group 22. Yield: +1.43

Elgar r 370.9 9.0 +3 3101 307.7
Elgar b 401 8.0 n.c. 3108 251.9
Ellem r 760 19.4 —

6

Group 24. Yield: +1-53
SUern b 770 10.0 —

0

3110 236.5
Amissar 405 37.9 —12 3115 342.8
Amfasar opt. 385 31.6 —12 1% Gov't (80% C-o-L)
Central Trade 1043 4.1 +3 Group 42. Yield: +3.14
Znv. of Pax r 206 43.0 —3 3201 191.0
Inv. of Pax b 262 32.5 —7 3206 185.7
Wolfmm 1 510 1.0 ILC. Group 44. Yield: +3.12
Wolfson io r 257 20.8 —5 3210 181.6
Wo 1 (son 10 b 232 uu —9 3213 168.4
Ampa 219 JS 2.0 —11.0 0% Gov't (80% C-o-L)
Disc. Inv. r 307 385.5 Group 52. Yield: +3.35
Disc. Inv. b 314 131.9 —0 3301 170J
Disc. Inv. opt. “A” 420 5.6 ILC. 3304 151.5
Disc. Inv. opt. “B" 141 139.6 Q.C. 7% Gov't (30% C-O-L)
Disc. Inv. 10% deb. 59 406 —
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Group 62. Yield: +3.02
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8
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Disc. Inv. 18% deb. 130 216-5 13.9 —O.fl 3526 140.7
Disc. Inv. 18% deb. 135 111 313.7 —3.5 Group 64. Yield: +3.89
Hap'lm Inv. r 414 9.4 n.c. 3526 135.7
Hap'lm Inv. b 420 30.0 oa 3333 125.7
Hap'lm Inv. 1/3 div. 78 — Group 66. Yield: +4.02
+ opt. 1 3531 116 .8

Hap'lm Inv. 10% deb 1 354 7.0 ILC. 3341 109.3
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' +1

’ —2
n-c.
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+6
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Shilton opt "B**
Shilton 18% deb. 2
Cold Storage 1
Cold Storage 10
Cold Storage opt "A”
Cold Storage 20% deb. 1
Israel Electric

lighterage
Rapac l
Rapac

5

land, BniiiHng,
Development A Cttras

Antrim
Axorlxn no dlv. 78
Azorlm opt **A"
Azorhn 20% deb. 2
Africa-Israd 1
Afrlca-lsrael 10
IJLuD.C. r
LLJJ.a b
LLhD.C. opt "A”
LlfcD.a opt “B"

102

884
1705
425
250
233
818

s802
331
829

<1888.5

310
137

8005

1070
2254
235

891
2004

U.C.

4
+3

* 78.7=' ;'n4.
85.4 —2
964 n.c.— M.
984 —

2

44,0 +4
124,9 —

T

30.9 —144
12.7 —18

254 sue.

874 +6

834

55.2

3384
24
84

482.7

78.4

18.9

2094

n.C.

—13
n-C.

n.c.

n.c.

—54
—12
—9
—7

Eleetra 3 d480 6.8 +2
Electra 5 d295 77.0 +7
Eleetra opt. 2 228 296.1 +5
Electra 18% deb. 241 44.9 +11
Electra 18% deb. 2 149 136.0 -t-7

Elron 1 730 274 +11
Elron 2 520 314 —0
Elron opt. “A” 170 0.8 —10
Arganum pref. r 855 94 A.C.
Argaman pref. b 330 4.5 n.c.
Argamaa r 351 87.1 n.c.
Argaman b 350 48.8 n-c.
Ata "B" 202 32.9 +2
Ata "C" 132 4304 H.C.
Ata opt “A" 684 887.0 —14
Ata opt 3 88 804 —4
Ata 20% deb. 2 854 39.4 —04
Dubek r 870 23.1 n.c.
Dubek b

. . t , _ 877 12.0 +12
PerUbseni ' 252 2434 n.c.
Cables r ‘ 158 - 394 n.c.
Cables b 157 684. n.c.
Haifa Chem. 188 724 n.c.
Haifa Chem. opt. 2 89 504 —6
Haifa Chem. 20% deb. 1 824 1814 —24
Teva r 722 87.7 +2
Teva b 1078 44 n.c.
Urdan 1 386 024.1 +8
Urban 5 360 2004 zuc.
Urdan opt 239 4394 +19
Lodzia l M2 — n.c-
Lodzla 4 309 244 —

I

Molett 221 87.4 +1
Moller 500 114 +10
Phoenicia l . 285 44 n.c.
Dead Sea 6004 85.1 n-C.
Am-Zer. Paper 578 ,32.5 —28
Axn-Xar. opt ,*A" 202 400.7 —8
Am-

1

st- 20% deb. 1 194.8 264.9 —1.5
Assls .358 88.1 +5
Assla 50% dlv. 78 . . 300 55.0 +15
AsaIs 20% deb. 1 158 24.7 +4
Petrochem. 129:5 n.c.

Mizrahi Inv. h
Mizrahi I8 r

.r deb. 48

Hassuta
Haasuta no div. 78

Hassuta opt “A"
Hassuta 20r,r deb. l
Export Inv. r
Export Inv. b

Root Ind.
Hap’lxn Inv. opt. 1

Hap'lm Inv, 1/3 div.

Clal Rl. Est.
ClaJ Rl. Est. opt. "A**
Clal Rl. Est- 20% deb l

Clal

Clal Ind.

Clal Ind. s.c. opt.

Clal Ind. opt. cert.

Clal Ind. 10% deb. 4

Clal Ind. 20% deb. 5

Landeco
Oz Inv.

Ob Inv. 10% deb.
Pama Inv.
Piryon Inv.
Ptryon Inv. opt. 2

Shares Traded In

Foreign Currency
Adanlm
Agricultural pref. "C"
Ind. Dev. pref. "B"
Ind. Dev. pref. “C*
Ind. Dev. •*CCM

Ind. Dev. •CCl”
Ind. Dev. “D"
Garit
Tourist Ind.

Uxilco "A" r
Unico “A” b

Fuel
Naphtha
Lapldot :r
Lapldot b

436 30.7 —4 Si iPeh Alephi 748.4

430 34.0 —4 90 (TZadll 891.0

238 25.2 —2 202 iReah Bet) 846.0

349 48.8 —7 51 (Nun AJephl 843.0

030 78.0 n.c. 70 lAyini 783.0

300.5 140.5 —1.5 Gov't double-option linked

133.3 350.7 n.c. 2001 139.0

805 28.B +22 2011 126.4

820 31.7 +48 2021 137.0

815 1.7 n.c. Defence loan 69

228 44.0 +1 9 (Tet) 665.0

388 33.1 n.c. 44 (Mem DaJet) 831.0

220 247.2 —6 Bond* 100% linked to

385 113.0 —u foreign currency
193 117.6 —

4

6% 1st. Electric Coi*p. "B" 624.0

390 71.4 —

2

5% Dead Sea Works 1899.0

286 398.7 —

6

5.5% Gov't 6026 111.5

494 50.0 n.c. Bonds 70% linked to

252.3 182.7 —8 foreign currency

211 12.2 n.c. 6003 128-0

208.0 161.2 ILC. Dollar denominated bonds
229 146.9 ILC. 7% Unico 98.0

153 112.2 ILC. lr,i Gen'l Mtg. 43 96.9

135.5 _ ILC. Hollis 15 98.7

265 13J —5 Hollis 20 102.5

269 446.1 —4.5 Hollis 25 89.B

140 128.5 ILC. 6.5% Wotfson 80.8

7% Tefahot 10 X00.1

7% Clal Investment 2 —
570 _ n.c. S. Fr. denominated bonds
380 ILC. 6% Bank Yaad 38 114.0

1015 ZLC. 5.5% Mlmunlm 5 114.0

832 — n.c. 3% Meniv 8 113.1

n.c.

n.c.

+A8
+3.6

n^s.

n.c.

n.c.

+04
+0.7

+1.7
+1.7

n.c.

n.c.

—0.7
—04

+0.6
+0.6

—04
—04

n.c.

ZLC.

n.c.

n.c.

+7.0
+8.9

n.c.

n.c.
—9.0—1.0

n.c.

n.c.

n.c.

+04

n.c.

+54

+1.0
—16.0

n.c.

n.c.

n.c.

+0.1
n.c.

—1.5
+0.1
—24
+0.1

-04
n-c.

—0.4

583

565

539
116.5

435
d303
305.5

HO
840

1345

5.0

15.0

14

n.c.
—18
n.c.

—04
— me.
— n-c.

14 —144

8.0 —9
6.0 n.c.
— -72

(The yield reflects the difference between the
“theoreUeal" value of bonds — baaed on the date
of luue and current C-o-L Indexes plus ac-
cumulated Interest — and the actual market
price. Il la baaed on the assumption that future C-
o-L, index increases will be sero.'A negative yield
indicates bands sold at a premium, a positive
figure bonds sold at a discount)
{These prices are unetfletat)

New York
Stock

Exchange
Closing prices - Feb. 21

1 Dow Jones Industrial Average:
834.54 n.c.

Volume: 26,340,000

Stork (lining
prli-r

Chnngr

Allied Chemical 30% +1%
ASA 20% +%
•Amer. 1st. Paper Mills 3 ZLC.

Avco 20% +%
Boeing 66% . -1%
Burroughs 06 —

1

Bra niff 11% ' +%
Bell & Howell 10% n-c.

Bally 37% -1%
Bausch & tomb 39 ILC.

Control Data 82% -%
Curtis Wright 14% +H
Dow Chemical 26%

.
+%

Eastman Kodak 62% -%
Els Lavud 3% 1 “ - - n.c.

Ford '* -%
Fairchild Camera 29% t —

%

General Dynamics 31% : -%
Gulf Sc Western 14% +%
Holiday Inns 16

. +%
aHouslon Oil 16% ’ —

«

Honeywell Inc 08% -1%
Hilton 23% - n.c.

IBM 300% -2%
Lockheed 20% _ n.e.

Litton 20% : +%
LTV 8% 1 -%
McDonnell Douglas 29% n.c.

Merrill Lynch 17% :• n.c.

MGM 21% -%
Motorola 36% -%
NCR 68% -%
Natomas 48% -tt
National Semiconductor 19% -%
Occidental Petroleum 19% -%
Penn Central 17% -%
Pan American «S n.c.

Polaroid »% -%
RCA 27 +%
Revlon 49% +%
Raytheon 48% + %
Sears 20% +%
Sperry Rand 47% -%
•Syntex 35% *-%
American Tel & Tel 68% -%
Telex 0% -%
Teledyne 114% —

1

Tyco Lab. 17% —

%

United Airlines 20% +%
United Carbide 87% +%
UV Ind. 33% +%
Western Union 17% -%
Westinghouse 17% -%
U.S. Steel 24% +%
Xerox 57% +%
Zenith 18% -%
Exxon 51% +%
'(Listed on the American Stack Exchange)
(Ttirw -.lock prices are unofficial]

This selected list

by courtesy of

ISRAEL DISCOUNTBANK* I

Tel Aviv

Tel: 8 a.m.—12.30 p.m. — 627542

5 p.m.+-7 prfn. — 223111

Most active shares

Leuml 887 1067.7 ILC.
Hap/miim r

Ata "C"
061 918JJ +2
182 430.2 n.C.

Shares traded:
Convertibles:
Bonds:

65,100

7,100
41,300

Share Index down 1.16, to 107.12

Abbreviations:
a.o. — sellers only n.c. — no change
b.o. — buyers only r — registered

d — without dividend b — bearer
c — without coupon peer. — preferred
x — without bonus opL — option

x — without rights conv. — convertible

a.c. — subordinated capital notes

Them slock prices are unofficial.

^culture in Israel—
im flowers to chicks

. NO
u’«

y hisV4T jBf By YITZHAK OKED
,

\.<i i5PJi 5 Jerusalem Post Reporter
pBflfff1 AVIV. — Israeli flowers are 28

:ent of all flowers sold in

, Jf
during the winter months.

-i' T-ut Israeli flowers there would
- ,

' lower shortage there during the

,r months, according to com-
:i :s£'i by a group of British florists

at the end of a recent tour

- ; ii^-Jjhortage of tomatoes for in-

i» forecast by the Israel

i-r ible growers organization. The
i is that the industrialists are
filing to pay the farmers a
* rate for their tomatoes. The
ra are demanding ¥79 per ton
t ELI.5 per kilo). The ln<
alists are willing to pay $52 per
’Baking it unprofitable,- the

farmers claim.
Seed potatoes will for the first time

be imported by two organizations —
Hamaahbir Latzarchan, which plans

to import 7,500 tons from Europe,
and the farmers federation, which
will Import 800 tons also from
Europe. Until now, the vegetable
marketing board imported all seed

potatoes.
A trial flight of 6,900 chicks to

Ecuador took five days to get there,

with 700 chicks dying on the way
because of very low temperatures at

some of the airports.

An international - meeting of

nursery farmers who grow car-

nations opened this week at the

Shemi nursery at Moshav Shedma
near Ashdod, one of the veterans In

this relatively new field of
agriculture.

A willing, and pretty,
'volunteer* demonstrates a new
compact exercise machine for

the home developed by former
IDF calisthenics officer Amos
Bax* WrniiiL He said that he km
already received trial orders for
the machine from abroad.

.. K- :

{*7

— •5 » • ‘-jrtJ

fifi
FOREIGN CURRENCY

21A.79
Yesterday’s foreign exchange -

ales against the Israel pound.
S. doDartmraoflMa under yWO,
v transaction* in other currencies

mder the equivalent of $1909.

Belling Buying

.

y 19.7900 19.0000

10.6621 XO.BBZt

FT. 11.8467 11.7689

89.7412 89.4803

?hFr. 4.6208 4J5900

FI. 9.8752 9.8108

an Sch. 1.4562 1.4468-

8hKr. x tatm 4.4964

UKr. S44S1 SJZ98
. iglanKr. 8.8893 8.8549

:hM. 4J848 4JS21

ionS UJ592 10.4505

23.3522 28JL988

iliang 22.3854 2um
.• aFr. (10) 8.7808 . 8.7162.

' 00) 9.8271 9.7828

-iLire (1000) 23.0021 29.8477

iBANX LONDON
RATES:

2.0079/84 - peril

Fr, 1.8700/20 .- per*
m Fr. 29.2830/2800 per*

ihKr. (3718/28 . per*
3 Fr. 4.2815/40 per*
iKr. 5.1465/80 per*
FI. 2.0030/50 per*

L8558/B6 per?
Lire 841.80/80 per*
glan Kr. 5.0995/10 per*

201.33/43 per*
'riee: $249.73/250jhj

fARD RATES:
lmoo. imon. « mss.
2MWM L9M8/M3 LM8B/874
1 0434/474 unmflas LTftU/Btt

( 1AAU/S33 1.0373/293 LMW/380 -

Asians pin hopes on Jakarta meeting
KUALA LUMPUR CAP). — The five

member countries of the Association

of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) are looking forward to a
more meaningful discussion with
representatives of the European
Economic Community (EEC) when
they meet in Jakarta next week,
ASEAN officials said yesterday.
They hope that the three-day

.meeting' beginning Monday will

-bring about better economic and trade

relations between the two

organisations.
They expressed optimism over the

possible outcome of the talks despite
the somewhat “unfavourable 11

results of the last A5EAN-EEC
meeting in Brussels.
Officials of ASEAN — the Philip-

pines, Thailand, Indonesia,
Singapore and Malaysia — said the
disappointment in Brussels was
largely due to the fact that the EEC
private sector representation at that
meeting were mainly bankers.

Bank of Israel
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foreign exchange

rates — Feb. 21
Currency
US. dollars

Sterling
DM
Preach Ft,

Dutch FI.

Swiss Fr.
Swedish Kr.
Nor. Kr.
Danish Kr.
Finn,M
Can. dollar

- A ust. Dollar
Rand
Bel. Fr.(10)

Aust. Sch.llOl

It. Lire (1.000)

Ten (200)

Dinars
Lebanon Lira

JW4 -

19.7522

39.8150

10.6428

4.6104

9.0564

114241
4.5189

34726
8.8380

4.9747

16.5296

22.3299

2849T7
0.7460

14.5237

28.4888

9.8014
,

68.77
8.05

W. Germans to build

satellites for China

MUNICH (AP) . — China has signed

an agreement with the West German
aerospace company Messerschmitt-

Boelkow-Blohm for TV satellites,

helicopters and medical equipment,

it was announced yesterday.

Agreement on the deal was reach-

ed in Peking during the visit of an
MBB delegation, which has just

returned to Munich, company of-

ficials said.

Bavarian State Finance Minister

Max Streibl, MBB supervisory board
chairman, decline^ to estimate the

amount of the deal because in-

dividual contracts have not yet been
completed.
Other MBB officials said that the

contract for satellite construction

alone would be worth several hun-

dred million marks.

The satellites would be used by
China for educational and other pur-

poses which were ‘not specified.

Patt: Tourism should be

a bill!on-doliar industry
By BARUCH 8AVDLLE
Post Travel Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Tourism should be a
billion dollar Industry for Israel, a
massive increase from Its current
8800m. level, according to Minister
of Industry, Trade and Tourism Gi-

deon Patt.
"Our tourism Industry, today

bringing In some ¥600m. (IL11.8b.)
annually, could easily step up ltB ear-

nings to £Lb. (iLZB.Tb.) and more,
and its development and good image
must be ensured and protected,”
Patt told a gathering of travel
writers here yesterday

-

“Tourism growth, to be realistic,

must be based on an annual growth
rate of 15 per cent and we must talk
about reed tourists, not those who
come over from Lebanon for a few
minutes visit,” he said.

The minister pointed out that
rather than the 1,176,000 total
“tourist” figure given for 1978, the
actual number of real tourists was
nearer the 800,000 mark, the others
were “visitors." (According to inter-

national standards, a tourist Is one
who stays in hotels.)
Referring to Eilat, Patt said that

the problems In the resort town were
receiving his full and immediate
attention.

“Eilat has come prominently Into

the news these days,” said Patt; “the
ministry

,
withmy personal interven-

tion, has taken steps not only to

restore the resort's image but to en-

sure that undesirable elements are

stamped out.”

The minister said that he has
already agreed to provide the Eilat
municipality with hall the funds
needed to clean up the beach area
adjacent to the hotels as well as the
lagoon area. The sum to be ap-
propriated this year would amount
to IL4m.. which would also be used to
Improve facilities.

Patt warned that severe punish-
ment would be meted out to proven
overcharging offenders while cases
of theft would be dealt with by the
police with “all haste.”
“The hotels are ruining

themselves,” warned Patt. "If they
will not adhere to the recommended
prices we are initiating for extras,"
he vowed, "then we will publish of-

ficial prices, which will be con-
siderably lower."
Supervisors will also be employed

to ensure cleanliness, adequate hotel

services, and other tourism services

not only in Eilat, but also other
tourism centres, he said.

Regarding future hotel construc-

tion, Patt said that all efforts would
be concentrated on the building of 3

star rather than luxury hotels.

On the subject of Eilat's airport
the minister said that the Etzlon
field would be adapted to serve as an
international airport rather than the

“staging point” it is today. “Eilat
cannot grow with the present city

airport and it Is totally unsulted for

the 80s ” Patt said. "Etzion will

have to be made suitable or a new
airport constructed' and the present

Eilat field turned into a children's

playground.”

Economic briefs/MomoUam
ANNUAL VEHICLE FEES WILL
DOUBLE in April, while the annual
cargo vehicle fees will rise by 52 per
cent, under a new tax schedule the
Treasury asked the Knesset Finance
Committee to approve. Under the
new rates, the property tax on cars
'will be between IL300 and IL900 on
vehicles up to three yean old. while
on vehicles older than nine years the
tax will be ELI00 to IL200.

THE IL304b. BUDGET for the next
fiscal year will be tabled before the
Knesset on March 5, 1979, the House
committee decided this week. On the
same day Minister of Finance Simha
Ehrlich will deliver his budget
message to the Knesset.

IL7707 PER MONTH, was the es-

timated average wage In January.
According to the Central Bureau of

Statistics the average wage in Oc-
tober had been IL7207.

FREE LEGAL AID is provided by
the National Insurance Institute in a
esse in which a citizen sues the NH or

in which the Nil initiates legal
proceedings against the citizen. The
free legal aid is granted in all
labour courts in accordance with
the N33 law.

$20m. IN CONTRACTS were signed
during the Israel Fashion Week
which took place early this month,
according to an official estimate by
the Ministry of Industry, Trade and
Tourism.- The trend in the fashion
week was towards more
sophisticated and more expensive
clothes, because the new economic
policy of October 1977 has forced
manufacturers to change their lines
to higher-profit Items.

BLACK CAPITAL IN ISRAEL, and
the government’s proposals for its
laundering, will be one of the sub-
jects of the Knesset Economic Com-
mittee, MK Gad Ya'acobi, chairman
of the committee, announced yester-
day. Two former income tax com-
missioners, Yitzhak Mann and
Eliezer Shiloni, will appear before
the committee. !:

FUND RATES

Denmark to help Israel in EEC
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — Denmark will do its very

best to ease the problem Israel will

face in the Common Market when
Greece, Spain and Portugal join it

soon, Danish Ambassador Ole Koch
said yesterday. He added that hla

country hod in the past used its in-

fluence to secure a fair share in the

market for Israel.

Addressing the Haifa Rotary Club,
Koch said that In 1978 Denmark's ex-

ports to Israel had totalled ¥20m.
They had included canned fish,

cheese, machinery and instruments.
Israel had sold slightly more to Den-
mark, including foods, textiles,

which were very popular In bis coun-
try, and telecommunications equip-

ment.

Malting Tel Aviv a tourist centre

Vitale also said many tourist at-

tractions In Tel Aviv, some of all-

encompassing Jewish value, remain
unknown to tourists. He mentioned
the city's museums. Old Jaffa,
cultural institutions, beaches and
Ri»(t Hatpfiit_snth

TEL AVTV, — A course for 60 tourist

guides began here on Sunday.
Reuven Vitale, in charge of tourism

for Tel Aviv municipality, said at the

opening of the course that he was
launching a campaign to put the city

hank on the nntfnnAl tourist map.

Data: Fahraary 21,

FUND TRUSTEE
}

UNIT PRICE REDEMPTION PRICE 1

ADIF HAP0ALIM 60.20(2) (3) EEE3X219
AL0N DISCOUNT 440.21(2) 431.41(2) }2

ALM0G HAP0ALIM 201.07 197.13 : ?.

BARAK BARCLAYS DIS 162.82 159.62

BAREKET MIZRAHI 299.03

BD01ACH BANK LEUMI 149.30 142.42

BR0SH DISCOUNT 180.37 176.79

EG0Z DISCOUNT 117.92 115.56

tlTAN HAPQAUM 294.58(2H3\ 288.75 (2) (3)

EREZ HAP0ALIM 250.02(2) (8) 149.25(2) (3)

ESHEL DISCOUNT 197.19 193.28

DEKEl DISCOUNT 234.91 230.35

D0LEV DISCOUNT 154.28 151.04

GAVISH BANK LEUMI 560.05 556.86

G0REN AMER IS. 122.56 120.17

HALAMISH MIZRAHI 217.65 213.35

IDIT MIZRAHI 110.20 108.04

INBAR BANK LEUMI 109.24 106.87

LAHAT BANK LEUMI .
120.70 120.15

MAAYAN FIB 1
184.64 181.09

MA0F F.l B.l. 143.77 140.94

MAR DM F.l.B.I. 410.27 402.41

MEIMAO F.l. B.l. 191.27 187.53

NAT IF MIZRAHI 197.70 193.77
'

OPHIR BANK LEUMI 218.49 210.03

OREN DISCOUNT 538.82 529.24

ORION BARCLAYS DIS. 115.39 113.09

PIA BANK LEUMI 138.89 186.04

RESHEFF HAPOALIM 119.11 116.77

SELA MIZRAHI 244.9B 240.09

SHAHAM MIZRAHI 172.27 168.73

SHARED DISCOUNT 222.73 218.37

SHAMIR BANK LEUMI 159.55 156.42

SHAVIT HAPOALIM 106.68 106.19

TARSHISH . BANK LEUMI 257.69 252.62

: TOPAZ BANK LEUMI 257.99 292,52

TZABAR HAPOALIM 135.83(2) (3) 133.12(2X3)

TZAMID BANK LEUMI 582.13 578.58

YAHAL0M UNION 127.66 125.08

ZOHAR UNION (AMBANI 121.22 118.82

+Dats not sappEed ( 1 ) Ex (fividends (2) Ex Bonus
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The wrong pay off
THE ISSUE of rescinding the clause in the abortion law permit-
ting abortion for social reasons is due to come to the fore of the
country’s political agenda in the next week or two.

It is, admittedly, a highly charged issue splitting the religious

from the secular camps and Is complicated further by
arguments about the need to encourage the country's Jewish
birthrate.

It has emerged as a central political issue because of Mr.
Begin's promise in the coalition agreement with Agudat Israel

to rescind the social reasons clause.
Some time ago a private-member's bill to that effect squeezed

through the Knesset and the Aguda is now demanding full pay-
ment on the coalition promise in preparation for the further

legislative readings in the Knesset.
As is the case in many highly emotional issues, the hot debate

accompanying It often loses touch with reality.

It is to Israel's shame that abortion still remains one of the

most ubiquitous forms of birth control. This is primarily due to

the hypocritical failure of all Israeli governments to institute an
effective system for the dissemination of birth control informa-

tion and instruction. Certainly the network of clinics and mother
and child stations would have been ideal for such a campaign,
were it not for governmental restrictions stemming from con-

siderations of coalition politics.

The law regulating abortions, which is the target of the new
amendment, is a relatively new one. Prior to its adoption two
years ago, the previous abortion legislation was one of the most
stringent anti-abortion laws known, stemming from British

Mandatory times.
Nonetheless, for close to 27 years Israel was one of the easiest

countries in which to obtain a medically safe and relatively in-

expensive abortion from reputable gynaecologists. Though it was
illegal, an estimated 60,000 abortions were performed annually

with the police being under express instructions never to

prosecute physicians performing abortions except for the rare

cases of clear medical negligence.

If the new amendment being urged by the Aguda passes, there

is every reason to believe that the rate of abortions will continue

very close to the present level. What will change is that abor-

tions will become extortionatety more expensive and medically
less safe.

In all livelihood the number of tragedies like the recent case of

an unfortunate woman who died of a Belf-induced abortion after

being denied a legal abortion by a hospital board will increase.

For women insistent on regulating the number and spacing of

their children when all other methods have failed will not be
denied simply because a certain number of hands was raised in

the Knesset vote.
Political analysts say that the key to whether the amendment

will pass or not lies with the Liberal contingent in the Likud.

This Is based on the myth that the Liberals are a distinctly

secularparty as opposed to Mr. Begin’s Herut. Nothing could be
further from the truth. With the exception ofMr. Begin himself,
the Herut faction, as Judged by personal life style, is as secular

as are the “Liberals, Labour Or the fragments of the defunct

DMC.
Where the difference lies Is that HerutMKs by and large seem

to have less of a bout of conscience than do their Liberal

counterparts in compromising their deepest beliefs for the pur-

pose of buying the Aguda's four votes and ensuring that they

stay bought.
The problem Is not so much one of ethics as of social equity.

The well-to-do will continue to have recourse to abortion on de-

mand regardless of the fate of the bill. The same basic right

should be preserved for all Israel's women.

POSTSCRIPTS

OUR RUSSIAN cardiologist friend

finally managed to get a plumber
over to his house to look at a clogged
sink. But the plumber, after noticing

his customer was a doctor, insisted

on an electrocardiogram before the

plumbing was put back together.

The cardiologist, eager to get his

sink in working order, obliged the
plumber and booked him up to an
ECG in the cardiologist's home of-

fice.

To the dismay of the doctor, bis

plumber's heart rate was “extreme-
ly eccentric" and our friend called

an ambulance to take the plumber to

the hospital.

Our cardiologist friend, however,
still hasn't had his sink fixed.B.B.B-

IF THERE IS enough money to buy
brand new films — Including cowboy
flicks — for Israel television, then
there surely must be enough money
to portray the story of Georgian
Jewry.
That statement came recently

from Re.fl Bar-Lavie, secretary of

the Georgian Immigrants Associa-

tion. He was referring to a proposal

by MK Peasah Grupper that ILlOm.
be spent to purchase new films, es-

pecially westerns abroad for local

TV screening.

In a letter to Grupper, Bar-Lavie
says: "Since no difficulty Is foreseen
in raising ILlOm. to buy new
westerns, it should be a simple
matter to come up with ILlm. — to

produce a documentary film depic-
ting the heritage of Georgian Jewry.
"The film could include chapters

on Georgian Jewish heroes such as
Jeremy, a courageous IDF
paratrooper, and Slmantov Gan-
naahvili, who led the famous Tbilisi

uprising of 18 Jewish families
against restrictions on Georgian
Jewish emigration to Israel."
The Georgian Immigrants

Association, said Lavie, would glad-
ly cooperate in the preparation of

such a film "if you Grupper use your
good offices to have the authorities
provide the necessary funds."

EVERY SWIMMING POOL has to

have a professional lifeguard, say
Interior Ministry officials, and they
are not about to make any excep-
tions. After much wrangling, the
parents committee of the Sha’ar
Menashe Institution for retarded
children has hired a lifeguard, and
he sits and watches the children as
they play in the pool — which is 40

cm. deep. 27. S.

MELROSE St TEA
PEOPLE DRINK IT MORE

NANA-LEMON- EARL GREY- REGULAR FLAVOURS ETC..

GIVE
SOLDIERS
LIFTS!
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Palestinian aspirations
CLINTON BAILEY maintains that elimination of Palestin-
ian national aspirations, and not control of the ad-
ministered territories, should he Israel's objective.

DryBones

(
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THE LETTER of support sent by 12
Arab university students to the
Palestine National Congress
meeting in Damascus last month did
not evoke much surprise In Israel.
Anyone familiar with the Israeli'

Arabs knows that as Palestinians
many Identify with the Palestine
Liberation Organisation and feel
that its activity enhances their own
cause.
The students' denial of Israel's

right to exist was also no surprise.
The Israeli Arabs, who opposed the
establishment of a Jewish state
before 2048, never considered Israel
legitimate. In their eyes It is a fait
accompli, existing by force of arms.
Some public figures, plain citizens,

and segments of the Israeli media,
however, were surprised — and con-
cerned — by the readiness of the 12
students to state openly some convic-
tions that caution had previously
suppressed. Other Arab students. In-
terviewed after the letter affair, also
admitted their support for the PLO
without fear, as U certain that the
authorities could take no effective

action against them.
And indeed, it was no longer the

early 1930s, when the Arab minority
could quietly be put under the
scrutiny of military administration.
Today, lawyers are accessible,
reporters are everywhere, and a
more vulnerable Israel is concerned
about its public image. Today,
moreover, the Israeli Arabs number
half a million.

Under these circumstances, many
Israelis are wondering if the.Arabs
will translate their new lack of un-
restraint from words Into action. If

they do, the State will be confronted
with two dangers. First, Individual
Israeli Arabs could join Palestinian
terrorist organizations and par-
ticipate in terrorist operations — a
step so far resisted by all but a few.
Second, and perhaps more serious,

they could undertake widespread
acts of civil disobedience, such as
Land Day in 1977, repression of

which might involve the use of arms.
Strife between the State and her
Arab minority could lead to inter-

national demands that Arab-
inhabited areas within Israel be
appended to a contiguous Arab
sovereignty or autonomy.

INDEED, the Communist Party,
which runs strong among the Israeli

Arabs, advocates a redrawing of
Israel's borders in accordance with
the UN's partition plan of 1947. If

carried out, the central and western
parts of the Galilee, the “Little

Triangle," Jaffa, and alarge portion
of the northernNegev, would he part
of an Arab state, leaving few Arabs
as Israeli citizens.

In facing the problem of a dis-

affected Arab minority, Israel
theoretically has four options. First,

she could renounce the goal of being
a Jewish state, granting her Arab
citizens equality In all domains,
from economic and communal
development to the right of un-
limited immigration. Second, she
could renounce her sovereignty over
the Arab-inhabited areas, allowing
her Arab citizens to secede from the
state. The third option, of a different
order, would be to curb her restive
minority by repressive laws and,
perhaps, the frequent resort to force.
Presumably, most Israelis,

wishing to maintain a Jewish state,

its territorial integrity, and a
humane society, would reject these
three options In favour of a fourth.

Under this option, Israel would
create circumstances that would
give the Israeli Arabs sufficient in-

centive to live in the. Jewish state
with a minimum of resentment.
Creating such circumstances re-

quires action on two levels: the
Israeli Arab, and the Palestinian. On
the first level, effort could be made
to alleviate some of the material dis-

comforts ttf daily life. For example,
occupational opportunities for the
young could be broadened by expan-
ding the facilities for vocational
training, by inducing Jewish
employers to hire Arab white collar
workers, and by aiding more Arabs
to engage in private enterprise.
Other pressing concerns, such as
newhousingfor young couples, could
be dealt with more rapidly.
At the same time, the government

should refrain from actions which
serve as rallying points for discon-

tent, such as widespread land ex-

propriations, or the forced settle-

ment of Beduin.

SUCH SOLUTIONS, however, while
abating the tide of Israeli Arab dis-

content win be mere soporifics if the
political aspect of the problem is not

put Into its proper context and ad-

dressed at the roots. The Israeli

Arabs, as Palestinians, will resent

living under Jewish rule so long as
there is still hope of realizing
Palestinian national aspirations by
destroying Israel or by setting up
alongside it a state, or even an
autonomy, which they could join.

Only when the Israeli Arab
perceives that the realization of
Palestinian aspirations has become

impossible, will he make a greater
effort to enjoy life inIsrael— or seek
a future elsewhere.

Israel can prevent the realization
of Palestinian national aspirations
by pursuing a deliberate policy, a
policy based on three assumptions:

that ultimate Palestinian success
requires the support of the states im-
mediately neighbouring Israel.
• that these states have national in-
terests which would be served by
peace with Israel.
• that these states 'are limited In
their ability to make peace with
Israel by the extent to which Palesti-
nian nationalism appears ’ to be
succeeding.

Accordingly, Israeli policy should
strive for peace with the neighbour-
ing states based on respective
national Interests. The Arab in-

terests are territory, prosperity, and
the avoidance of war. Israel's
primary interest is that these
neighbouring states renounce their
support for the Palestinian cause.

ISRAEL, however, must ease their
way by dispelling the illusion that
Palestinian nationalism is an In-

domitable force whose success Is In-

evitable. So long as this Illusion

prevails no Arab country will be free

to abandon the Palestinian cause.
The illusion of Palestinian victory

Is fostered fay two elements: their
tremendous political achievements
scored over the last li years, and the
survival and occasional activity of
the terrorist organisations.
Israel can dispel this Illusion, first

of all, by not contributing to Palesti-

nian political progress. In 1967, the
Palestinians were a “refugee
problem" (resolution 242). Bence,
from their point of view,, every sub-
sequent recognition of them as an In-

dependent political entity con-
atituted progress, especially if it

came from Israel. For example, the
Interpretation of “the legitimate
rights of the Palestinian people,” as
stated in theCampDavid agreement
Is irrelevant.The factthatIsrael had
recognized them aa an independent
factor "in the determination of their
own future” further strengthened
the Illusion of Palestinian success.
The same effect was registered by
Foreign Minister Dayan's recent
reference to the PLO as a factor In

the solution of the Arab-Iarael con-
flict — even if it was a slip.

Ignoring the Palestinians,
however, is not sufficient; they must
also be by-passed. Whenever
progress toward solving the Arab-
Israel conflict on a state to state
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basis becomes, frozen, the Palesti-
nian issue fills the vacuum. By con-
trast. a dialogue, however indirect,

between Israel and her neighbours
relegates this issue to the
background, highlighting Its secon-
dary importance.

THUS, although the final results
were In their favour, the very fact of
Israe li-Egyptian negotiations was
initially a setback to Palestinian ex-
pectations. Earlier Israeli-
Jordanian contacts, although abor-
tive, had a similar Impact. If such
setbacks were prolonged by con-
tinuing dialogues with Syria and Jor-
dan, the cumulative effect would
help destroy the Illusion of Palesti-
nian victory. Just as the cumulative
effect of their past successes created
it.

.

The second element in this illusion
— the survival and occasional activi-

ty of the terrorist organizations —
must' also be dealt with. Yasser
Arafat, George Habash, and the
organizations they lead are 'living

symbols of Palestinian prowess, out
of all proportion to their actual
military strength. This Is so because
the tremendous political success of
the Palestinian cause came aa a
result-of their dramatic, if militarily
insignificant, acta of terrorism. Had
Israel initially focused on . the
political, rather than the military,
threat of these organizations, and 1

destroyed rather than contained

Putting

on the

brakes
DR. HARRY STERN, dis-
agreeing- with a previous arti-

cle on this page, calls for a
number of strict measures to

reduce the carnage on Israeli

roads.

AN ARTICLE on this page entitled

"Carnage on the Roads," by Philip

Singer (January 17), noted the
“suicidal and homicidal destruc-
tiveness" of the Israeli driver. He
described the “Bahrainan” bent on
imposing his will on the road and
castigated the “brutal, overtly
aggressive" petty bureaucrat who
unleashes his hostility when behind
the wheel of his car.
We who have somehow managed

to survive the ordeals of driving in

Israel know that Dr. Singer speaks
the truth. Unfortunately, describing
the Israeli national driving crisis in

personality factors obfuscates
rather than clarifies the Issue.
Further, the sense of hopelessness
that one experiences after reading
Singer's argument is one inherent
danger of the "personality" orienta-
tion. For, if the national character
must undergo a metamorphosis
before we may take our children for

an untroubled drive, we are in for a
long wait. National characteristics
have a curious resistance to
dramatic change.

I should like to offer four ad-
ditional factors not mentioned by
Singer that I believe more directly
contribute to the Israeli road car-
nage. They are: (1) inadequate law
enforcement and prosecution; (2)

public disregard of traffic laws; (8)

Insufficient driver education; and
(4) lack of professionalism of public
vehicle drivers.

INADEQUATE law enforcement
and prosecution is often excused by
the plea for more manpower. The
police supposedly are too occupied
with security to give traffic adequate
attention. The assumption is that,
were there sufficient police
available, the problem could be ap-
propriately dealt with.

1

However, on any given day's trip
from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, for ex-
ample, it is not unusual to observe
those policemen who are on duty
reading the newspaper, strolling
away from their cars or engaged In
heated conversation wltlT their
colleagues. Infractions such as
tailgating, passing on the right, il-

legal U-turns, poor lighting and
worse, are too often ignored by those
paid to enforce these regulations.

If indeed manpower is lacking In

traffic safety enforcement, recently
retired citizens could make an ex-
cellent. willing and abundant reser-
voir of para-professional assistants.
A well-trained, uncompromising
cadre of the recently retired, patroll-

ing in mobile units or in stationary
positions, could be of great
assistance in addressing the havoc
on our roads.

A reported infraction must,
however, be prosecuted with
reasonable dispatch and efficiency.

In the U.S., a driver knows very well

that his road violations will appear
in the computer printout which is

checked when applying for a license

or registration renewal.

THE PUBLIC disregard for traffic

laws is obviously integral to Inade-

quate law enforcement and prosecu-

tion. However, it bears separate dis-

cussion. given our widespread dis-

regard for traffic laws.

Take for example the following:

traffic barriers are traditionally

removed from the end of a cul-de-sac

because they cause driver In-

convenience: one-way streets are

slngle-mlndedly ignored ; no-entry

signs are blithely bent out of recogni-

tion when they alter one's itinerary;

In fact, all traffic signs may be un-
abashedly turned in any direction

when they impede one's progress.
Rarely a day goes by when we do not
witness one of these infractions.

When we do observe these
violations it will help precious Uttle

to try to understand the Israeli per-

sonality; it might help to demand
better law enforcement. Without the
apparent concern for law enforce-
ment in these areas, the Israeli
driver takes the law into his own
hands — and succeeds.

DRIVER education leaves much to

be desired. Virtually all Israeli

drivers change lanes repeatedly In a
curve. The inability to hold to a
single lane has contributed to many
an Israeli — and late Israeli —
'meeting an oncoming vehicle In his

lane as a curve was rounded at 90
k.p.h. Directional signals are only
begrudgingly used. Road manners
are appalling.
Rather than attribute the labels

“mean and stupid" to the Israeli
driver. It would be more accurate to

say "improperly trained.” Too
often driving instructors teach only

the barest essentials so that their

clients may squeak through the ex-

amination. In fact, one Ls generally
asked for the time and location or the
impending licensing examination.
This enables the instructor to deter-

mine who the examiner will be. He
will than guide his instruction in ac-

cordance with what be knows the ex-
aminer will demand during the test.

THE LACK of professionalism by
those who earn their living driving is

quite shocking to a Western Im-
migrant. American truck and bus
drivers are seldom thought of as un-
safe drivers. It ls rare indeed that
one may observe them changing
lanes In a curve, passing another
vehicle from the right or tail-gating
on the highway. Yet, 'in Israel, these
are common incidents. Some of our
most outrageous traffic law
violators are the drivers of our
public vehicles.

In Israel, the seven hapless
passengers In -an Inter-city sherut
close their eyes during the journey
and count their blessings at its con-
clusion. The sherut drivers' perfor-
mance on the road ls frightening. In
many cases their reckless driving is

tantamount to criminal behaviour as
countless cars are sideswiped, tail-

gated or harassed.
In most modern societies the

passengers in a sherut (or its

equivalent) would either sharply
reprimand the driver or would send
a letter of protest to his employer —
with a copy to the appropriate state
official. Unfortunately, the notlonsof
the right to decent, safe service by
public employees as well as the
myriad of other benefits derived
from heightened consumer
awareness are still far from our
shores.

IN CONCLUSION, I would like to

offer several suggestions in the con-
tinued attack on this very serious
problem.
• Strict laws that call for the
suspension and revocation ofdriving
licenses for flagrant violators.
• A system (perhaps com-

CORRECTION
A sentence In David

Krivine's article on this page
yesterday referring to fringe

benefits for workers should

have read: "The employer
contributes from his own
pocket another 48 per cent,

for Jew and Arab alike.*'. ..

puterlzed) of rapid action on traffic

violations. Registration and licence
renewals should be impossible with
an outstanding infraction.
• Make use of the

-
vast pools of

under-used manpower that do exist
— such as recently retired workers —
to assist in traffic law enforcement.
• Improve the training and dis-

cipline of existing traffic enforce-

ment personnel.
"

• A dramatic, continuing
crackdown on public vehicle
violations.
• A serious effort to heighten the
awareness of the Israeli public that

the problem of road safety Is a dif-

ficult but curable problem..
• The quality of drivers' education
courses must be Improved. There
should be firm, uncompromising dis-

missals for instructors who bend the
rules.
• Increase the use of unmarked
police cars on the highway.
There are innumerable statistics

that we may employ to describe the
carnage on the roads. Addressing
the problems that these statistics

represent via a personality analysis
merely overwhelms us and vitiates

any" real plan of action-. What we
need are serious laws, enforced by
serious people to stop serious :

crimes.

The author is a lecturer at the Paul
Bacricald School of Social Work at
Hebrew University.
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them, the Palestinian cause would
not have risen to prominence. To
reverse the tide, even at this late

date,- & change of conception is

necessary.
Whenever the subject of peace

between Israel and her neighbours
arises, so does the question of Syria.
Will -Syria really abandon the
Palestinians? Does Syria really
want the Golan? In reply, one need
-only recall 1976 when Syria
slaughtered 20,000 Palestinians in

Lebanon and hanged Palestinian
terrorists in a Damascus square.
Similarly, when the principle of
territorial compromise Is establish-

ed .concerning the Golan and the
West Bank, events In both Syria and
Jordan should takeonanewmomen-
tum, particularly after peace
between Israel and Egypt.
The real question ls whether Israel

will realize that the elimination of
Palestinian national aspirations is

more vital to the future security of
the country than complete control of

the administered territories. If not,

and bur immediate neighbours con-
tinue to encourage Palestinian ex-
pectations of statehood, Palestinians
everywhere, including Israel, will

remain restive. .As a result, Israel
may find herself going hack, not to
the borders of 1949, but to those of

1947,. . .

'

Dr. Bailey lectures on Palestinian

nationalism at Tel Aviv University.

CRUELTY
TO ANIMALS

To the Editorof The Jerusalem Post

Sir,— In the recentfashion supple-
ment, much is written to glamorise
the wearing of. furs. I wonder if your
readersknow how these furs are ob-
tained.

:

-

Mink, nutria, fox and ermine are
often raised on fur farms (where
conditions are crowded and dismal
and life ends with strychnine or a
blow to the liead), but the majority of

furs come from wild animals. Most
fur-bearing animals trapped In
North America (and, I believe, In the

Soviet Union) are taken with the leg-

hold trap. The steel jaws of this

device hold the animal by the leg un-
til the trapper arrives to despatch it.

The creature can be left in the trap
for many days, often more than a
week. In the meantime,. it suffers

terribly from pain, exposure and
thirst, and may be attacked by

. predators. (Some animals' esc ape
by chewing through the trappedleg,
but, thus -maimed, chances of sur-
vival are bleak.)

.

No one would condone the >

perpetration of such sickening cruel-

ty on domestic animals and it cannot
even be argued' that fur is a
necessary commodity. It is purely a
luxury .item and the torture of
animals - in the name of fashion is

utterly Indefensible.
'HILARY KNIGHT

Kibbutz Degania Aleph.

THE BAHAI -

LEADERSHIP
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — Ixx your reports oh the Black
Hebrews, - you mention in-
terrogations. and considerable
harassment for all Blacks entering
Israel at one time and added that
"even the . world head of the Bahai
faith, was subjected to similar in-
dignities."

.

There is no such a thing as one
world head of the Bahai faith. The
supreme body of the Bahai faith on
the international level consists of
nine members and represents the
Bahai world community, which is
universal and comprises all races of
mankind.

HAROLD MIX
-Munich.

POP IIM!
Wlule cooling your heels

at Ben Gunon Airport

take steps to keep in

touch with, tsraei, fifty -

two times a year. How?
By reading The Jerusalem
Post Weekly International

E ci : 1 1o n

.

Pop into one of the two
Bronfman Bookshops in

the Duty Free Lounge and

subscribe on the spot.

|
Hove a good journey,

Shaiom


